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This dissertation addresses aspects of on-chip interconnection networks. The
scientific contributions of the thesis are twofold. First, a survey of existing re-
search is made. The survey categorizes, structures and reviews a wide spectrum
of work in this new academic field, giving an overview of the state-of-the-art.
Secondly, issues are covered which relate to the practical design of a network en-
abling a modular and scalable design flow for giga scale system-on-chip designs.
Proof of concepts is given by their implementation in the MANGO (Message-
passing Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guaranteed services over OCP
interfaces) network-on-chip (NoC) architecture, which was developed during the
course of the PhD-project.
The main body of the thesis is composed of a set of research papers. One of these
is the mentioned survey, while five other papers explain concepts of the MANGO
architecture, their implementation, and deployment in a complete MANGO-
based system. Preceeding the papers, an introduction provides an overview
of the thesis and explains the key features of MANGO, which are: clockless
implementation, guaranteed communication services and standard socket access
points. Also, the introduction touches upon industrial use of NoC.
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Resume´
Denne afhandling adresserer aspekter af on-chip interkonnektions netværk. Af-
handlingens videnskabelige bidrag er todelt. Først er lavet en oversigt over eksis-
terende forskning. Dette survey kategoriserer og strukturerer et bredt spektrum
af arbejde indenfor det nye akademiske omr˚ade. Derudover dækkes udviklingen
af et netværk som muliggør et modulært og skalerbart design flow for giga scale
system-on-chip design. Bevis for koncepterne gives ved deres implementering
i MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guaran-
teed services over OCP interfaces) network-on-chip (NoC) arkitekturen, som er
blevet udviklet under PhD-projektets forløb.
Afhandlingen best˚ar i sin hovedvægt af en samling forskningsartikler. Den
ene er det nævnte survey, mens fem andre artikler beskriver nøglekoncepter af
MANGO arkitekturen, og koncepternes implementering i et komplet, MANGO-
baseret system. Forud for disse artikler giver en introduktion en oversigt over
afhandlingen, og forklarer hovedideerne ved MANGO: klokløs implementering,
garanteret kommunikationsservice og standard socket access punkter. I intro-
duktionen berøres ogs˚a industriel anvendelse af NoC.
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Preface
This thesis was prepared at Informatics and Mathematical Modelling, at the
Technical University of Denmark in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
acquiring the PhD degree. The PhD project was supervised by Associate Pro-
fessor Jens Sparsø.
Though the main focus of the thesis is network-on-chip, the experience of Jens
Sparsø within the field of asynchronous circuit design, has helped shape the
project from the very beginning, in the recognition of the value of globally
asynchronous locally synchronous system-on-chip design.
This final version of the thesis is different from the version submitted in Septem-
ber 2005, in that papers A and C have been revised based on reviewers com-
ments. Though the PhD degree was granted, purely on basis of the original
submission, I was encouraged by the thesis examiners to include the most re-
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List of Abbreviations
This section provides a list of short hands used in the thesis.
NoC - Network-on-Chip
SoC - System-on-Chip
IP core - Intellectual Property core (functional unit in a SoC)
GALS - Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (systems which do not
have a global clock, but wherein each submodule is independently clocked)
OCP - Open Core Protocol (socket for on-chip integration of IP cores)
MANGO - Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guar-
anteed services over OCP interfaces
QoS - Quality of Service
GS - Guaranteed Services (refers to routing services)
BE - Best-Effort (refers to routing services)
ALG - Asynchronous Latency Guarantees (scheduling discipline)
TDM - Time Division Multiplexing
VC - Virtual Channel
xDMA - Direct Memory Access
TFlops - Tera Floating-point Operations
CMOS - Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
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On-chip networks constitute a viable solution space to emerging system-on-chip
(SoC) design challenges [10][6][15]. As a replacement for busses and point-to-
point links, they hold the potential for a much more scalable, modular and
flexible design flow, as well as addressing fundamental physical-level problems
introduced when scaling microchip technologies into deep submicron geome-
tries. This PhD thesis addresses issues of network-on-chip (NoC) design and
usage. The focus is on MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-
chip providing Guaranteed services over OCP interfaces), the NoC architecture
developed during the course of the PhD project, by the author and others in
the System-on-Chip Group of the department of Informatics and Mathematical
Modelling at the Technical University of Denmark. The author’s contributions
are mainly at the lower levels of abstraction, conceptualizing, implementing and
formally proving methods and circuits used in the network adapters, routers
and links. These elements provide the functionality, on which higher-level usage
of the network is to be based. As NoC represents a rather new field, no major
work providing an overview of existing research exists, and in addition to the
development of the MANGO architecture, the thesis contributes a survey of
research within the field.
The thesis is composed of a set of research papers, which have been written
during the PhD project. Most have been published, or accepted for publication,
in relevant journals and conference proceedings. In the following sections, I will
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first describe key features of MANGO. Then I will provide an overview of the
papers included in the thesis. After this the present and future of practical,
industrial NoC usage is touched upon. In Chapter 2 I make a conclusion on the
thesis work and on MANGO.
There may occur details in this introduction, which are not readily understand-
able. These however will become more clear, after reading the included papers
that follow. The concluding remarks of Chapter 2 can be returned to, after read-
ing the papers. One may also choose to skip Sections 1.3 and 1.4, saving these
for after reading the papers. Since the papers are written as stand-alone works,
be prepared for overlaps in the introductory and motivating sections. As the
scientific weight of the thesis lies in the papers, I will mostly make references in
this introdution only when addressing key concepts. For extensive referencing,
I refer to the papers, in particular paper A – the survey paper.
1.1 The MANGO Network-on-Chip
The central goal addressed with MANGO is the realization of a modular and
scalable design flow for giga scale SoC designs. Issues in relation to this goal
include the challenge of global synchronization in large chips, the unpredictable
performance resulting from complex, dynamic dependencies when using a shared
communication media, and the need for increased design productivity in order
to exploit the growing amount of on-chip resources available to chip designers.
Key features of MANGO addressing these issues are:
(i) Clockless implementation. The MANGO links and routers are con-
structed entirely using clockless, or asynchronous, circuits [23]. As such, no
global synchronization signal is needed in a MANGO-based system. The IP
cores can be clocked individually. This facilitates a globally asynchronous lo-
cally synchronous (GALS) system [9][16][18].
(ii) Guaranteed Communication Services. By providing hard bandwidth
and latency guarantees, over connections in the network, it is possible to get a
handle on the complex dynamic performance interdependencies resulting from
the use of a shared communication media [22][17][8][13]. Benefits of guaranteed
services (GS) are that local changes do not have global effects, that it is feasible
to verify a system analytically rather than through simulation, and that real
time responsiveness becomes possible from a programming point-of-view. In
addition to connection-oriented GS, MANGO also provides connection-less best-
effort (BE) routing services.
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(iii) Standard socket access points. Access points in MANGO adhere to
the Open Core Protocol (OCP) [4]. OCP is an industry standard for on-chip
integration of IP cores. It provides a flexible family of synchronous core-centric
interfaces, based on memory-mapped access. Network adapters in MANGO pro-
vide read/write-style OCP transactions based on the primitive message-passing
services of the network. Providing standard socket access points [20][21] is a
step towards closing the widening design-productivity gap, by allowing design
reuse and decoupling of IP cores in the system.
While the papers in this thesis describe novel clockless circuits used in MANGO,
the basic concepts are equally applicable in a clocked implementation. Such a
network could have the benefit of being synthesizable from a high-level HDL
description. However it would not benefit from advantages of clockless circuits
as inherent global timing closure, zero dynamic idle power consumption and
low forward latency. An additional benefit of using clockless circuit techniques,
particularly relevant for NoC, is the fact that while any data communication
network needs to implement data driven flow control, this functionality is an
integral part of clockless circuits, as these are data driven by nature.
A design decision of MANGO was the implementation of read/write-style
(memory-mapped) interfaces. It is presently not fully clear, what the choice
of interfaces will be in future SoCs. It seemed natural however to support
memory-mapped interfaces in MANGO, since these dominate in computer sys-
tems today, leveraging the legacy of busses. The overhead of performing single
reads and writes over a NoC is high however, in particular in terms of latency,
and one can argue that e.g. media applications may benefit considerably from
using streaming interfaces instead. As the backbone of MANGO – the links
and routers – makes use of message-passing, the implementation of a streaming
interface would be trivial.
1.2 Overview of the Included Papers
The included papers should be read in the order that they appear. Paper A is
a survey paper, and is meant as an introduction to the field. The remaining pa-
pers concern technical details of MANGO. Paper B provides an overview of the
MANGO architecture and describes the router. Hereafter, in paper C, follows a
detailed circuit level presentation of some of the basic circuits of MANGO: the
implementation of virtual channel links and fair-share access to provide band-
width guarantees. Paper D details a novel link access scheduling scheme, used to
provide bandwidth and latency guarantees which are not inversely dependent of
each other. Paper E explains the network adapters, which implement the OCP
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compliant access points of the network, and paper F provides a perspective on
all the previous papers, by presenting a core-centric view, and programming
model, of a MANGO-based system. In the following, I will give a short review
of each paper.
Paper A: A Survey of Research and Practices of Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard and Shankar Mahadevan
This paper, which has been accepted to appear in ACM Computing Surveys,
provides an overview of the state-of-the-art of NoC research. Firstly, it gives
motivation for the usage of segmented interconnection networks in system-on-
chip (SoC) designs, and explains the basics of NoC. Fundamental building blocks
are named, a taxonomy for datagrams is defined and an adaption for NoC of
the OSI standard for layered network communication is made. Hereafter a
review of existing research is made. Issues range from link implementation to
design methodologies, also covering topics like performance analysis and traffic
characterization. Finally a number of case studies, of existing NoC solutions, are
given. The paper was written as an equal and joint effort between myself and
my fellow PhD student Shankar Mahadevan. While Shankar is mostly involved
in issues at higher levels of abstraction, such as modeling, and my own work
involves circuit design and other low level issues, our involvement in writing the
survey has been in all areas. The contribution of this paper is to provide an
overview and a structuring of a wide spectrum of state-of-the-art NoC research.
Paper B: A Router Architecture for Connection-Oriented Service
Guarantees in the MANGO Clockless Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard and Jens Sparsø
This paper was published by the IEEE Computer Society Press in the proceed-
ings of the Design, Automation and Test in Europe Conference (DATE), 2005.
It details the architecture of the MANGO routers, and explains how these can
be used to provide end-to-end service guarantees on connections. The paper
overlaps slightly with paper C, however whereas paper C details the links, this
paper provides more details on the routers and their programming. The main
contribution of the paper is the development of a router architecture, by which
local link access arbitration can be used to provide any type of global end-to-end
service guarantees.
Paper C: Implementation of Guaranteed Services in the MANGO
Clockless Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard and Jens Sparsø
In this paper, which is an invited submission to IEE Computers and Digital
Techniques based on a paper published by the authors at the Norchip IEEE
Conference [7], some fundamental circuits of MANGO are presented. The pa-
per details implementation of delay insensitive inter-router links and circuits
used in sharing of physical links between virtual channels (VCs). VCs are the
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basic building blocks of virtual circuits, which are a necessity of establishing
GS connections in MANGO. The main contributions of the paper include the
development of a clockless VC flow control method which requires only a single
control wire, and the implementation of high-performance clockless circuits for
providing fair bandwidth share access to links.
Paper D: A Scheduling Discipline for Latency and Bandwidth Guar-
antees in Asynchronous Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard and Jens Sparsø
Published in the proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Advanced
Research in Asynchronous Circuits and Systems (ASYNC), in March 2005, this
paper presents a scheduling discipline for link access, called Asynchronous La-
tency Guarantees (ALG), and its clockless implementation. The contribution
of the paper is the development of ALG scheduling, which provides latency
guarantees which are not inversely dependent on the bandwidth guarantees,
as is the case with time division multiplexed scheduling. Formal proof of the
ALG discipline is provided. The paper achieved the best paper award of the
conference.
Paper E: An OCP Compliant Network Adapter for GALS-based SoC
Design using the MANGO Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard, Shankar Mahadevan, Rasmus Grøndahl Olsen and Jens
Sparsø
This paper, which has been published at the International Symposium on
System-on-Chip (SOC), November 2005, addresses the third key feature of
MANGO: standard socket access points. An OCP compliant network adapter
(NA) is presented, which makes it possible to address other cores attached to
the network by OCP read and write transactions. The adapter also handles
synchronization between the clockless network and the clocked OCP socket,
hence enabling GALS-type SoC design. The main contribution of the paper is
the mixed clocked/clockless NA architecture, which appropriately leverages the
advantages particular to either circuit style.
Paper F: Programming and Using Connections in the MANGO
Network-on-Chip.
Tobias Bjerregaard
The final paper of the thesis provides a perspective on papers B through E,
by presenting a core-centric view of a MANGO-based system. The system is
build from the building blocks introduced in each of the previous papers, and
shows how such a system performs, from the point-of-view of the IP cores.
The GS provided by the routers is based on ALG scheduling, and the links are
delay insensitive and pipelined. It is shown how connections with end-to-end
guarantees are programmed, and how pipelining links has a minimal impact
on performance, due to the forward latency of clockless circuits being much
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smaller than the cycle time. Thus bandwidth is gained with very little penalty
on latency. The contribution of the paper is a simple and intuitive core-centric
programming model, by which any master core – such as a microprocessor –
in the system can program GS connections into the network, using OCP write
commands.
1.3 Industrial Use of NoC
However interesting a theoretical work of engineering research may be, the real
value of it is not revealed until industrially applied. The survey provided in
paper A details mainly academia related NoC research. In the following, a
perspective to this will be given by reflecting on the industrial deployment of
NoC-type solutions.
Until recently, a widespread use of multiprocessor systems has not been practi-
cally feasible. The overhead of designing and using such systems has for a long
time exceeded the advantages. CMOS scaling, computation intensive multime-
dia applications and power constrained mobile systems however, have pushed
towards distributed, multi-core systems. In effect, this evolution incurs a seg-
mented communication infrastructure as well. While practical deployment of
NoC-type communication structures in commercial chips most often is hidden,
the trend is clear, and commercial designs are starting to appear. In the fol-
lowing a few examples of industrial use of NoC are provided. Undoubtly many
more are in the pipeline.
In the spring of 2006, Sony Computer Entertainment Incorporated will introduce
the Play Station 3 (PS3), a state-of-the-art multimedia entertainment console,
with an acclaimed performance of up to 1 TFlops. The PS3 is based on the Cell
processor [14] developed as a result of a collaboration between Sony, Toshiba,
and IBM. The Cell processor is the first in a new generation of multi-core, gen-
eral purpose processor architectures. Along with memory and I/O controllers,
it consists of 9 processors, connected by a high-speed, segmented interconnec-
tion bus – a NoC – in a dual ring topology. This communication architecture
was devised in order to adhere to the extremely high bandwidth requirements
of present day multimedia applications. A variety of traffic is communicated on
this shared network, in the form of memory accesses, DMA streaming, as well
as message-passing. To prevent starvation and enhance real time reponsiveness,
the network uses a token scheme to allocate bandwidth. In recognition of the
complexity of effectively exploiting the raw compute power of such an architec-
ture, a considerable effort went into the development of software tools in parallel
with the hardware platform.
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Philips research has invested a great deal of resources into their Æthereal NoC
[11]. While commercial use of this architecture is still to be publicly announced,
one could guess that NoC-type solutions already exist in Philips products, or will
appear in the near future. In the context of embedded computing systems, there
is an increasing drive towards multi-core SoC design, in order to adhere to the
requirements of low power, high performance devices. In [12] Kees Goossens of
Philips Research addresses issues related to using NoC in consumer electronics.
First, commercial application domains are identified and the basic requirements
for these are stated. Application domains are converging and systems are in-
creasingly embedded. System behaviour is often real-time and safety critical,
as many systems have a concrete interaction with the real world. Reliable and
predictable behaviour of the devices is the norm. Finally, price is a critical fac-
tor in consumer products. The paper concludes that NoC has great promise as
a design-flow tool by 1) addressing deep submicron challenges and 2) offering
a structured view on communication between IP cores. This leads to faster
time-to-market, more predictable design cycles and more reliable designs.
Sonics [3] is a company which has focussed entirely on providing solutions for
on-chip communication. Based on the MicroNetwork concept [25], their SMART
Interconnects is a highly configurable, scalable SoC inter-block communication
system that integrally manages data, control, debug and test flows. Recent
publications detail methods for providing quality-of-service (QoS) [24], as a
means to decouple cores from each other in the system.
Recent years have also seen the emergence of a number of start-up companies,
seeking to commercialize on novel, NoC-related ideas. In 2003 the French start-
up Arteris [1] was founded. Arteris calls itself ’the network-on-chip company’,
and its products comprise a suite of tools for generating and debugging a NoC,
and a library of configurable NoC components. Apart from routers, the compo-
nent library includes mesochronous links to enable GALS systems, network spies
which allow for on-the-fly monitoring of network communication, and network
interface units providing support for a number of standard interface sockets,
such as OCP, AHB and AXI. Another start-up is Silistix [2], a spin-off from
the Advanced Processor Technologies Group at Manchester University. Their
NoC is based on the clockless CHAIN [5], which targets extremely low power
systems, e.g. CHAIN was demonstrated in a smart card implementation. It
is not publically known in what direction Silistix is presently taking their NoC
development.
The successful deployment of the NoC concept holds the potential to yield ben-
efits in a wide range of systems. To this end, NoC-based design may very well
prove to leverage the challenges at hand, in particular by enabling a scalable,




A major question that remains to be answered, concerns the need for quality-
of-service in NoC. Hard, connection-oriented service guarantees incur ultimate
predictability, and is hence desirable both from a real-time performance as well
as from a design verification point-of-view. But it comes at a price, in terms of
area overhead, reduced average performance and/or loss of routing flexibility.
NoC design trade-offs concern balancing these costs, and different solutions
express different types of overhead. In the Æthereal NoC [11] the area of a pure
GS router is lower than that of a router which provides BE routing services.
The overhead of GS is in terms of increased average latency, due to the need to
await a time division multiplexing slot that has been reserved for a particular
connection. Hence connections which have reserved few slots have high latency.
In MANGO on the other hand, latency can be guaranteed independently of
bandwidth. Here the overhead is mainly in terms of area, due to the need to
buffer GS connections separately.
Having to specify every connection in the system explicitly also limits the flexi-
bility. Envision a distributed, shared memory system. Each master would need
to establish a connection to every slave in the system. Though at a more ab-
stract or virtual level, this scenario parallels that of establishing a full mesh of
dedicated point-to-point links, clearly a non-scalable solution. To this end, the
combination of BE routing services and GS could constitute a viable solution
space. In combining different services however, again we encounter the trade-off
between features and overhead.
One could also question the need for hard guarantees. Possibly soft guarantees
– QoS based on statistical guarantees, as known from connection-less macro net-
works – will suffice in most applications. Another possibility is the provision of
hard guarantees in connection-less networks, based on a global knowledge of the
traffic in the network. Currently, research is being conducted in this direction
at a number of institutions around the world, including IMEC (Interuniversity
MicroElectronics Center) in Belgium and the Department of Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering at the National University of Singapore. Approaches include
calculating acceptable injection rates to still allow bandwidth to be guaranteed,
also, implementing global congestion detection feedback loops and dynamically
controlling injection of packets into the network. The overhead in using BE
routing but still providing guarantees would lie mainly in overdimensioning the
network, creating a bandwidth overhead. This potentially leaves headroom for
obtaining hard guarantees based on analysis of BE traffic, or to obtain accept-
able statistical routing guarantees.
While throughput and computation performance improves, CMOS scaling incurs
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an increasing communication latency. As argued in paper F, this is what incurs
the need for communication-centric design approaches. NoC does not solve
this problem, as it reflects fundamental physical properties of the fabrication
technology. However, NoC has the potential to utilize the available technology
as optimally as possible, in spite of the inherent limitations. This is basically
done by pipelining and sharing, hence keeping bandwidth and wire utilization
up while supporting large systems. Since bandwidth and scalability are the
most important metrics of high-end media system design, a driving application
domain for microchip systems today, NoC evidently displays advantages over
traditional communication architectures based on busses.
Generally speaking, the research focus is shifting from the implementation of
NoC, to the investigation of its optimal use. In [19] key research problems
in NoC design are identified. Approaches are proposed to each of eight key
problems, and open problems are stated. These relate to synthesis of the com-
munication infrastructure, choice of communication paradigm and application
mapping and optimization. In addition to problems of this type, challenges that
need to be addressed in order to realize a complete and practically feasible NoC
framework, relate to the programmability of tightly coupled, highly embedded,




This thesis concerns the network-on-chip concept of employing a shared, seg-
mented interconnection network for intra-chip communication. The working
title of my PhD project was just that; ’Intra-chip Communication’. During the
course of the project, it became clear that the future of this topic is embedded
in the NoC concept. As stated in paper A, ”...NoC constitutes a unification of
current trends of intra-chip communication, rather than an explicit new alter-
native”.
As a contribution to the field, I have provided a structured overview of the state-
of-the-art of NoC research. Also, I have identified a series of important NoC
features, needed in realizing a modular and scalable design flow for giga scale
SoC designs, and developed novel solutions to these. As a proof of the concepts,
I have deployed the theoretical ground work in a practical implementation: the
MANGO clockless network-on-chip architecture. In MANGO:
• A clockless implementation, with syncronization to clocked cores in net-
work adapters, makes global timing closure inherent and enhances IP com-
posability.
• Guaranteed routing services decouple subsystems and make analytical ver-
ification possible.
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• OCP-compliant standard socket access points enable IP reuse.
All of these features help promoting modularity and scalability. The advantages
of a clockless implementation include low forward latency in pipelined links, zero
dynamic idle power consumption and inherent support for GALS systems.
The work done for this PhD thesis demonstrates the existence of realistic, low
cost, high performance solutions to the challenges of designing giga scale mi-
crochips; the design-productivity gap can be bridged, and the fundamental short
comings of scaling CMOS technologies can be counteracted.
P a p e r A
A Survey of Research and
Practices of Network-on-Chip
Tobias Bjerregaard and Shankar Mavadevan
Accepted for publication in ACM Computing Surveys.
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The scaling of microchip technologies has enabled large scale systems-on-chip (SoC). Network-
on-chip (NoC) research addresses global communication in SoC, involving: (i) a move from
computation-centric to communication-centric design and (ii) the implementation of scalable
communication structures. This survey presents a perspective on existing NoC research. We
define the following abstractions: system, network adapter, network and link; to explain and
structure the fundamental concepts. First, research relating to the actual network design is
reviewed. Then system level design and modeling are discussed. We also evaluate performance
analysis techniques. The research shows that NoC constitutes a unification of current trends of
intra-chip communication, rather than an explicit new alternative.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: A.1 [Introductory and Survey]: ; B.4.3 [Input/Output and Data-
Communications]: Interconnections; B.7.1 [Integrated Circuits]: Types and Design Styles; C.5.4 [Computer
System Implementation]: VLSI Systems; C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architec-
ture and Design; C.0 [General]: —System Architectures
General Terms: Design
Additional Key Words and Phrases: chip-area networks, communication-centric design, commu-
nication abstractions, GALS, GSI design, interconnects, network-on-chip, NoC, OCP, on-chip
communication, SoC, sockets, system-on-chip, ULSI design
1. INTRODUCTION
Chip design has four distinct aspects: computation, memory, communication and I/O. As
processing power has increased and data intensive applications have emerged, the chal-
lenge of the communication aspect in single-chip systems, Systems-on-Chip (SoC), has
had increasing attention. This survey treats a prominent concept for communication in
SoC known as Network-on-Chip (NoC). As will become clear in the following, NoC does
not constitute an explicit new alternative for intra-chip communication, but is rather a con-
cept which presents a unification of on-chip communication solutions.
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Fig. 1. When a technology matures, it leads to a paradigm shift in system scope. Shown here is the chip scope in
LSI, VLSI and ULSI, the sequence of technologies leading to the enabling of SoC designs.
In this section we shall first briefly review the history of microchip technology that has
led to a call for NoC based designs. With our minds on intra-chip communication, we
will then look at a number of key issues of large-scale chip design, and finally show how
the NoC concept provides a viable solution space to the problems presently faced by chip
designers.
1.1 Intra-SoC Communication
The scaling of microchip technologies has lead to a doubling of available processing re-
sources on a single chip every second year. Even though this is projected to slow down to
a doubling every three years in the next few years for fixed chip sizes [ITRS 2003], the ex-
ponential trend is still in force. Though the evolution is continuous, the system level focus,
or system scope, moves in steps. When a technology matures for a given implementation
style, it leads to a paradigm shift. Examples of such shifts are moving from room- to rack-
level systems (LSI - 1970s) and later from rack- to board-level systems (VLSI - 1980s).
Recent technological advances allowing multi million transistor chips (currently well be-
yond 100M) have lead to a similar paradigm shift from board- to chip-level systems (ULSI
- 1990s). The scope of a single chip has changed accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 1. In
LSI systems a chip was a component of a system module (e.g. a bitslice in a bitslice pro-
cessor), in VLSI systems a chip was a system level module (e.g. a processor or a memory),
and in ULSI systems a chip constitutes an entire system (hence the term System-on-Chip
or SoC). SoC opens up to the feasibility of a wide range of applications making use of mas-
sive parallel processing and tightly interdependent processes, some adhering to real-time
requirements, bringing into focus new complex aspects of the underlying communication
structure. Many of these aspects are addressed by NoC.
There are multiple ways to approach an understanding of NoC. Readers well versed
in macro network theory may approach the concept by adapting proven techniques from
multicomputer networks. Much work done in this area during the 80s and 90s can readily
be built upon. Layered communication abstraction models, and decoupling of computation
and communication are relevant issues. There are however, a number of basic differences
between on- and off-chip communication. These generally reflect the difference in the cost
ratio between wiring and processing resources.
Historically, computation has been expensive and communication cheap. With scaling
microchip technologies this changed. Computation is becoming ever cheaper, while com-
munication encounters fundamental physical limitations such as time-of-flight of electrical
signals, power-use in driving long wires/cables, etc. In comparison with off-chip, on-chip
communication is significantly cheaper. There is room for lots of wires on a chip. Thus
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the shift to single-chip systems has relaxed system communication problems. However on-
chip wires do not scale in the same manner as does transistors, and as we shall see in the
following, the cost gap between computation and communication is widening. Meanwhile
the differences between on- and off-chip wires make the direct scaling down of traditional
multicomputer-networks sub-optimal for on-chip use.
In this survey we attempt to incorporate the whole range of design abstractions while
relating to the current trends of intra-chip communication. With the Giga Transistor Chip
era close at hand, the solution space of intra-chip communication is far from trivial. Below
we have summarized a number of relevant key issues. Though not new, we find it worth-
while to go through them, as the NoC concept presents a possible unification of solutions
for these. In Section 3 and 4, we will look into the details of research being done in relation
to these issues, and their relevance for NoC.
—Electrical wires. Even though on-chip wires are cheap in comparison with off-chip
wires, on-chip communication is becoming still more costly, in terms of both power and
speed. As fabrication technologies scale down, wire resistance per mm is increasing
while wire capacitance does not change much, the major part of the wire capacitance
being due to edge capacitance [Ho et al. 2001]. For CMOS, the approximate point at
which wire delays begin to dominate gate delays, was the 0.25µm generation for alu-
minum, and 0.18µm for copper interconnects, as first projected in [SIA 1997]. Shrinking
metal pitches, in order to maintain sufficient routing densities, is appropriate at the lo-
cal level where wire lengths also decrease with scaling. But global wire lengths do not
decrease, and as local processing cycle times decrease, the time spend on global com-
munication, relative to the time spend on local processing, increases drastically. Thus in
future deep submicron (DSM) designs the interconnect effect will definitely dominate
performance [Sylvester and Keutzer 2000]. Figure 2 taken from the International Tech-
nology Roadmap for Semiconductors [ITRS 2001] shows the projected relative delay
for local wires, global wires and logic gates of the near future. Another issue of pressing
importance concerns signal integrity. In DSM technologies, the wire models are unreli-
able, due to issues like fabrication uncertainties, crosstalk, noise sensitivity etc. These
issues are especially applicable to long wires.
Due to these effects of scaling, it has become necessary to differentiate between local
and global communication, and as transistors shrink the gap is increasing. The need for
global communication schemes supporting single-chip systems has emerged.
—System synchronization. As chip technologies scale and chip speeds increase, it is
becoming harder to achieve global synchronization. The drawbacks of the predominant
design style of digital integrated circuits, strict global synchrony, are growing relative
to the advantages. The clocktree needed to implement a globally synchronized clock
is demanding increasing portions of the power and area budget, and even so the clock
skew is claiming an ever larger relative part of the total cycle time available [Oklobdzija
and Sparsø 2002][Oberg 2003]. This has triggered work on skew tolerant circuit design
[Nedovic et al. 2003], which deals with clockskew by relaxing the need for timing mar-
gins, and on the use of optical waveguides for on-chip clock distribution [Piguet et al.
2004], the main purpose being to minimize power usage. Still power hungry skew ad-
justment techniques such as phase locked loops (PLL) and delay locked loops (DLL),
traditionally used for chip-to-chip synchronization, are finding their way into single-chip
systems [Kurd et al. 2001][Xanthopoulos et al. 2001].
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Fig. 2. Projected relative delay for local and global wires and for logic gates of near future technologies [ITRS
2001].
As a reaction to the inherent limitations of global synchrony, alternative concepts such
as GALS (Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous systems) are being introduced.
A GALS chip is made up of locally synchronous islands which communicate asyn-
chronously [Chapiro 1984][Meincke et al. 1999][Muttersbach et al. 2000]. There are
two main advantageous aspects of this method. One is the reducing of the synchroniza-
tion problem to a number of smaller subproblems. The other relates to the integration
of different IP (Intellectual Property) cores, easing the building of larger systems from
individual blocks with different timing characteristics.
—Design productivity. The exploding amount of processing resources available in chip
design together with a requirement for shortened design cycles have pushed the pro-
ductivity requirements on chip designers. Between 1997 and 2002 the market demand
reduced the typical design cycle by 50%. As a result of increased chip sizes, shrinking
geometries and the availability of more metal layers, the design complexity increased
50 times in the same period [OCPIP 2003a]. To keep up with these requirements, IP
reuse is pertinent. A new paradigm for design methodology is needed, which allows the
design effort to scale linearly with system complexity.
Abstraction at register transfer level (RTL) was introduced with the ASIC design flow
during the 90s, allowing synthesized standard cell design. This made it possible to de-
sign large chips within short design cycles, and synthesized RTL design is at present the
defacto standard for making large chips quickly. But the availability of on-chip resources
is outgrowing the productivity potential of even the ASIC design style. In order to uti-
lize the exponential growth in number of transistors on each chip, even higher levels of
abstraction must be applied. This can be done by introducing higher level communica-
tion abstractions, making for a layered design methodology enabling a partitioning of
the design effort into minimally interdependent subtasks. Support for this at the hard-
ware level includes standard communication sockets, allowing IP cores from different
vendors to be plugged effortlessly together. This is particularly pertinent in complex
multi-processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) designs. Also, the development of design
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Fig. 3. Examples of communication structures in Systems-on-Chip. a) traditional bus-based communication, b)
dedicated point-to-point links, c) a chip area network.
techniques to further increase the productivity of designers, is important. Electronic
system level (ESL) design tools are necessary for supporting a design flow which make
efficient use of such communication abstraction and design automation techniques, and
which make for seamless iterations across all abstraction levels. Pertaining to this, the
complex, dynamic interdependency of data streams – arising when using a shared me-
dia for data traffic – threatens to foil the efforts of obtaining minimal interdependence
between IP cores. Without special quality-of-service (QoS) support, the performance of
data communication may become unwarrantly arbitrary [Goossens et al. 2005].
To ensure the effective exploitation of technology scaling, intelligent use of the available
chip design resources is necessary, at the physical as well as at the logical design level.
Enabling means are the development of effective and structured design methods and
ESL tools.
As seen above, the major driving factors for the development of global communica-
tion schemes are the ever increasing density of on-chip resources, and the drive to utilize
these resources with a minimum of effort, as well as the need to counteract physical ef-
fects of DSM technologies. The trend is towards a subdivision of processing resources
into manageable pieces. This helps reduce design cycle time since the entire chip de-
sign process can be divided into minimally interdependent subproblems. This also allows
the use of modular verification methodologies, i.e. verification at low abstraction level
of cores (and communication network) individually, and at high abstraction level of the
system as a whole. Working at a high abstraction level allows a great degree of freedom
from lower level issues. It also lends towards a differentiation of local and global commu-
nication. As inter-core communication is becoming the performance bottleneck in many
multicore applications, the shift in design focus is from a traditional processing-centric to
a communication-centric one. One top level aspect of this involves the possibility to save
on global communication resources at the application level by introducing communica-
tion aware optimization algorithms in compilers [Guo et al. 2000]. System level effects of
technology scaling are further discussed in [Catthoor et al. 2004].
A standardized global communication scheme, together with standard communication
sockets for IP cores, would make Lego-brick-like plug-and-play design styles possible,
allowing good use of the available resources and fast product design cycles.
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Table I. Bus-versus-network arguments (adapted from [Guerrier and Greiner 2000]).
Bus Pros & Cons Network Pros & Cons
Every unit attached adds parasitic capaci-
tance, therefore electrical performance de-
grades with growth.
- + Only point-to-point one-way wires are used,
for all network sizes, thus local performance
is not degraded when scaling.
Bus timing is difficult in a deep submicron
process.
- + Network wires can be pipelined because
links are point-to-point.
Bus arbitration can become a bottleneck.
The arbitration delay grows with the number
of masters.
- + Routing decisions are distributed, if the net-
work protocol is made non-central.
The bus arbiter is instance-specific. - + The same router may be reinstantiated, for
all network sizes.
Bus testability is problematic and slow. - + Locally placed dedicated BIST is fast and of-
fers good test coverage.
Bandwidth is limited and shared by all units
attached.
- + Aggregated bandwidth scales with the net-
work size.
Bus latency is wire-speed once arbiter has
granted control.
+ - Internal network contention may cause a la-
tency.
Any bus is almost directly compatible with
most available IPs, including software run-
ning on CPUs.
+ - Bus-oriented IPs need smart wrappers. Soft-
ware needs clean synchronization in multi-
processor systems.
The concepts are simple and well under-
stood.
+ - System designers need reeducation for new
concepts.
1.2 NoC in SoC
Figure 3 show some examples of basic communication structures in a sample SoC, e.g.
a mobile phone. Since the introduction of the SoC concept in the 90s, the solutions for
SoC communication structures have generally been characterized by custom designed ad
hoc mixes of buses and point-to-point links [Lahiri et al. 2001]. The bus builds on well
understood concepts and is easy to model. In a highly interconnected multicore system
however, it can quickly become a communication bottleneck. As more units are added to
it, the power usage per communication event grows as well, due to more attached units
leading to higher capacitive load. For multi-master busses, the problem of arbitration is
also not trivial. Table I summarizes the pros and cons of buses and networks. A crossbar
overcomes some of the limitations of the buses. However, it is not ultimately scalable and
as such an intermediate solution. Dedicated point-to-point links are optimal in terms of
bandwidth availability, latency and power usage, as they are designed especially for the
given purpose. Also, they are simple to design and verify, and easy to model. But the
number of links needed increases exponentially as the number of cores increases. Thus an
area and possibly a routing problem develops.
From the point of view of design-effort one may argue that in small systems of less than
20 cores an ad hoc communication structure is viable. But as the systems grow and the
design cycle time requirements decrease, the need for more generalized solutions becomes
pressing. For maximum flexibility and scalability, it is generally accepted that a move
towards a shared, segmented global communication structure is needed. This notion trans-
lates into a data-routing network consisting of communication links and routing nodes,
being implemented on the chip. In contrast to traditional SoC communication methods
outlined above, such a distributed communication media scales well with chip size and
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complexity. Additional advantages include increased aggregated performance by exploit-
ing parallel operation.
From a technological perspective, a similar solution is reached: in DSM chips, long
wires must be segmented in order to avoid signal degradation, and busses are implemented
as multiplexed structures in order to reduce power and increase responsiveness. Hierar-
chical bus structures are also common, as a means to adhere to the given communication
requirements. The next natural step is to increase throughput by pipelining these structures.
Wires become pipelines and bus-bridges become routing nodes. Expanding on a structure
using these elements, one gets a simple network.
A common concept for segmented SoC communication structures is based on networks.
This is what is known as Network-on-Chip (NoC) [Agarwal 1999][Guerrier and Greiner
2000][Dally and Towles 2001][Benini and Micheli 2002][Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003].
As seen above, the distinction between different communication solutions is fading. NoC
is seen to be a unifying concept rather than an explicit new alternative. In the research
community, there are two widely held perceptions of NoC: (i) NoC as a subset of SoC,
and (ii) NoC as an extension of SoC. In the first view, NoC is defined strictly as the data-
forwarding communication fabric, i.e. the network and methods used in accessing the
network. In the second view NoC is defined more broadly, also to encompass issues dealing
with the application, system architecture, and its impact on communication or vice versa.
1.3 Outline
The purpose of this survey is to clarify the NoC concept and to map the scientific efforts
made into the area of NoC research. We will identify general trends, and explain a range of
issues which are important for state-of-the-art global chip-level communication. In doing
so we primarily take the first view of NoC, i.e. it being a subset of SoC, to focus and
structure the diverse discussion. From our perspective, the view of NoC as an extension of
SoC muddles the discussion with topics common to any large-scale IC design effort such
as: partitioning and mapping application, hardware/software co-design, compiler choice,
etc.
The rest of the survey is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will discuss the basics
of NoC. We will give a simple NoC example, address some relevant system level architec-
tural issues, and relate the basic building blocks of NoC to abstract network layers, and to
research areas. In Section 3 we will go into more details of existing NoC research. This
section is partitioned according to the research areas defined in Section 2. In Section 4 we
discuss high abstraction level issues such as design space exploration and modeling. These
are issues often applicable to NoC only in the view of it being an extension of SoC, but
we treat specifically issues of relevance to NoC-based designs and not to large scale IC
designs in general. In Section 5 performance analysis is addressed. Section 6 presents a
set of case studies, describing a number of specific NoC implementations, and Section 7
summarizes the survey.
2. NOC BASICS
In this section the basics of NoC are uncovered. First a component based view will be
presented, introducing the basic building blocks of a typical NoC. Then we shall look at
system level architectural issues relevant to NoC-based SoC designs. After this, a layered
abstraction based view will be presented, looking at network abstraction models, in par-
ticular OSI, and the adaption of such for NoC. Using the foundations established in this
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Fig. 4. Topological illustration of a 4-by-4 grid structured NoC, indicating the fundamental components.
section, we will go into further details of specific NoC research in Section 3.
2.1 A Simple NoC Example
Figure 4 shows a sample NoC structured as a 4-by-4 grid, which provides global chip-
level communication. Instead of busses and dedicated point-to-point links, a more general
scheme is adapted, employing a grid of routing nodes spread out across the chip, connected
by communication links. For now we will adapt a simplified perspective in which the NoC
contains the following fundamental components:
—Network Adapters implement the interface by which cores (IP blocks) connect to the
NoC. Their function is to decouple computation (the cores) from communication (the
network).
—Routing Nodes route the data according to chosen protocols. They implement the rout-
ing strategy.
—Links connect the nodes, providing the raw bandwidth. They may consist of one or
more logical or physical channels.
Figure 4 covers only the topological aspects of the NoC. The NoC in the figure could thus
employ packet or circuit switching or something entirely different, and be implemented
using asynchronous, synchronous or other logic. In Section 3 we will go into details of
specific issues with an impact on the network performance.
2.2 Architectural Issues
The diversity of communication in the network is affected by architectural issues such as
system composition and clustering. These are general properties of SoC, but since they
have direct influence on the design of the system level communication infrastructure we
find it worthwhile to go through them here.
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Fig. 5. System composition categorized along the axes of homogenity and granularity of system components.
Figure 5 illustrates how system composition may be categorized along the axes of ho-
mogenity and granularity of system cores. The figure also clarifies a basic difference be-
tween NoC and networks for more traditional parallel computers; the latter have generally
been homogeneous and coarse grained, where as NoC-based systems implement a much
higher degree of variety in composition, and in traffic diversity.
Clustering deals with the localization of portions of the system. Such localization may
be logical or physical. Logical clustering can be a valuable programming tool. It can
be supported by the implementation of hardware primitives in the network, e.g. flexi-
ble addressing schemes or virtual connections. Physical clustering, based on pre-existing
knowledge of traffic patterns in the system, can be used to minimize global communication,
thereby minimizing the total cost of communicating, power- and performance-wise.
Generally speaking, reconfigurability deals with the ability to allocate available re-
sources for specific purposes. In relation to NoC-based systems, reconfigurability concerns
how the NoC, a flexible communication structure, can be used to make the system recon-
figurable from an application point of view. A configuration can be established e.g. by
programming connections into the NoC. This resembles the reconfigurability of an FPGA,
though NoC-based reconfigurability is most often of coarser granularity. In NoC, the re-
configurable resources are the routing nodes and links rather than wires.
Much research work has been done on architecturally oriented projects, in relation to
NoC-based systems. The main issue in architectural decisions is the balancing of flexibil-
ity, performance and hardware costs of the system as a whole. As the underlying technol-
ogy advances, the trade-off spectrum is continually shifted, and the viability of the NoC
concept has opened up to a communication-centric solution space, which is what current
system level research explores.
At one corner of the architecural space outlined in Figure 5, is the Pleiades architec-
ture [Zhang et al. 2000] and its instantiation the Maia processor. A microprocessor is
combined with a relatively fine grained heterogeneous collection of ALUs, memories, FP-
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Fig. 6. The flow of data from source to sink, through the NoC components, with an indication of the types of
datagrams and research area.
GAs, etc. An interconnection network allows arbitrary communication between modules
of the system. The network is hierarchical and employs clustering in order to provide the
required communication flexibility while maintaining good energy-efficiency.
At the opposite corner are a number of works, implementing homogeneous, coarse
grained multiprocessors. In the Smart Memories [Mai et al. 2000] a hierarchical network
is used, with physical clustering of four processors. The flexibility of the local cluster
network is used as a means for reconfigurability, and the effectiveness of the platform is
demonstrated by mimicking two machines on far ends of the architectural spectrum, the
Imagine streaming processor and Hydra multiprocessor, with modest performance degra-
dation. The global NoC is not described however. In the RAW architecture [Taylor et al.
2002] on the other hand, the NoC which interconnects the processor tiles is described
in detail. It consists of a static network, in which the communication is preprogrammed
cycle by cycle, and a dynamic network. The reason for implementing two physically sepa-
rate networks is to accommodate different types of traffic in general purpose systems (see
Section 4.3 concerning traffic characterization). The Eclipse [Forsell 2002] is another sim-
ilarly distributed multiprocessor architecture, in which the interconnection network plays
an important role. Here, the NoC is a key element in supporting a sofisticated parallel
programming model.
2.3 Network Abstraction
The term NoC is used in research today in a very broad sense ranging from gate-level
physical implementation, across system layout aspects and applications, to design method-
ologies and tools. A major reason for the wide-spread adaptation of network terminology
lies in the readily available and widely accepted abstraction models for networked com-
munication. The OSI model of layered network communication can easily be adapted for
NoC usage, as done in [Benini and Micheli 2001] and [Arteris 2005]. In the following we
will look at network abstraction, and make some definitions to be used later in the survey.
To better understand the approaches of different groups involved in NoC, we have par-
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titioned the spectrum of NoC research into four areas: 1) System, 2) Network Adapter,
3) Network and 4) Link research. Figure 6 shows the flow of data through the network,
indicating the relation between these research areas, the fundamental components of NoC
and the OSI layers. Also indicated is the basic datagram terminology.
The System encompasses applications (processes) and architecture (cores and network).
At this level, most of the network implementation details may still be hidden. Much re-
search done at this level is applicable to large scale SoC design in general. The Network
Adapter (NA) decouples the cores from the network. It handles the end-to-end flow control,
encapsulating the messages or transactions generated by the cores for the routing strategy
of the Network. These are broken into packets which contain information about their des-
tination, or connection-oriented streams which do not, but have had a path setup prior to
transmission. The NA is the first level which is ’network aware’. The Network consists
of the routing nodes, links, etc, defining the topology and implementing the protocol and
the node-to-node flow control. The lowest level is the Link level. At this level, the basic
datagram are flits (flow control units), node level atomic units from which packets and
streams are made up. Some researchers operate with yet another subdivision, namely phits
(physical units), which are the minimum size datagram that can be transmitted in one link
transaction. Most commonly flits and phits are equivalent, though in a network employ-
ing highly serialized links, each flit could be made up of a sequence of phits. Link level
research deals mostly with encoding and synchronization issues. The presented datagram
terminology seems to be generally accepted, though no standard exists.
In a NoC, the layers are generally more closely bound than in a macro network. Issues
arising often have a more physically related flavor, even at the higher abstraction levels.
OSI specifies a protocol stack for multicomputer networks. Its aim is to shield higher
levels of the network from issues of lower levels, in order to allow communication between
independently developed systems, e.g. of different manufacturers, and to allow on-going
expansion of systems. In comparison with macro networks, NoC benefits from the system
composition being completely static. The network can be designed based on knowledge
of the cores to be connected, and possibly also on knowledge of the characteristics of the
traffic to be handled, as demonstrated in e.g. [Bolotin et al. 2004] and [Goossens et al.
2005]. Awareness of lower levels can be beneficial, as it can lead to higher performance.
The OSI layers, which are defined mainly on a basis of pure abstraction of communication
protocols, thus cannot be directly translated into the research areas defined here. With this
in mind, the relation established in Figure 6 is to be taken as a conceptual guideline.
3. NOC RESEARCH
In this section we provide a review of the approaches of various research groups. Figure 7
illustrates a simplified classification of this research. The text is structured based on the
layers defined in Section 2.3. Since we consider NoC as a subset of SoC, system level
research is dealt with separately in Section 4.
3.1 Network Adapter
The purpose of the Network Adapter (NA) is to interface the core to the network, and make
communication services transparently available with a minimum of effort from the core.
At this point, the boundary between computation and communication is specified.
As illustrated in Figure 8, the NA component implements a Core Interface (CI) at the
core side and a Network Interface (NI) at the network side. The function of the NA is
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Fig. 7. NoC Research Area Classification. This classification, which also forms the structure of Section 3, is
meant as a guideline to evaluate NoC research, and not as a technical categorization.
to provide high-level communication services to the core by utilizing primitive services
provided by the network hardware. Thus the NA decouples the core from the network,
implementing the network end-to-end flow control, facilitating a layered system design
approach. The level of decoupling may vary. A high level of decoupling allows for easy
reuse of cores. This makes possible a utilization of the exploding resources available to
chip designers, and greater design productivity is achieved. On the other hand, a lower
level of decoupling (a more network aware core) has the potential to make more optimal
use of the network resources.
In this section, we first address the use of standard sockets. We then discuss the abstract
functionality of the NA. Finally, we talk about some actual NA implementations, which
also address issues related to timing and synchronization.
3.1.1 Sockets. The CI of the NA may be implemented to adhere to a SoC socket stan-
dard. The purpose of a socket is to orthogonalize computation and communication. Ideally
a socket should be completely NoC implementation agnostic. This will facilitate the great-
est degree of reusability, because the core adheres to the specification of the socket alone,
independently of the underlying network hardware. One commonly used socket is the
Open Core Protocol (OCP) [OCPIP 2003b][Haverinen et al. 2002]. The OCP specification
defines a flexible family of memory-mapped, core-centric protocols for use as native core
interface in on-chip systems. The three primary properties envisioned in OCP include: (i)
architecture independent design reuse, (ii) feature specific socket implementation, and (iii)
simplification of system verification and testing. OCP addresses not only data-flow sig-
naling, but also uses related to errors, interrupts, flags and software flow control, control
and status, and test. Another proposed standard is the Virtual Component Interface (VCI)
[VSI Alliance 2000] used in the SPIN [Guerrier and Greiner 2000] and Proteo [Siguenza-
Tortosa et al. 2004] NoCs. In [Radulescu et al. 2004] support for the Advanced eXtensible
Interface (AXI) [ARM 2004] and Device Transaction Level (DTL) [Philips Semiconduc-
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Fig. 8. The Network Adapter (NA) implements two interfaces, the Core Interface (CI) and the Network Interface
(NI).
tors 2002] protocols was also implemented in an NA design.
3.1.2 NA Services. Basically, the NA provides encapsulation of the traffic for the un-
derlying communication media and management of services provided by the network. En-
capsulation involves handling of end-to-end flow control in the network. This may include
global addressing and routing tasks, re-order buffering and data acknowledgement, buffer
management to prevent network congestion, e.g. based on credits, packet creation in a
packet-switched network, etc.
Cores will content for network resources. These may be provided in terms of service
quantification, e.g. bandwidth and/or latency guarantees (see also Sections 3.2.4 and 5).
Service management concerns setting up circuits in a circuit-switched network, book keep-
ing tasks such as keeping track of connections, and matching responses to requests. An-
other task of the NA could be to negotiate the service needs between the core and the
network.
3.1.3 NA Implementations. A clear understanding of the role of the NA is essential
to successful NoC design. Muttersbach, Villiger and Fichtner [Muttersbach et al. 2000]
address synchronization issues, proposing a design of an asynchronous wrapper for use in
a practical GALS design. Here the synchronous modules are equipped with asynchronous
wrappers which adapt their interfaces to the self-timed environment. The packetization
occurs within the synchronous module. The wrappers are assembled from a concise library
of pre-designed technology-independent elements and provide high speed data transfer.
Another mixed asynchronous/synchronous NA architecture is proposed in [Bjerregaard
et al. 2005]. Here, a synchronous OCP interface connects to an asynchronous, message-
passing NoC. Packetization is performed in the synchronous domain, while sequencing
of flits is done in the asynchronous domain. This makes the sequencing independent of
the speed of the OCP interface, while still taking advantage of synthesized synchronous
design, for maintaining a flexible packet format. Thus the NA leverages the advantages
particular to either circuit design style. In [Radulescu et al. 2004] a complete NA design
for the ÆTHEREAL NoC is presented, which also offers a shared-memory abstraction to
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Fig. 9. Regular forms of topologies scale predictably with regards to area and power. Examples are (a) 4-ary
2-cube mesh, (b) 4-ary 2-cube torus and (c) binary (2-ary) tree.
Fig. 10. Irregular forms of topologies are derived by altering the connectivity of a regular structure such as shown
in (a) where certain links from a mesh have been removed, or by mixing different topologies such as in (b) where
a ring co-exists with a mesh.
the cores. It provides compatibility to existing on-chip protocols such as AXI, DTL and
OCP, and allows easy extension to other future protocols as well.
However, the cost of using standard sockets is not trivial. As demonstrated in the HER-
MES NoC [Ost et al. 2005], the introduction of OCP makes the transactions upto 50%
slower compared to the native core interface. An interesting design trade-off issue is the
partitioning of the NA functions between software (possibly in the core) and hardware
(most often in the NA). In [Bhojwani and Mahapatra 2003] a comparison of software and
hardware implementations of the packetization task was undertaken, the software taking
47 cycles to complete, while the hardware version taking only 2 cycles. In [Radulescu
et al. 2004] a hardware implementation of the entire NA introduces a latency overhead of
between 4 and 10 cycles, pipelined to maximize throughput. The NA in [Bjerregaard et al.
2005] takes advantage of the low forward latency of clockless circuit techniques, introduc-
ing an end-to-end latency overhead of only 3 to 5 cycles for writes and 6 to 8 cycles for
reads, which include data return.
3.2 Network Level
The job of the network is to deliver messages from their source to their designated destina-
tion. This is done by providing the hardware support for basic communication primitives.
A well-built network, as noted by Dally and Towles [Dally and Towles 2001], should ap-
pear as a logical wire to its clients. An on-chip network is defined mainly by its topology
and the protocol implemented by it. Topology concerns the layout and connectivity of the
nodes and links on the chip. Protocol dictates how these nodes and links are used.
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3.2.1 Topology. One simple way to distinguish different regular topologies is in terms
of k-ary n-cube (grid-type), where k is the degree of each dimension and n is the num-
ber of dimensions (Figure 9), first described by Dally [Dally 1990] for multicomputer
networks. The k-ary tree and the k-ary n-dimensional fat tree are two alternate regular
forms of networks explored for NoC. The network area and power consumption scales
predictably for increasing size of regular forms of topology. Most NoCs implement reg-
ular forms of network topology, that can be laid out on a chip surface (a 2-dimensional
plane) e.g. k-ary 2-cube, commonly known as grid-based topologies. The Octagon NoC
demonstrated in [Karim et al. 2001][Karim et al. 2002] is an example of a novel regular
NoC topology. Its basic configuration is a ring of 8 nodes connected by 12 bi-directional
links, which provides two-hop communication between any pair of nodes in the ring, and
a simple, shortest-path routing algorithm. Such rings are then connected edge to edge, to
form a larger, scalable network. For more complex structures such as trees, finding the
optimal layout is a challenge in its own right.
Besides the form, the nature of links adds an additional aspect to the topology. In k-ary
2-cube networks, popular NoC topologies based on the nature of link are: the mesh which
uses bidirectional links, and torus using unidirectional links. For a torus, a folding can be
employed to reduce long wires. In the NOSTRUM NoC presented in [Millberg et al. 2004]
a folded torus is discarded in favor of a mesh, with the argument that it has longer delays
between routing nodes. Figure 9 shows examples of regular forms of topology. Generally,
mesh topology makes better use of links (utilization) while tree-based topologies are useful
for exploiting locality of traffic.
Irregular forms of topologies are derived by mixing different forms, in a hierarchical,
hybrid or asymmetric fashion, as seen in Figure 10. Irregular forms of topologies scale
non-linearly with regards to area and power. These are usually based on the concept of
clustering. A small private/local network often implemented as a bus, [Mai et al. 2000] and
[Wielage and Goossens 2002], for local communication with k-ary 2-cube global commu-
nication is a favored solution. In [Pande et al. 2005], the impact of clustering on five NoC
topologies is presented. It shows 20% to 40% reduction in bit-energy for the same amount
of throughput, due to traffic localization.
With regards to the presence of a local traffic source or sink connected to the node, direct
networks are those that have at least one core attached to each node, indirect networks on
the other hand have a subset of nodes not connected to any core, performing only network
operations; as is generally seen in tree-based topology where cores are connected at the
leaf nodes. The examples of indirect tree-based networks are fat-tree in SPIN [Guerrier
and Greiner 2000] and butterfly in [Pande et al. 2003]. The fat-tree used in SPIN is proven
in [Leiserson 1985] to be most hardware efficient compared to any other network.
For alternate classifications of topology the reader is referred to [Aggarwal and Franklin
2002], [Jantsch 2003] and [Culler et al. 1998]. Culler in [Culler et al. 1998] combines pro-
tocol and geometry, to bring out a new type of classification which is defined as topology.
With regards to the routing nodes, a layout trade-off is the thin switch vs square switch
presented by Kumar et al [Kumar et al. 2002]. Figure 11 illustrates the difference between
these two layout concepts. A thin switch is distributed around the cores and wires are
routed across them. A square switch is placed on the crossings of dedicated wiring chan-
nels between the cores. It was found that the square switch is better for performance and
bandwidth while the thin switch requires relatively low area. The area overhead required to
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Fig. 11. Two layout concepts. The thin switch is distributed around the cores and wires are routed across it. The
square switch is placed on the crossings in dedicated channels between the cores.
implement a NoC is in any case expected to be modest. The processing logic of the router,
for a packet switched network, is estimated to be approximately between 2.0% [Pande et al.
2003] to 6.6% [Dally and Towles 2001] of the total chip area. In addition to this, the wiring
uses a portion of the upper two wiring layers.
3.2.2 Protocol. The protocol concerns the strategy of moving data through the NoC.
We define switching as the mere transport of data, while routing is the intelligence behind,
i.e. it determines the path of the data transport. This is in accordance with Culler et
al [Culler et al. 1998]. In the following these and other aspects of protocol commonly
addressed in NoC research, are discussed:
—Circuit vs packet switching: Circuit switching involves the circuit from source to des-
tination being setup and reserved until the transport of data is complete. Packet switched
traffic on the other hand is forwarded on a per-hop basis, each packet containing routing
information as well as data.
—Connection-oriented vs connection-less: Connection-oriented mechanisms involve a
dedicated (logical) connection path being established prior to data transport. The con-
nection is then terminated upon completion of communication. In connection-less
mechanisms the communication occurs in a dynamic manner, with no prior arrange-
ment between the sender and the receiver. Thus circuit switched communication is
always connection-oriented, whereas packet switched communication may be either
connection-oriented or connection-less.
—Deterministic vs adaptive routing: In a deterministic routing strategy, the traversal
path is determined by its source and destination alone. Popular deterministic routing
schemes for NoC are source routing and X-Y routing (2-d dimension order routing). In
source routing, the source core specifies the route to the destination. In X-Y routing the
packet follow the rows first then along the columns toward destination or vice versa. In
an adaptive routing strategy the routing path is decided on a per-hop basis. Adaptive
schemes involve dynamic arbitration mechanisms, e.g. based on local link congestion.
This results in more complex node implementations, but offers benefits like dynamic
load balancing.
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Fig. 12. Generic router model. LC = link controller (reprinted from [Duato et al. 2003] by Jose Duato, Sudhakar
Yalamanchili and Lionel Ni, Fig. 2.1, ©2003, with permission from Elsevier).
—Minimal vs non-minimal routing: A routing algorithm is minimal if it always chooses
among shortest paths toward the destination; otherwise it is non-minimal.
—Delay vs loss: In the delay model datagrams are never dropped. This means that the
worst that can happen is the data being delayed. In the loss model datagrams can be
dropped. In this case the data needs to be retransmitted. The loss model introduces
some overhead in that the state of the transmission, successful or failed, must somehow
be communicated back to the source. There are however some advantages involved in
dropping datagrams, e.g. as a means of resolving network congestion.
—Central vs distributed control: In centralized control mechanisms, routing decisions
are made globally, e.g. bus arbitration. In distributed control, most common for seg-
mented interconnection networks, the routing decisions are made locally.
The protocol defines the use of the available resources, and thus the node implementation
reflects design choices based on the above listed terms. In Figure 12, taken from [Duato
et al. 2003], Duato et al. have clearly identified the major components of any routing node
i.e.: buffers, switch, routing and arbitration unit and link controller. The switch connects
the input buffers to the output buffers, while the routing and arbitration unit implements
the algorithm that dictates these connections. In a centrally controlled system, the routing
control would be common for all nodes, and a strategy might be chosen which guarantees
no traffic contention. Thus no arbitration unit would be necessary. Such a scheme can be
employed in a NoC in which all nodes have a common sense of time, as done in [Millberg
et al. 2004]. Here the NOSTRUM NoC implements an explicit time division multiplexing
mechanism which the authors call Temporally Disjoint Networks (TDN). Packets cannot
collide, if they are in different TDNs. This is similar to the slot allocation mechanism in
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the ÆTHEREAL NoC [Goossens et al. 2005].
The optimal design of the switching fabric itself relates to the services offered by the
router. In [Kim et al. 2005] a crossbar switch is proposed, which offers adaptive bandwidth
control. This is facilitated by adding an additional bus, allowing the crossbar to be bypassed
during periods of congestion. Thus, the switch is shown to improve the throughput and
latency of the router by up to 27% and 41% respectively, at a modest area and power
overhead of 21% and 15% respectively. In [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a] on the other
hand, a non-blocking switch is proposed, which allows for hard performance guarantees,
when switching connections within the router (more details in Section 3.2.4). By utilizing
the knowledge that only a limited number of flits can enter the router through each input
port, the switch can be made to scale linearly rather than exponentially, with the number
of connections on each port. In [Leroy et al. 2005] a switch similarly provides guaranteed
services. This switch however switches individual wires on each port, rather than virtual
connections.
A quantitative comparison of connection-oriented and connection-less scheme for
MPEG-2 Video Decoder is presented in [Harmanci et al. 2005]. The connection-oriented
scheme is based on ÆTHEREAL, while the connection-less scheme is based on DiffServ
- a priority based packet scheduling NoC. The conclusions of tests, conducted in the pres-
ence of background traffic noise, show that (i) the individual end-to-end delay is lower in
connection-less than in connection-oriented one, due to better adaptation of the first ap-
proach to variable bit-rates of the MPEG video flows, and (ii) the connection-less schemes
present a higher stability towards a wrong decision in the type of service to be assigned to
a flow.
Concerning the merits of adaptive routing, versus deterministic, there are different opin-
ions. In [Neeb et al. 2005] a comparison of deterministic (dimension-order) and adaptive
(negative first and planar-adaptive) routing, applied to mesh, torus and cube networks, was
made. For chips performing interleaving in high throughput channel decoder wireless ap-
plications, dimension-order routing scheme was found to be inferior compared to adaptive
schemes, when using lower dimension NoCs topologies. However, it was shown to be the
best-choice, due to low area and high thoughput characteristics, for higher dimension NoC
topologies. The impact on area and throughput, of input and output buffer queues in the
router, was also discussed. In [de Mello et al. 2004], the performance of minimal routing
protocols in the HERMES [Moraes et al. 2004] NoC were investigated: one determinis-
tic protocol (XY-routing) and three partially adaptive protocols (west-first, north-last and
negative-first routing). While the adaptive protocols can potentially speed up the deliv-
ery of individual packets, it was shown that the deterministic protocol was superior to the
adaptive ones from a global point. The reason is that adaptive protocols tend to concentrate
the traffic in the center of the network, resulting in increased congestion here.
The wide majority of NoC research is based on packet switching networks. In addition,
most are delay-based since the overhead of keeping account of packets being transmitted,
and of retransmitting dropped packets is high. In [Gaughan et al. 1996] however, a rout-
ing scheme is presented which accomodates dropping packets when errors are detected.
Most often connection-less routing is employed for best-effort (BE) traffic (Section 4.3),
while connection-oriented routing is used to provide service guarantees (Section 3.2.4). In
SoCBUS [Sathe et al. 2003] a different approach is taken, in that a connection-oriented
strategy is used to provide BE traffic routing. Very simple routers establish short lived
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Table II. Cost and stalling for different routing protocols.
Protocol Per router cost Stalling
Latency Buffering
store-and-forward packet packet at two nodes and the link be-
tween them
wormhole header header at all nodes and links
spanned by the packet
virtual cut-through header packet at the local node
connections, set up using BE routed control packets, which provide a very high throughput
of 1.2 GHz in a 0.18 µm CMOS process. Drawbacks are the time spent during the setup
phase, which requires a path acknowledge, and the fact that only a single connection can be
active on each link at any given time. A similarly connection-oriented NoC is aSoC [Liang
et al. 2000], which implements a small reconfigurable communication processor in each
node. This processor has interconnect memory that programs the crossbar for data transfer
from different sources across the node on each communication cycle.
The most common forwarding strategies are store-and-forward, wormhole and virtual
cut-through. These will be explained below. Table II summarizes the latency penalty and
storage cost in each node for each of these schemes.
Store-and-forward. Store-and-forward routing is a packet switched protocol, in which
the node stores the complete packet and forwards it based on the information within its
header. Thus the packet may stall if the router in the forwarding path does not have suffi-
cient buffer space. The CLICHE [Kumar et al. 2002] is an example of a store-and-forward
NoC.
Wormhole. Wormhole routing combines packet switching with the data streaming qual-
ity of circuit switching, to attain a minimal packet latency. The node looks at the header
of the packet to determine its next hop and immediately forwards it. The subsequent flits
are forwarded as they arrive. This causes the packet to worm its way through the network,
possibly spanning a number of nodes, hence the name. The latency within the router is not
that of the whole packet. A stalling packet however has the unpleasantly expensive side
effect of occupying all the links that the worm spans. In Section 3.2.3 we shall see how vir-
tual channels can relieve this side effect at a marginal cost. In [Al-Tawil et al. 1997] a well
structured survey of wormhole routing techniques is provided and a comparison between
a number of schemes is made.
Virtual cut-through. Virtual cut-through routing has a forwarding mechanism similar
to that of wormhole routing. But before forwarding the first flit of the packet, the node
waits for a guarantee that the next node in the path will accept the entire packet. Thus if
the packet stalls, it aggregates in the current node without blocking any links.
While macro networks usually employ store-and-forward routing, the prevailing scheme
for NoC is wormhole routing. Advantages are low latency and the avoidance of area costly
buffering queues. A special case of employing single flit packets is explored in [Dally
and Towles 2001]. Here the data and header bits of the packets are transmitted separately
and in parallel across a link, and the data path is quite wide (256 bits). Each flit is thus a
packet in its own right, holding information about its destination. Hence, unlike wormhole
routing, the stream of flits may be interlaced with other streams and stalling is restricted to
the local node. Still single flit latency is achieved. The cost is a higher header-to-payload
ratio, resulting in larger bandwidth overhead.
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Fig. 13. Using virtual channels, independently buffered logical channels sharing a physical link, to prevent stalls
in the network. Streams on different VCs can pass each other, while streams sharing buffer queues may stall.
3.2.3 Flow Control. Peh and Dally have defined flow control as the mechanism that
determines the packet movement along the network path [Peh and Dally 2001]. Thus it
encompasses both global and local issues. Flow control mainly addresses the issue of
ensuring correct operation of the network. In addition, it can be extended to include also
issues on utilizing network resources optimally and providing predictable performance of
communication services. Flow control primitives thus also form the basis of differentiated
communication services. This will be discussed further in Section 3.2.4
In the following, we first discuss the concept of virtual channels and their use in flow
control. We then discuss a number of works in the area, and finally we address buffering
issues.
Virtual channels (VCs): VCs is the sharing of a physical channel by several logically
separate channels with individual and independent buffer queues. Generally, between 2 and
16 VCs per physical channel have been proposed for NoC. Their implementation results in
an area and possibly also power, and latency overhead, due to the cost of control and buffer
implementation. There are however a number of advantageous uses. Among these are:
—Avoiding deadlocks. Since VCs are not mutually dependent on each other, adding VCs
to links, and choosing the routing scheme properly, one may break cycles in the resource
dependency graph [Dally and Seitz 1987].
—Optimizing wire utilization. In future technologies, wire costs are projected to domi-
nate over transistor costs [ITRS 2003]. Letting several logical channels share the phys-
ical wires, the wire utilization can be greatly increased. Advantages include reduced
leakage power and wire routing congestion.
—Improving performance. VCs can generally be used to relax the inter-resource depen-
dencies in the network, thus minimizing the frequency of stalls. In [Dally 1992] it is
shown that dividing a fixed buffer size across a number of VCs improve the network
performance at high loads. In [Duato and Pinkston 2001] the use of VCs to implement
adaptive routing protocols is presented. [Vaidya et al. 2001] and [Cole et al. 2001] dis-
cusses the impact and benefit of supporting VCs.
—Providing diffentiated services. Quality-of-service (QoS, see Section 3.2.4) can be
used as a tool to optimize application performance. VCs can be used to implement such
services, by allowing high priority data streams to over take those of lower priority [Fe-
licijan and Furber 2004][Rostislav et al. 2005][Beigne et al. 2005], or by providing guar-
anteed service levels on dedicated connections [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a].
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To ensure correct operation, the flow control of the network must first and foremost avoid
deadlock and livelock. Deadlock occurs when network resources (e.g. link bandwidth or
buffer space) are suspended waiting for each other to be released, i.e. where one path is
blocked leading to other being blocked in a cyclic fashion [Dally and Seitz 1987]. It can
be avoided by breaking cyclic dependencies in the resource dependency graph. Figure 13
illustrates how VCs can be used to prevent stalls due to dependencies on shared network
resources. It is seen how in a network without VCs, stream B is stalled by stream A. In a
network with VCs however, stream B is assigned to a different VC with a separate buffer
queue. Thus even though stream A is stalled stream B is enabled to pass.
Livelock occurs when resources constantly change state waiting for other to finish. Live-
lock is less common but may be expected in networks where packets are reinjected into the
network, or where back-stepping is allowed, e.g. during non-minimal adaptive routing.
Methods to avoid deadlock and livelock can be applied either locally at the nodes with
support from service primitives e.g. implemented in hardware, or globally by ensuring
logical separation of data streams by applying end-to-end control mechanisms. While local
control is most widespread, the latter was done in [Millberg et al. 2004] using the concept
of Temporally Disjoint Networks which was described in Section 3.2.2. As mentioned
above, dimension-ordered routing is a popular choice for NoC, because it provides freedom
from deadlock, without the need to introduce VCs. The turn model [Glass and Ni 1994]
also does this, but allows more flexibility in routing. A related approach is the odd-even
turn model [Chiu 2000] for designing partially adaptive deadlock-free routing algorithms.
Unlike the turn model, which relies on prohibiting certain turns in order to achieve freedom
from deadlock, this model restricts the locations where some types of turns can be taken.
As a result, the degree of routing adaptiveness provided is more even for different source-
destination pairs. The ANoC [Beigne et al. 2005] implements this routing scheme.
The work of José Duato has addressed the mathematical foundations of routing al-
gorithms. His main interests have been in the area of adaptive routing algorithms for
multicomputer networks. Most of the concepts are directly applicable to NoC. In [Duato
1993] the theoretical foundation for deadlock-free adaptive routing in wormhole networks
is given. This builds on early work by Dally, which showed that avoiding cyclic depen-
dencies in the channel dependency graph of a network, deadlock-free operation is assured.
Duato expands the theory to allow adaptive routing, and furthermore shows that the ab-
sence of cyclic dependencies is too restrictive. It is enough to require the existence of
a channel subset which defines a connected routing subfunction with no cycles in its ex-
tended channel dependency graph. The extended channel dependency graph is defined in
[Duato 1993] as a graph for which the arcs are not only pairs of channels for which there is
a direct dependency, but also pairs of channels for which there is an indirect dependency.
In [Duato 1995] and [Duato 1996] this theory is refined and extended to cover also cut-
through and store-and-forward routing. In [Duato and Pinkston 2001] a general theory is
presented, which glues together several of the previously proposed theories into a single
theoretical framework.
In [Dally and Aoki 1993] Dally has investigated a hybrid of adaptive and deterministic
routing algorithms using VCs. Packets are routed adaptively until a certain number of
hops have been made in a direction away from the destination. There after, the packets
are routed deterministically, in order to be able to guarantee deadlock-free operation. Thus
the benefits of adaptive routing schemes are approached, while keeping the simplicity and
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predictability of deterministic schemes.
Other research has addressed flow control approaches purely for improving perfor-
mance. In [Peh and Dally 1999] and [Kim et al. 2005] look-ahead arbitration schemes
are used to allocate link and buffer access ahead of data arrival, thus reducing the end-to-
end latency. This results in increased bandwidth utilization as well. Peh and Dally use
virtual channels, and their approach is compared with simple virtual-channel flow control,
as described in [Dally 1992]. It shows an improvement in latency of about 15%, across
the entire spectrum of background traffic load, and network saturation occurs at a load
20% higher. Kim et al do not use virtual channels. Their approach is shown to improve la-
tency considerably (by 42%) when network load is low (10%) with much less improvement
(13%) when network load is high (50%). In [Mullins and Moore 2004] a virtual-channel
router architecture for NoC is presented, which optimizes routing latency by hiding control
overheads, in a single cycle implementation.
Buffering: Buffers are an integral part of any network router. In by far the most NoC
architectures, buffers account for the main part of the router area. As such, it is a major
concern to minimize the amount of buffering necessary, under given performance require-
ments. There are two main aspects of buffers: (i) their size and (ii) their location within the
router. In [Kumar et al. 2002] it is shown that increasing the buffer size is not a solution to-
wards avoiding congestion. At best, it delays the onset of congestion, since the throughput
is not increased. The performance improved marginally in relation to the power and area
overhead. On the other hand, buffers are useful to absorb bursty traffic, thus leveling the
bursts.
Tamir and Frazier [Tamir and Frazier 1988] have provided an comprehensive overview
of advantages and disadvantages of different buffer configurations (size and location)
and additionally proposed a buffering strategy called dynamically allocated multi-queue
(DAMQ) buffer. In the argument of input vs. output buffers, for equal performance the
queue length in a system with output port buffering is always found to be shorter than the
queue length in an equivalent system with input port buffering. This is so, since in a routing
node with input buffers, a packet is blocked if it is queued behind a packet whose output
port is busy (head-of-the-line-blocking). With regards to centralized buffer pools shared
between multiple input and output ports vs distributed dedicated FIFOs, the centralized
buffer implementations are found to be expensive in area due to overhead in control imple-
mentation, and become bottlenecks during periods of congestion. The DAMQ buffering
scheme allows independent access to the packets destined for each output port, while ap-
plying its free space to any incoming packet. DAMQ shows better performance than FIFO
or statically-allocated shared buffer space per input-output port due to better utilization of
the available buffer space especially for non-uniform traffic. In [Rijpkema et al. 2001] a
somewhat similar concept called virtual output queuing is explored. It combines moderate
cost with high performance at the output queues. Here independent queues are designated
to the output channels thus enhancing the link utilization by bypassing blocked packets.
In [Hu and Marculescu 2004a] the authors present an algorithm which sizes the (input)
buffers in a mesh-type NoC, on basis of the traffic characteristics of a given application.
For three audio/video benchmarks it was shown how such intelligent buffer allocation
resulted in about 85% savings in buffering resources, in comparison with uniform buffer
sizes, without any reduction in performance.
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3.2.4 Quality of Service (QoS). QoS is defined as service quantification that is pro-
vided by the network to the demanding core. Thus it involves two aspects: (i) defining
the services represented by a certain quantification and (ii) negotiating the services. The
services could be low latency, high through-put, low power, bounds on jitter, etc. Nego-
tiating implies balancing the service demands of the core with the services available from
the network.
In [Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003](pgs: 61-82), Goossens et al characterize the nature of
QoS in relation to NoC. They identify two basic QoS classes, best-effort services (BE)
which offer no commitment, and guaranteed services (GS) which do. They also present
different levels of commitment, and discuss their effect on predictability of the communi-
cation behavior: 1) correctness of the result, 2) completion of the transaction, 3) bounds
on the performance. In [Rijpkema et al. 2001] argumentation for the necessity of a com-
bination of BE and GS in NoC is provided. Basically, GS incur predictability, a quality
which is often desirable e.g. in real-time systems, while BE improves the average resource
utilization [Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003](pgs: 61-82)[Goossens et al. 2002][Rijpkema et al.
2003]. More details of the advantages of GS from a design flow and system verification
perspective are given in [Goossens et al. 2005], in which a framework for the development
of NoC-based SoC, using the ÆTHEREAL NoC, is described.
Strictly speaking, BE refers to communication for which no commitment can be given,
whatsoever. In most NoC related works however, BE covers the traffic for which only cor-
rectness and completion are guaranteed while GS is traffic for which additional guarantees
are given, i.e. on the performance of a transaction. In macro networks, service guarantees
are often of a statistical nature. In tightly bound systems such as SoC, hard guarantees
are often preferred. GS allows analytical system verification, and hence a true decoupling
of sub-systems. In order to give hard guarantees, GS communication must be logically
independent of other traffic in the system. This requires connection-oriented routing. Con-
nections are instantiated as virtual circuits which use logically independent resources, thus
avoiding contention. The virtual circuits can be implemented by either virtual channels,
time-slots, parallel switch fabric, etc. As the complexity of the system increases and as GS
requirements grow, so does the number of virtual circuits and resources (buffers, arbitration
logic, etc) needed to sustain them.
While hard service guarantees provide an ultimate level of predictability, soft (statisti-
cal) GS or GS/BE hybrids have also been the focus of some research. In [Bolotin et al.
2004], [Felicijan and Furber 2004], [Beigne et al. 2005] and [Rostislav et al. 2005] NoCs
providing prioritized BE traffic classes are presented. SoCBUS [Sathe et al. 2003] provides
hard, short-lived GS connections, however since these are setup using BE routed packets,
and torn down once used, this can also be categorized as soft GS.
ÆTHEREAL [Goossens et al. 2005], NOSTRUM [Millberg et al. 2004], MANGO
[Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a], SONICS [Weber et al. 2005], aSOC [Liang et al. 2004],
and also the NoCs presented in [Liu et al. 2004], in [Leroy et al. 2005], and the static
NoC used in the RAW multiprocessor architecture [Taylor et al. 2002], are examples of
NoCs implementing hard GS. While most NoCs that implement hard GS use variants of
time division multiplexing (TDM) to implement connection-oriented packet routing, thus
guaranteeing bandwidth on connections, the clockless NoC MANGO uses sequences of
virtual channels to establish virtual end-to-end connections. Hence limitations of TDM,
such as bandwidth and latency guarantees being inversely proportional, can be overcome
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by appropriate scheduling. In [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005b] a scheme for guaranteeing
latency, independently of bandwidth, is presented. In [Leroy et al. 2005] an approach for
allocating individual wires on the link for different connections, is proposed. The authors
call this spatial division multiplexing, as opposed to TDM.
For readers interested in exploitation of GS (in terms of throughput) virtual circuits
during idle times, in [Andreasson and Kumar 2005] and [Andreasson and Kumar 2004]
the concept of slack-time aware routing is introduced. A producer manages injection of
BE packets during the slacks in time-slots reserved for GS packets, thereby mixing GS
and BE traffic at the source which is unlike in other scheme discussed so far where it is
done in the routers. In [Andreasson and Kumar 2005] the impact of variation of output
buffer on BE latency is investigated, while in [Andreasson and Kumar 2004] the change of
injection control mechanism for fixed buffer size is documented. QoS can also be handled
by controlling the injection of packets into a BE network. In [Tortosa and Nurmi 2004]
scheduling schemes for packet injection in a NoC with a ring topology were investigated.
While a basic scheduling, which always farvors traffic already in the ring, provided the
highest total bandwidth, weighted scheduling schemes were much more fair in their serving
of different cores in the system.
In addition to the above, QoS may also cover special services such as:
—Broadcast, multicast, narrowcast: These features allow simultaneous communication
from one source to all, i.e. broadcast, or select destinations, as is shown in ÆTHE-
REAL [Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003](pgs: 61-82), where a master can perform read or
write operations on an address-space distributed among many slaves. In a connection
oriented environment, the master request is channeled to a single slave for execution in
narrowcast, while the master request is replicated for execution at all slaves in multicast.
APIs are available within the NA to realize these types of transactions [Radulescu et al.
2004]. An alternate mulitcast implementation is discussed in [Millberg et al. 2004],
where a virtual circuit meanders through all the destinations.
—Virtual wires: This refers to the use of network message-passing services to emulate
direct pin-to-pin connection. In [Bjerregaard et al. 2005] such techniques are used to
support a flexible interrupt scheme, in which the interrupt of a slave core can be pro-
grammed to trigger any master attached to the network, by sending a trigger packet.
—Complex operations: Complex functionality such as test-and-set, issued by a single
command across the network, can be used to provide support for e.g. semaphores.
3.3 Link Level
Link level research regards the node-to-node links. These links consist of one or more
channels, which can be either virtual or physical. In this section, we present a number of
areas of interest for link level research: synchronization, implementation, reliability and
encoding.
3.3.1 Synchronization. For link level synchronization in a multi clock domain SoC,
Chelcea and Nowick have presented a mixed-time FIFO design [Chelcea and Nowick
2001]. The FIFO employs a ring of storage elements in which tokens are used to indi-
cate full or empty state. This simplifies detection of the state of the FIFO (full or empty)
and thus makes synchronization robust. In addition, the definitions of full and empty are
extended so that full means 0 or 1 cell being unused, while empty means only 0 or 1 cells
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being used. This helps in hiding the synchronization delay introduced between the state
detection and the input/output handshaking. The FIFO design introduced can be made ar-
bitrarily robust, with regards to metastability, as settling time and latency can be traded-off.
With the emerging of the GALS concept of globally asynchronous locally synchronous
systems [Chapiro 1984][Meincke et al. 1999], implementing links using asynchronous cir-
cuit techniques [Sparsø and Furber 2001][Hauck 1995] is an obvious possibility. A major
advantage of asynchronous design styles, relevant for NoC, is the fact that apart from leak-
age, no power is consumed when the links are idle. Thus, the design style addresses also the
problematic issue of increasing power usage by large chips. Another advantage is the po-
tentially very low forward latency, in uncongested data paths, leading to direct performance
benefits. Examples of NoCs based on asynchronous circuit techniques are CHAIN [Bain-
bridge and Furber 2002][Amde et al. 2005], MANGO [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a],
ANoC [Beigne et al. 2005], and QNoC [Rostislav et al. 2005]. Asynchronous logic incor-
porates some area and dynamic power overhead compared with synchronous logic, due to
local handshake control. The 1-of-4 encodings discussed in Section 3.3.4 below, general-
ized to 1-of-N, is much used in asynchronous links [Bainbridge and Furber 2001].
On the other hand, resynchronization of an incoming asynchronous transmission is also
not trivial. It costs both time and power, and bit errors may be introduced. In [Dobkin
et al. 2004], resynchronization techniques are described, and a method for achieving high
throughput across an asynchronous to synchronous boundary is proposed. The work is
based on the use of stoppable clocks, a scheme in which the clock of a core is stopped
while receiving data on an asynchronous input port. Limitations to this technique are
discussed, and the proposed method involves only the clock on the input register being
controlled. In [Ginosaur 2003] a number of synchronization techniques are reviewed, and
the pitfalls of the topic are addressed.
The trade-offs in the choice of synchronization scheme in a globally asynchronous or
multiclocked system, is sensitive to the latency requirements of the system, the expected
network load during normal usage, the node complexity, etc.
3.3.2 Implementation issues. As chip technologies scale into the DSM domain, the
effect of wires on link delays and power consumption increase. Aspects and effects on
wires of technology scaling are presented in [Ho et al. 2001], [Lee 1998], [Havemann and
Hutchby 2001] and [Sylvester and Keutzer 2000]. In [Liu et al. 2004] these issues are cov-
ered specifically from a NoC point-of-view, projecting the operating frequency and size of
IP cores in NoC-based SoC designs for future CMOS technologies, down to 0.05 µm. In
the following, we will discuss a number of physical level issues relevant to the implemen-
tation of on-chip links.
Wire segmentation. At the physical level, the challenge lies in designing fast, reliable
and low power point-to-point interconnects, ranging across long distances. Since the delay
of long on-chip wires is characterized by distributed RC charging, it has been standard
procedure for some time to apply segmentation of long wires by inserting repeater buffers
at regular intervals, in order to keep the delay linearly dependent on the length of the wire.
In [Dobbelaere et al. 1995] an alternative type of repeater is proposed. Rather than splitting
and inserting a buffer in the path of the wire, it is based on a scheme of sensing and pulling
the wire using a keeper device attached to the wire. The method is shown to improve the
delay of global wires by up to 2 times compared with conventional repeaters.
Pipelining. Partitioning long interconnects into pipeline stages, as an alternative to wire
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Fig. 14. Total power versus voltage swing for long (5-10 mm) on-chip interconnect. Solid line case 1: power
supply generated off-chip by high efficiency DC-DC converter. Dashed line case 2: power supply generated
internally on-chip. Upper curves for data activity of 0.25, lower curves 0.05 (reprinted from [Svensson 2001]
Fig. 2, ©2001, with permission from Christer Svensson).
segmentation, is an effective way of increasing throughput. The flow control handshake
loop is shorter in a pipelined link, making the critical loop faster. This is at the expense of
latency of the link and circuit area, since pipeline stages are more complex than repeater
buffers. But the forward latency in an asynchronous pipeline handshake cycle can be min-
imized to a few gate delays, so as wire effects begin to dominate performance in DSM
technologies, the overhead of pipelining as opposed to buffering will dwindle. In [Singh
and Nowick 2000] several high-throughput clockless pipeline designs were implemented
using dynamic logic. Completion detection was employed at each stage to generate ac-
knowledge signals, which were then used to control the precharging and evaluation of the
dynamic nodes. The result was a very high throughput of up to 1.2 GDI/s (giga data items
per second) for single rail designs, in a 0.6 µm CMOS technology. In [Mizuno et al. 2001]
a hybrid of wire segmentation and pipelining was shown, in that a channel was made with
segmentation buffers implemented as latches. A congestion signal traveling backwards
through the channel compresses the data in the channel, storing it in the latches, until the
congestion is resolved. Thus a back pressure flow control scheme was employed, without
the cost of full pipeline elements.
Low swing drivers. In an RC charging system, the power consumption is proportional
to the voltage shift squared. One way of lowering the power consumption for long on-
chip interconnects is by applying low-swing signaling techniques, which are also widely
used for off-chip communication lines. Such are presented and analyzed in [Zhang et al.
1999]. Basically the power usage is lowered at the cost of the noise margin. However, a
differential transmission line (2 wires), on which the voltage swing is half that of a given
single-ended transmission line, has differential mode noise characteristics comparable to
the single-ended version. This is so, because the voltage difference between the two wires
is the same as that between the single-ended wire and a mid-point between supply and
ground. As an approximation, it uses only half the power however, since the two wires
working at half the swing each consume one-fourth the power. The common mode noise
immunity of the differential version is also greatly improved, and it is thus less sensitive
to crosstalk and ground bounces, important sources of noise in on-chip environments as
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Fig. 15. Model of electrical and optical signaling systems for on-chip communication, showing the basic differ-
ences.
discussed in the reliability section below. In [Ho et al. 2003] the design of a low-swing,
differential on-chip interconnect for the Smart Memories [Mai et al. 2000] is presented and
validated with a test chip.
In [Svensson 2001] Svensson demonstrated how an optimum voltage swing for mini-
mum power consumption in on- and off-chip interconnects can be found for a given data
activity rate. The work takes into account dynamic and static power consumption of driv-
ing the wire, as well as in the receiver, which needs to amplify the signal back to full logic
level. Calculations are presented for a 0.18 µm CMOS technology. Figure 14 displays the
power consumption versus voltage swing for a global on-chip wire of 5-10 mm, a power
supply of 1.3 V, and a clock frequency of 1 GHz. For a data activity rate of 0.25 (random
data) it is seen that there is a minimum at 0.12 V. This minimum occurs for a two stage
receiver amplifier and corresponds to a power saving of 17x. Using a single stage amplifier
in the receiver, there is a minimum at 0.26 V, corresponding to a power saving of 14x.
Future issues. In [Heiliger et al. 1997] the use of microstrip transmission lines
as waveguides for sub-mm wave on-chip interconnects is analyzed. It is shown that
using SiO2 as dielectric exhibit prohibitively large attenuation. However the use of
bisbenzocyclobutene-polymer offers favorable line-parameters, with an almost dispersion
free behavior at moderate attenuation (=< 1 dB/mm at 100 GHz). In [Kapur and Saraswat
2003] a comparison between electrical and optical interconnects for on-chip signaling and
clock distribution is presented. Figure 15 shows the models used in evaluating optical and
electrical communication. The delay vs. power and delay vs. interconnect length trade-
offs are analyzed for the two types of signaling. As seen in Figure 16, it is shown that
the critical length above which the optical system is faster than the electrical is approxi-
mately 3-5 mm, projected for a 50 nm CMOS fabrication technology with copper wiring.
The work also shows that for long interconnects (defined as 10 mm and above) the optical
communication has a great potential for low power operation. Thus it is projected to be of
great use in future clock distribution and global signaling.
3.3.3 Reliability. Designing global interconnects in DSM technologies, a number of
communication reliability issues become relevant. Noise sources which can have an influ-
ence on this are mainly crosstalk, power supply noise such as ground bounce, electromag-
netic interference (EMI), and intersymbol interference.
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Fig. 16. Delay comparison of optical and electrical interconnect (with and without repeaters) in a projected
50 nm technology (reprinted from [Kapur and Saraswat 2003] by Pawan Kapur and Krishna C. Saraswat, Fig. 13,
©2002, with permission from Elsevier).
Crosstalk is becoming a serious issue due to decreasing supply voltage, increasing wire
to wire capacitance, increasing wire inductance (e.g. in power supply lines), and increas-
ing rise times of signaling wires. The wire length at which the peak crosstalk voltage is
10% of the supply voltage, decreases drastically with technology scaling [Jantsch and Ten-
hunen 2003](chapter 6), and since the length of global interconnects does not scale with
technology scaling, this issue is especially relevant to the implementation of NoC links.
Power supply noise is worsened by the inductance in the package bonding wires, and the
insufficient capacitance in the on-chip power grid. The effect of EMI is worsening as the
electric charges moved by each operation in the circuit is getting smaller, making it more
susceptible to external influence. Intersymbol interference, i.e. the interference of one
symbol on the following symbol on the same wire, is increasing as circuit speeds go up.
In [Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003](chapter 6), the Bertozzi and Benini present and analyze
a number of error detecting/correcting encoding schemes in relation to NoC link imple-
mentation. Error recovery is a very important issue, since an error in i.e. the header of a
packet, may lead to deadlock in the NoC, blocking the operation of the entire chip. This is
also recognized in [Zimmer and Jantsch 2003] in which a fault model notation is proposed
which can represent multi-wire and multi-cycle faults. This is interesting due to the fact
that crosstalk in DSM busses can cause errors across a range of adjacent bits. It is shown
that by splitting a wide bus into separate error detection bundles, and interleaving these,
the error rate after using single-error correcting and double-error detecting codes can be
reduced by several orders of a magnitude. This is because these error-correction schemes
function properly when only respectively one or two errors occur in each bundle. When the
bundles are interleaved, the probability of multiple errors within the same bundle is greatly
reduced.
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In [Gaughan et al. 1996] Gaughan et al deal with dynamically occurring errors in net-
works with faulty links. Their focus is on routing algorithms that can accommodate such
errors, assuming that support for the detection of the errors is implemented. For wormhole
routing, they present a scheme in which a data transmission is terminated upon detection
of an error. A kill flit is transmitted backwards, deleting the worm and telling the sender to
retransmit it. This naturally presents an overhead, and is not generally representative for
excising NoC implementations. It can however prove necessary in mission critical systems.
The paper provides formal mathematical proofs of deadlock-freedom.
Another issue with new CMOS technologies is the fact that the delay distribution – due
to process variations – flattens with each new generation. While typical delay improves,
worst-case delay barely changes. This presents a major problem in todays design method-
ologies, as these are mostly based on worst-case assumptions. Self-calibrating methods,
as used in [Worm et al. 2005], are a way of dealing with unreliability issues of this char-
acter. The paper presents a self-calibrating link, and the problem of adaptively controlling
its voltage and frequency. The object is to maintain acceptable design trade-offs between
power consumption, performance and reliability, when designing on-chip communication
systems using DSM technologies.
Redundant transmission of messages in the network is also a way of dealing with fabri-
cation faults. In [Pirretti et al. 2004], two different flooding algorithms and a random walk
algorithm are compared. It is shown that the flooding algorithms have an exceedingly large
communication overhead, while the random walk offers reduced overhead while maintain-
ing useful levels of fault tolerance.
With the aim of improving fabrication yield, Dally and Towles propose extra wires be-
tween nodes, so that defective wires found during post production tests or during self-test
at start-up can be bypassed [Dally and Towles 2001]. Another potential advantage of a
distributed shared communication structure is the possibility of bypassing entire regions of
a chip, if fabrication faults are found.
Dynamic errors are more likely in long wires, and segmenting links into pipeline stages
helps keeping the error rate down and the transmission speed up. Since segmentation of
the communication infrastructure is one of the core concepts of NoC, it inherently provides
solutions to the reliability problems. The segmentation is made possible because NoC-
based systems generally imply the use of programming models allowing some degree of
latency insensitive communication. Thus it is seen how the issues and solutions at the
physical level relate directly to issues and solutions at system level, and vice versa. Another
solution towards avoiding dynamic errors is the shielding of signal wires, e.g. by ground
wires. This helps to minimize crosstalk from locally interfering wires, at the expense of
wiring area.
3.3.4 Encoding. Using encoding for on-chip communication has been proposed, the
most common objective being to reduce power usage per communicated bit, while main-
taining high speed and good noise margin. In [Bogliolo 2001] the proposed encoding
techniques are categorized as speed-enhancing or low-power encodings, and it is shown
how different schemes in these two categories can be combined to gain the benefits of
both. In [Nakamura and Horowitz 1996] a very simple low-weight coding technique was
used to reduce dI/dt noise due to simultaneous switching of off-chip I/O drivers. An 8-
bit signal was simply converted to a 9-bit signal, the 9th bit indicating whether the other
8 bits should be inverted. The density of 1’s was thus reduced, resulting in a reduction
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of switching noise by 50% and of power consumption by 18%. Similar techniques could
prove useful in relation to long on-chip interconnects. The abundant wire resources avail-
able on-chip can also be used to implement more complex M-of-N encodings, thus trading
wires for power. A widely used technique, especially in asynchronous implementations,
is 1-of-4 encoding. This results in a good power/area tradeoff and low encoding/decoding
overhead [Bainbridge and Furber 2001][Bainbridge and Furber 2002].
Another area of encoding, also discussed in Section 3.3.3, relates to error management.
This involves the detection and correction of errors that may occur in the network. The
mechanism may be observed at different layers of the network, and thus be applicable to
either phits, flits, packets or messages. With regards to NoC, the interesting issues involve
errors in the links connecting the nodes, since long wires of deep submicron technologies
may exhibit unreliable behavior (see Section 3.3.3). ×pipes [Osso et al. 2003] implements
flit-level CRC mechanism running in parallel with switching (thus masking its delay) to
detect errors. Another common technique is parity-checks. The need here is to balance
complexity of error-correction circuits to the urgency of such mechanism.
An interesting result is obtained in [Jantsch and Vitkowski 2005], wherein the authors
investigate power consumption in the NOSTRUM NoC. Results are based on a 0.18 µm
implementation, and scaled down to 65 nm. The paper concludes that the major part of the
power is spent in the link wires. Power saving encoding however reduces performance,
and simply scaling the supply voltage to normalize performance – in non-encoded links
– actually results in better power figures than any of the encoding schemes investigated.
Subsequently, the authors propose the use of end-to-end data protection, through error
correction methods, which allows voltage scaling while maintaining the fault probability
without lowering the link speed. In effect this results in better power figures.
In this section we have discussed issues relevant to the lowest level of the NoC, the
link level. This concludes the discussion of network design and implementation topics. In
the following section we discuss NoC from the view of design approach and modeling, in
relation to SoC.
4. NOC MODELING
NoC, described as a subset of SoC, is an integral part of SoC design methodology and
architecture. Given the vast design space and implementation decisions involved in NoC
design, modeling and simulation is important to design flow, integration and verification
of NoC concepts. In this section, first we discuss issues related to NoC modeling and then
we explore design methodology used to study the system-level impact of the NoC. Finally
traffic characterization, which bridges system-level dynamics with NoC requirements is
discussed.
4.1 Modeling
Modeling the NoC in abstract software models is the first means to approach and under-
stand the required NoC architecture and the traffic within it. Conceptually the purpose of
NoC modeling is (i) to explore the vast design and feature space, and (ii) to evaluate trade-
offs between power, area, design-time, etc; while adhering to application requirement on
one side and technology constraints on the other side. Modeling NoC has three intertwined
aspects: modeling environment, abstraction levels, and result analysis. In the modeling en-
vironment section, we present three frameworks to describe NoC. Section 4.1.2 discusses
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work done across different levels of NoC abstraction. The result analysis deals with a wide
range of issues and is hence dealt with separately in Section 5.
4.1.1 Modeling Environment. The NoC models are either analytical or simulation
based and can model communication across abstractions.
In a purely abstract framework, a NoC model using allocators, scheduler, and synchro-
nizer is presented in [Madsen et al. 2003] and [Mahadevan et al. 2005]. The allocator trans-
lates the path traversal requirements of the message in terms of its resource requirements
such as bandwidth, buffers, etc. It attempts to minimize resource conflicts. The scheduler
executes the message transfer according to the particular network service requirements.
It attempts to minimize resource occupancy. A synchronizer models the dependencies
among communicating messages allowing concurrency. Thus these three components are
well suited to describe a wide variety of NoC architecture and can be simulated in a multi-
processor real-time environment.
OPNET, a commercial network simulator originally developed for macro-networks, is
used as NoC simulator in [Bolotin et al. 2004][Xu et al. 2004][Xu et al. 2005]. OPNET
provides a convenient tool for hierarchical modeling of a network, including processes
(state machines), network topology description and simulation of different traffic scenarios.
However, as noted in [Xu et al. 2004] and [Xu et al. 2005], it needs to be adapted for
synchronous environments, requiring explicit design of clocking scheme and a distribution
network. [Bolotin et al. 2004] uses OPNET to model a QoS-based NoC architecture and
design with irregular network topology.
A VHDL based cycle accurate RTL model for evaluating power and performance of
NoC architecture is presented in [Banerjee et al. 2004]. The power and delay are eval-
uated for fine-grain components of the routers and links using SPICE simulations for a
0.18µm technology and incorporated into the architectural-level blocks. Such modeling
enables easy evaluation of dynamic vs leakage power at system-level. As expected, at high
injection rate (packets/cycle/node) it was found that dynamic power dominates over leak-
age power. The Orion power-performance simulator proposed by Wang et al. [Wang et al.
2002], modeled only dynamic power consumption.
Recently, due to increasing size of applications, NoC emulation [Genko et al. 2005]
has been proposed as alternative to simulation-based NoC models. It has been shown that
FPGA based emulation can take few seconds compared to simulation-based approaches
which can take hours to process through many millions of cycles, as would be necessary
in any thorough communication co-exploration.
4.1.2 Noc Modeling at Different Abstraction Levels. New hardware description lan-
guages are emerging, such as SystemC [SystemC 2002], a library of C++, and SystemVer-
ilog [Fitzpatrick 2004], which make simulations at a broad range of abstraction levels read-
ily available, and thus support the full range of abstractions needed in a modular NoC-based
SoC design. In [Bjerregaard et al. 2004] mixed-mode asynchronous handshake channels
were developed in SystemC, and a mixed abstraction level design flow was used to design
two different NoC topologies.
From an architectural point of view, the network topology generally incur the use of
a segmented (multi-hop) communication structure, however some researchers working at
the highest levels of abstraction, define NoC merely as a multiport blackbox communica-
tion structure or core, presenting a number of ports for communication. A message can
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Table III. Communication semantics and abstraction for NoC, adapted from [Gerstlauer 2003].
Layer Interface semantics Communication
Application/ IP-to-IP messaging Message
Presentation sys.send(struct myData) passing
sys.receive(struct myData)
Session/ IP-to-IP port-oriented messaging Message
Transport nwk.read(messagepointer*, unsigned len) passing or
nwk.write(int addr, msgptr*, unsigned len) shared memory
Network NA-to-NA packet streams Message
ctrl.send(), ctrl.receive() passing or
link.read(bit[] path, bit[] data_packet) shared memory
link.write(bit[] path, bit[] data_packet)
Link Node-to-Node logical links and shared byte streams Message
ctrl.send(), ctrl.receive() passing
channel.transmit(bit[] link, bit[] data_flit)
channel.receive(bit[] link, bit[] data_flit)
Physical Pins and wires Interconnect
A.drive(0), D.sample(), clk.tick()
be transmitted from an arbitrary port to any other, allowing maximum flexibility of system
communication. At this level, the actual implementation of the NoC is often not consid-
ered. Working at this high abstraction level allows a great degree of freedom from lower
level issues. Table III adapted from Gerstlauer [Gerstlauer 2003] summarizes, in general,
the communication primitives at different levels of abstraction.
At system level, transaction level models (TLM) are typically used for modeling com-
munication behavior. This takes the form of either synchronous or asynchronous send()/
receive() message passing semantics, which use unique channels for communication be-
tween the source and the destination. One level below this abstraction, for NoCs, additional
identifiers such as addressing may be needed to uniquely identify the traversal path or for
providing services for end-to-end communication. Control primitives at network and link
level, which are representative of actual hardware implementation, model the NoC flow-
control mechanisms. In [Gerstlauer 2003], a JPEG encoder and voice encoder/decoder
running concurrently were modeled for each and for mixed-levels of abstraction. The re-
sults show that the model complexity generally grows exponentially with lower level of
abstraction. By extrapolating the result from bus to NoC, interestingly, model complex-
ity at NA level can be found to be higher than at other levels due to slicing of message,
connection management, buffer management, and others.
Working between session to network layer, Juurlink and Wijshoff [Juurlink and Wijshoff
1998] have made a comparison of three communication models used in parallel computa-
tion; (i) asynchronous communication with fixed message size, (ii) synchronous commu-
nication which rewards burst-mode message transfers, and (iii) asynchronous with variable
message size communication while also accounting for network load. Cost-benefit analy-
sis shows that, though the software-based messaging layers serve as a very useful function
of delinking computation and communication, it creates anywhere between 25% to 200%
overhead, as opposed to optimized hardware implementation.
A similar study of parallel computation applications, but with more detailed network
model, was undertaken by Vaidya et al. [Vaidya et al. 2001]. Here the network was imple-
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mented to use adaptive routing with virtual channels. The applications, running on power-
of-two number of processors using grid based network topologies, used shared-memory or
message passing for communication thus generating wide range of traffic patterns. They
have found that increasing the number of VCs and routing adaptively offer little perfor-
mance improvement for scalable shared-memory applications. Their observation holds
true over a range of systems and problem sizes. The results show that the single most im-
portant factor for improving performance in such applications is the router speed, which
is likely to provide lasting payoffs. The benefits of a faster router are visible across all
applications in a consistent and predictable fashion.
Ahonen et al. [Ahonen et al. 2004] and Lahiri et al. [Lahiri et al. 2001] have asso-
ciated high level modeling aspects with actual design choices such as: selection of an
appropriate topology, selection of communication protocols, specification of architectural
parameters (such as bus widths, burst transfer size, priorities, etc), and mapping communi-
cations onto the architecture, as requirements to optimize the on-chip communication for
application-specific needs. Using a tool called OIDIPUS, Ahonen et al. compare place-
ment of twelve processors in a ring-based topology. It is found that OIDIPUS, which uses
physical path taken by the communication channels as cost function, generated topolo-
gies are only marginally inferior to human design. Without being restricting to any one
topology, Lahiri et al. have evaluated traffic characteristics in a static priority based shared
bus, hierarchical bus, two-level time division multiplexed access (TDMA), and ring based
communication architecture. It was found that no single architecture uniformly outper-
forms other.
Wieferink [Wieferink et al. 2004] have demonstrated a processor/communication co-
exploration methodology which works cross-abstraction and in a co-simulation platform.
Here LISA based IP core descriptions have been integrated with SystemC based bus based
transaction level models. A wide range of APIs are then provided to allow modeling be-
tween LISA and SystemC models, to allow instruction accurate model to co-exist with
cycle accurate model, and TLM with RTL models. MPARM [Loghi et al. 2004] is a sim-
ilar cycle-accurate and SystemC co-exploration platform, used in exploration of AMBA,
STBus and ×pipes NoC evaluation.
4.2 Design and Co-Exploration Methodology
The NoC components, as described in Section 2.1, lends itself to flexible NoC designs
such as parameterizable singular IP core, or malleable building-blocks, customizable at the
network-layer, for design and reuse into application-specific NoC. A SoC design method-
ology requiring a communication infrastructure, can exploit either characteristics to suit
the application’s needs. Keeping this in mind, different NoC researchers have uniquely
tailored their NoC architectures. Figure 17 shows our assessment of instance-specific ca-
pability of these NoC architectures. The two axis are explained as follows.
—Parametrizability at system-level: By this, we mean the ease with which a system-
level NoC characteristic can be changed at instantiation time. The NoC description may
encompass a wide range of parameters, such as: number of slots in the switch, pipeline-
stages in the links, number of ports of the network and others. This is very useful for
co-exploration directly with IP cores of the SoC.
—Granularity of NoC: By granularity, we mean at what level the NoC or NoC compo-
nents is described. At the coarser end, the NoC may described as a single core, while at
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Fig. 17. NoC Instantiation Space
other end of the spectrum, the NoC may be assembled from lower-level blocks.
Consider the example of CHAIN [Bainbridge and Furber 2002]. It provides a library of
fine-grained NoC components. Using these components, a NoC designer can use Lego-
brick approach to build the desired NoC topology, though as system-level block such a
NoC has low flexibility. Thus it may be disadvantageous, when trying to find the optimum
SoC communication architecture in a recursive design space exploration process. The
ÆTHEREAL [Goossens et al. 2002], SoCBUS [Sathe et al. 2003], and aSoC [Liang et al.
2000] networks describe the NoC as a relatively coarse grain system-level module but with
widely different characteristics. The ÆTHEREAL is highly flexible in terms of adjusting
the available slots, number of ports, etc which is useful for NoC exploration; where as aSoC
and SoCBUS do not expose many parameters for change (though aSoC supports flexible
programming of connections after instantiation). The SPIN NoC [Guerrier and Greiner
2000], designed as a single IP core, is least parameterizable with its fixed topology and
protocol. Interestingly, the ×pipes [Osso et al. 2003] provides not merely a set of relatively
fine-grain soft-macros of switches and pipelined links, which the ×pipesCompiler [Jalabert
et al. 2004] uses to automatically instantiate an application specific network, but also en-
ables optimization of system-level parameters such as removing redundant buffers from
output ports of switches, sharing signals common to objects, etc. This lends itself to both
flexibility for co-exploration and easy architectural changes when needed. Similarly, con-
clusions can be drawn of Proteo [Siguenza-Tortosa et al. 2004], HERMES [Moraes et al.
2004] and MANGO [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a] NoCs. A detailed comparison of
different features of most of the above listed NoCs is tabulated in [Moraes et al. 2004].
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The impact on SoC design time and co-exploration, of different NoC design styles listed
above is considerable. For example in [Jalabert et al. 2004], during design space explo-
ration, to find an optimum NoC for three video applications: video object plane decoder,
MPEG4 decoder and multi-window displayer; the ×pipesCompiler found that irregular net-
works with large switches may be more advantageous than regular networks. This is easier
to realize in macro-block NoC such as CHAIN or ×pipes, than it is in NoC designed as
a single (system-level) IP core such as SPIN. The basis for the compiler’s decision is the
pattern of traffic generated by the application. This is the focus of the next section. For fur-
ther understanding of trade-offs in using a flexible instantiation-specific NoC can be found
in [Pestana et al. 2004], where different NoC topologies and each topology with different
router and NA configuration is explored.
4.3 Traffic Characterization
The communication types expected in a NoC range across virtual wires, memory access,
audio/video stream, interrupts, and others. Many combinations of topology, protocol,
packet sizes and flow control mechanisms exist for the efficient communication of one
or more predominant traffic patterns. For example, in [Kumar et al. 2002] packet-switched
NoC concepts have been applied to a 2D mesh network topology, whereas in [Guerrier and
Greiner 2000] such concepts have been applied to a butterfly fat-tree topology. The design
decisions were based on the traffic expected in the respective systems. Characterizing the
expected traffic is an important first step towards making sound design decisions.
A NoC must accommodate different types of communication. We have realized that
regardless of the system composition, clustering, topology and protocol, the traffic within
a system will fall in one of three categories:
(1) Latency-critical: Latency-critical traffic is traffic with stringent latency demands such
as for critical interrupts, memory access, etc. These often have low payload,
(2) Data-streams: Data streaming traffic have high payload and demand QoS in terms of
bandwidth. Most often it is large, mostly fixed bandwidth which may be jitter critical.
Examples are MPEG data, DMA access, etc.
(3) Miscellaneous: This is traffic with no specific requirements of commitment from the
network.
The categorization above is a guideline, rather than a hard specification and is pre-
sented as a superset of possible traffic types. Bolotin et al. [Bolotin et al. 2004] provide
a more refined traffic categorization, combining the transactions at the network boundary
with service requirements, namely: signaling, real-time, read/write (RD/WR) and block-
transfer. In relation to the above categorization; signaling is latency-critical, real-time is
data-streaming, and RD/WR and block-transfer are both miscellaneous with distinguish-
ing factor being the message size. Though one or more of the traffic patterns may be
predominant in the SoC, it is important to understand that a realistic NoC design should
be optimized for a mix of above traffic patterns. The conclusions of a case-study of NoC
routing mechanism for three traffic conditions with fixed number of flits per packet as pre-
sented in [Ost et al. 2005], can thus be enriched by using non-uniform packet size and
relating them to the above traffic categories.
It is important to understand the bandwidth requirements of the listed traffic types for a
given application, and accordingly map the IP cores on the choosen NoC topology. Such
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a study is done in [Murali and Micheli 2004a]. NMAP (now called SUNMAP [Murali
and Micheli 2004b]), a fast mapping algorithm that minimizes the average communication
delay with minimal-path and split-traffic routing in 2D mesh, is compared with greedy and
partial branch-and-bound algorithms. It is shown to produce results of higher merit (re-
duced packet latency) for DSP benchmarks. Another dimension in the mapping task is that
of allocating guaranteed communication resources. In [Goossens et al. 2005] and [Hansson
et al. 2005], approaches to this task are explored for the ÆTHEREAL NoC.
Specific to data-stream type traffic described above, Rixner et al. [Rixner et al. 1998]
have identified unique qualities relating to the inter-dependencies between the media
streams and frequency of such streams in the system. It is called the streaming program-
ming model. The basic premises of such programming is static analysis of the application
to optimize the mapping effort, based on prior knowledge of the traffic pattern, so as to min-
imize communication. The communication architecture tuner (CAT) proposed by Lahiri et
al. [Lahiri et al. 2000] is a hardware-based approach that does runtime analysis of traffic
and manipulates the underlying NoC protocol. It does this by monitoring the internal state
and communication transactions of each core, and then predicts the relative importance
of each communication event in terms of its potential impact on different system-level
performance metrics such as number of deadline misses, average processing time, etc.
The various blocks of NoC can be tuned for optimum performance with regard to a spe-
cific traffic characteristic, or the aim can be more general, towards a one-fits-all network,
for greater flexibility and versatility.
5. NETWORK ANALYSIS
The most interesting and universally applicable parameters of NoC are latency, bandwidth,
jitter, power consumption and area usage. Latency, bandwidth and jitter can be classified
as performance parameters, while power consumption and area usage are the cost factors.
In this section we will discuss the analysis and presentation of results in relation to these
parameters.
5.1 Performance Parameters and Benchmarks
Specifying a single of the performance parameters introduced above is not sufficient to
confer a properly constrained NoC behavior. The following example illustrates this:
Given a network during normal operation, it is assumed that the network is not over-
loaded. For such a network, all data is guaranteed to reach its destination, when employing
a routing scheme in which no data is dropped (see Section 3.2.2, delay routing model).
This means that as long as the capacity of the network is not exceeded, any transmission is
guaranteed to succeed (any required bandwidth is guaranteed). However, nothing is stated
concerning the transmission latency, which may well be very high in a network operated
near full capacity. As seen in Figure 18, the exact meaning of which will be explained
later, the latency of packets rise in an exponential manner, as the network load increases.
The exact nature of the network load will be detailed later in this section. It is obvious that
such guarantees are not practically usable. We observe that the bandwidth specification is
worthless with out a bound on the latency as well. This might also be presented in terms of
a maximum time window, within which the specified bandwidth would always be reached,
i.e. the jitter of the data stream (the spread of the latencies). Jitter is often a more interest-
ing parameter in relation to bandwidth, than latency, as it describes the temporal evenness
of the data stream.
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Likewise, a guaranteed bound on latency might be irrelevant, if the bandwidth supported
at this latency is insufficient. Thus latency, bandwidth and jitter are closely related. Strictly
speaking, one should not be specified without at least one of the others.
At a higher abstraction level, performance parameters used in evaluating multicomputer
networks in general have been adopted by NoC researchers. These include aggregated
bandwidth, bisection bandwidth, link utilization, network load, etc. The aggregate band-
width is the accumulated bandwidth of all links, and the bisection bandwidth is the mini-
mum collective bandwidth across links that when cut, separate the network into two equal
set of nodes. Link utilization is the load on the link, compared with the total bandwidth
available. The network load can be measured as a fraction of the network capacity, as nor-
malized bandwidth. The network capacity is the maximum capacity of the network for a
uniform traffic distribution, assuming that the most heavily loaded links are located in the
network bisection. These and other aspects of network performance metrics are discussed
in detail in Chapter 9 of [Duato et al. 2003].
For highly complex systems, such as full-fledged computer systems including proces-
sor(s), memory and peripherals, the individual parameters may say little about the overall
functionality and performance of the system. In such cases, it is customary to make use of
benchmarks. NoC-based systems represents such complexity, and benchmarks would be
natural to use in its evaluating. Presenting performance in the form of benchmark results
would help clarify the effect of implemented features, in terms of both performance bene-
fits (latency, jitter and bandwidth) and implementation and operation costs (area usage and
power consumption). Benchmarks would thus provide a uniform plane of reference from
which to evaluate different NoC architectures. At present, no benchmark system exists
explicitly for NoC, but its development is an exciting prospect. In [Vaidya et al. 2001]
examples from the NAS benchmarks [Bailey et al. 1994] were used, in particular Class-A
NAS-2. This is a set of benchmarks that has been developed for the performance evalua-
tion of highly parallel supercomputers, which mimic the computation and data movement
characteristics of large scale computational fluid dynamics applications. It is questionable
however, how such parallel computer benchmarks can find use in NoC, as the applications
in SoCs are very different. In particular, SoC applications are generally highly heteroge-
neous, and the traffic patterns therein likewise. Another set of benchmarks, used as basis
of NoC evaluation in [Hu and Marculescu 2004a], are the embedded system synthesis suite
(E3S) [Dick 2002].
5.2 Presenting Results
Generally it is necessary to simplify the multidimensional performance space. One com-
mon approach is to adjust a single aspect of the design, while tracking the effect on the
performance parameters. An example is tracking the latency of packets, while adjusting
the bandwidth capabilities of a certain link within the network, or the amount of back-
ground traffic generated by the test environment. In Section 5.2.1 we will give specific
examples of simple yet informative ways of communicating results of NoC performance
measurements.
Since the NoC is a shared, segmented communication structure, wherein many individ-
ual data transfer sessions can take place in parallel, the performance measurements depend
not only on the traffic being measured upon, but also on the other traffic in the network, the
background traffic. The degree of background traffic is often being indicated by the net-
work load, as described above. Though very simple, this definition makes valuable sense
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in considering a homogeneous, uniformly loaded network. One generally applicable prac-
tical method for performance evaluation is thus generating a uniform randomly distributed
background traffic so that the network load reaches a specified point. Test packets can then
be sent from one node to another, according to the situation that one desires to investigate,
and the latencies of these packets can be recorded (see example (i) in Section 5.2.1 below).
Evenly distributed traffic however, may cloud important issues of the network perfor-
mance. In [Dally and Aoki 1993] the degree of symmetry of the traffic distribution in the
network was used to illustrate aspects of different types of routing protocols; adaptive and
deterministic. The adaptive protocol resulted in a significant improvement of throughput
over the deterministic one, for non-uniform traffic, but had little effect on performance
with uniformly distributed traffic. The reason for this is that the effect of adaptive pro-
tocols is to even out the load, to avoid hotspots, thus making better use of the available
network resources. If the bulk load is already evenly distributed, there is no advantage.
Also traffic parameters like number of packets and packet size, can have a great influence
on performance, e.g. in relation to queueing strategies in nodes.
There are many ways to approach the task of presenting test results. The performance
space is a complex, multidimensional one, and there are many pitfalls to be avoided, in
order to display intelligible and valuable information about the performance of a network.
Often the presented results fail to show the interesting aspects of the network. It is easy
to get lost in the multitude of possible combinations of test parameters. This may lead
to clouding, or at worst failure to properly communicate, the relevant aspects of the re-
search. Though the basis for performance evaluation may vary greatly, it is important
for researchers to be clear about the evaluation conditions, allowing others to readily and
intuitively grasp the potential of a newly developed idea, and the value of its usage in NoC.
5.2.1 Examples. Below we will give some specific examples that we find clearly com-
municate the performance of the networks being analyzed. What makes these examples
good are their simplicity in providing a clear picture of some very fundamental properties
of the involved designs.
(i) Average latency vs. network load. In [Dally and Aoki 1993] this is used to illustrate
the effect of different routing schemes. Figure 18 is a figure from the article, showing how
the average latency of the test data grows exponentially as the background traffic load of
the network is increased. In the presented case, the throughput saturation point, the point
at which the latency curve bends sharply upwards, is shifted right as more complex routing
schemes are applied. This corresponds to a better utilization of available routing resources.
The article does not address the question of cost factors of the implementation.
(ii) Frequency of occurrence vs. latency of packet. Displaying the average latency
of packets in the network may work well for establishing a qualitative notion of network
performance. Where more detail is needed, a histogram, or similar graph, showing the
distribution of latencies, across the delay spectrum is often used with great effect. This
form of presentation is used in [Dally 1992] to illustrate the effect of routing prioritization
schemes on the latency distribution. Figure 19, taken from the article, shows the effect of
random scheduling and deadline scheduling. Random scheduling schedules the packets
for transmission in a random fashion, while deadline scheduling prioritize packets accord-
ing to how long they have been waiting (oldest-packet-first). It is seen how the choice
of scheduling affect the distribution of latencies of messages. In [Bjerregaard and Sparsø
2005b] such a latency distribution graph is also used, to display how a scheduling scheme
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Fig. 18. Latency vs. network load for different routing schemes. The figure shows how the employment of more
complex routing schemes move the point at which the network saturates (reprinted from [Dally and Aoki 1993]
Fig. 5, ©1993, with permission from IEEE)).
Fig. 19. Number of messages as a function of latency of message (latency distribution), for two scheduling
schemes (reprinted from [Dally 1992] Fig. 17, ©1992, with permission from IEEE)).
provides hard latency bounds, in that the graph is completely empty beyond a certain la-
tency.
(iii) Jitter vs. network load. The jitter of a sequence of packets is important when
dimensioning buffers in the network nodes. High jitter (bursty traffic) needs large buffers
to compensate, in order to avoid congestion resulting in suboptimal utilization of routing
resources. This issue is especially relevant in multimedia application systems with large
continuous streams of data, such as that presented in [Varatkar and Marculescu 2002]. In
this work statistical mathematical methods are used to analyze the traffic distribution. Fig-
ure 20, taken from the article, explores the use of two different models based on stochastic
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Fig. 20. The probability of queue length exceeding buffer size. The results for two models based on stochastic
processes, LRD (Long Range Dependent) and SRD (Short Range Dependent), are plotted along with simulation
results for comparison (reprinted from [Varatkar and Marculescu 2002] Fig. 6).
processes, for predicting the probability that the queue length needed to avoid congestion
exceeds the actual buffer size, in the given situation. The models displayed in the figure
are LRD (Long Range Dependent) or self-similar, and SRD (Short Range Dependent) or
Markovian stochastic processes. In the figure, these models are compared with simulation
results. The contributions of the paper include showing that LRD processes can be used
effectively to model the bursty traffic behavior at chip-level, and the figure shows how in-
deed the predictions of the LRD model comes closer to the simulation results than those of
the SRD model.
5.3 Cost Factors
The cost factors are basically power consumption and area usage. A comparative analysis
of cost of NoC is difficult to make. As is the case for performance evaluation, no common
ground for comparison exists. This would require different NoC being demonstrated for
the same application, which is most often not the case. Hence a somewhat broad discussion
of cost in terms of area and power cost is presented in this section.
The power consumption of the communication structure in large single-chip systems is a
major concern, especially for mobile applications. As discussed earlier, the power used for
global communication does not scale with technology scaling, leading to increased power
use by communication relative to power use by processing. In calculating the power con-
sumption of a system, there are two main terms: (i) power per communicated bit and (ii)
idle power. Depending on the traffic characteristics in the network, different implemen-
tation styles will be more beneficial with regards to power usage. In [Nielsen and Sparsø
2001] a power analysis of different low-power implementations of on-chip communica-
tion structures was made. The effects on power consumption of scaling a design were
seen and a bus design was compared with torus connected grid design (both synchronous
and asynchronous implementations). Asynchronous implementation styles (discussed in
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Section 3.3.1), are beneficial for low network usage, since they have very limited power
consumption when idle, but use more power per communicated bit, due to local control
overhead. Technology scaling however leads to increased leakage current, resulting in an
increasing static power use in transistors. Thus the benefit of low idle power in asyn-
chronous circuits may dwindle.
From a system-level perspective, knowledge of network traffic can be used to control
the power use of the cores. Interest has been in investigating centralized versus distributed
power management (DPM) schemes. Centralized power managers (PM) are a legacy in
bus-based systems. Since NoC is most often characterized by distributed routing control,
naturally distributed PMs such as those proposed in [Benini and Micheli 2001] and [Simu-
nic and Boyd 2002], would be useful. In both of these studies, conceptually there is a node-
centric and network-centric PM. The node-centric PM controls the powering up or down
of the core. The network-centric PM is used to for overall load-balancing and to provide
some estimations to the node-centric PM of incoming requests, thus masking the core’s
wake-up cost by precognition of traffic. This type of power management is expected to be
favored to reduce power consumption in future NoCs. The results, presented in [Simunic
and Boyd 2002] show that with only node PM, the power saving range from factor of 1.5
to 3 compare to no power managers. Combining dynamic voltage scaling with DPM gives
overall saving of factor of 3.6. The combined implementation of node and network centric
management approaches shows energy savings of a factor of 4.1 with performance penalty
reduced by minimum 15% compared to node-only PM. Unlike these dynamic runtime en-
ergy monitors, in [Hu and Marculescu 2004b] a system-level energy-aware mapping and
scheduling (EAS) algorithm is proposed, which statically schedules both communication
transactions and computation tasks. For experiments done on 2D mesh with minimal-path
routing, energy savings of 44% are reported, when executing complex multimedia bench-
marks.
A design constraint of NoC less applicable to traditional multicomputer networks, lies
in the area usage. A NoC is generally required to take up less than 5% of the total chip
area. For a 0.13 µm SoC with one network node per core, and an average core size of
2x2 mm (app. 100 cores on a large chip), this corresponds to 0.2 mm2 per node. One
must also remember that the NA will use some area, depending of the complexity of the
features that it provides. Trade-off decisions which are applicable to chip design in general
and not particular to NoC are beyond the scope of this survey. At the network level, many
researchers have concluded that buffering accounts for the major portion of the node area,
hence wormhole routing has been a very popular choice in NoCs, see Section 3.2.2. As
examples of an area issue related to global wires can be mentioned that introducing fat
wires, i.e. the usage of wide and tall top level metal wires for global routing, the power
figures may improve, at the expense of area [Sylvester and Keutzer 2000].
6. NOC EXAMPLES
In this section we briefly recapitulate on a handful of specific NoC examples, describing
the design choices of actual implementations, and accompanying work by the research
groups behind. This is by no means to be seen as a complete compilation of existing
NoCs, there are many more, rather the purpose of this section is to address a representative
set: ÆTHEREAL, NOSTRUM, SPIN, CHAIN, MANGO, and ×PIPES. In [Moraes et al.
2004] a list in tabular form is provided, which effectively characterizes many of the NoCs
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not covered in the following.
i ÆTHEREAL: The ÆTHEREAL, developed at Philips, is a NoC that pro-
vides guaranteed throughput (GT) along side best-effort (BE) service [Rijpkema
et al. 2001][Goossens et al. 2002][Wielage and Goossens 2002][Dielissen et al.
2003][Jantsch and Tenhunen 2003](pgs: 61-82)[Rijpkema et al. 2003][Radulescu et al.
2004][Goossens et al. 2005]. In the ÆTHEREAL the guaranteed services pervade as a
requirement for hardware design and also as a foundation for software programming.
The router provides both GT and BE services. All routers in the network have a com-
mon sense of time, and the routers forward traffic based on slot allocation. Thus a
sequence of slots implement a virtual circuit. GT traffic is connection-oriented, and
did in early router instantiations not have headers, as the next hop was determined by a
local slot table. In recent versions the slot tables have been removed to save area, and
the information is provided in a GT packet header. The allocation of slots can be setup
statically, during an initialization phase, or dynamically during runtime. BE traffic
makes use of non-reserved slots and of any slots reserved but not used. BE packets
are used to program the GT slots of the routers. With regards to buffering, input queu-
ing is implemented using custom-made hardware fifos, to keep the area costs down.
The ÆTHEREAL connections support a number of different transaction types, such
as read, write, acknowledged write, test and set, and flush, and as such it is similar to
existing bus protocols. In addition, it offers a number of connection types: narrowcast,
multicast, and simple.
In [Dielissen et al. 2003] an ÆTHEREAL router with 6 bidirectional ports of 32 bits
was synthesized in 0.13 µm CMOS technology. The router had custom made BE input
queues depth of 24 words per port. The total area was 0.175 mm2, and the bandwidth
was 500 MHz x 32 bits = 16 Gbit/s per port. A network adapter with 4 standard socket
interfaces (either master or slave; OCP, DTL or AXI based) was also reported with an
area of 0.172 mm2 implemented in the same technology.
In [Goossens et al. 2005] and [Pestana et al. 2004] an automated design flow for in-
stantiation of application specific ÆTHEREAL is described. The flow uses XML to
input various parameters such as traffic characteristics, GT and BE requirements, and
topology. A case study of MPEG codec SoC is used to validate and verify the opti-
mizations undertaken during the automated flow.
ii NOSTRUM: The work of researchers at KTH in Stockholm has evolved from
a system-level chip design approach [Kumar et al. 2002][Jantsch and Tenhunen
2003][Zimmer and Jantsch 2003][Millberg et al. 2004]. Their emphasis has been
on architecture and platform-based design, targeted towards multiple application do-
mains. They have recognized the increasing complexity of working with high density
VLSI technologies and hence highlighted advantages of a grid-based, router-driven
communication media for on-chip communication.
Also the implementation of guaranteed services has also been a focus point of this
group. In the NOSTRUM NoC guaranteed services are provided by so called looped
containers. These are implemented by virtual circuits, using an explicit time division
multiplexing mechanism which they call Temporally Disjoint Networks (TDN) (refer
to Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 for more details).
In [Jantsch and Vitkowski 2005], the group addressed encoding issues and showed
that lowering the voltage swing, then re-establishing reliability using error correction,
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actually resulted in better power saving than a number of dedicated power saving al-
gorithms used for comparison.
iii SPIN: The SPIN network (Scalable Programmable Integrated Network) [Guerrier and
Greiner 2000][Andriahantenaina and Greiner 2003] implements a fat-tree topology
with two one-way 32-bit datapaths at the link layer. The fat-tree is an interesting
choice of irregular network, claimed in [Leiserson 1985] to be nearly the best routing
network for a given amount of hardware. It is proven that for any given amount of
hardware, a fat-tree can simulate any other network built from the same amount of
hardware, with only a polylogarithmic slowdown in latency. This is in contrast to
e.g. two-dimensional arrays or simple trees which exhibit polynomial slowdown when
simulating other networks, and as such do not have any advantage over a sequential
computer.
In SPIN, packets are sent via the network as a sequence of flits each of size 4 bytes.
Wormhole routing is used, with no limit on packet size. The first flit contains the
header, with one byte reserved for addressing, and the last byte of the packet contains
the payload checksum. There are three types of flits; first, data and last. Link-level
flow control is used to identify the flit type and act accordingly upon its content. The
additional bytes in the header can be used for packet tagging for special services, and
for special routing options. The performance of the network was evaluated primarily
based on uniform randomly distributed load (see Section 5). It was noted that random
hick-ups can be expected under high load. It was found that the protocol accounts for
about 31% of the total throughput, a relatively large overhead. In 2003, a 32-port SPIN
network was implemented in a 0.13 µm CMOS process, the total area was 4.6 mm2
(0.144 mm2 per port), for an accumulated bandwidth of about 100Gbits/s.
iv CHAIN: The CHAIN network (CHip Area INterconnect) [Bainbridge and Furber
2002], developed at the University of Manchester, is interesting in that it is imple-
mented entirely using asynchronous, or clockless, circuit techniques. It makes use
of delay insensitive 1-of-4 encoding, and source routes BE packets. An easy adaption
along a path consisting of links of different bit widths is supported. CHAIN is targeted
for heterogeneous low power systems, in which the network is system specific. It has
been implemented in a smart card, which benefits from the low idle power capabilities
of asynchronous circuits. Work from the group involved with CHAIN concerns pri-
oritization in asynchronous networks. In [Felicijan et al. 2003] an asynchronous low
latency arbiter was presented, and its use in providing differentiated communication
services in SoC was discussed, and in [Felicijan and Furber 2004] a router implement-
ing the scheme was described.
v MANGO: The MANGO network (Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-chip
providing Guaranteed services over OCP interfaces), developed at the Technical Uni-
versity of Denmark, is another clockless NoC, targeted for coarse-grained GALS-type
SoC [Bjerregaard 2005]. MANGO provides connection-less BE routing as well as
connection-oriented guaranteed services (GS) [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005a]. In or-
der to make for a simple design, the routers implement virtual channels (VCs) as
separate physical buffers. GS connections are established by allocating a sequence of
VCs through the network. While the routers themselves are implemented using area
efficient bundled-data circuits, the links implement delay insensitive signal encod-
ing. This makes global timing robust, because no timing assumptions are necessary
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between routers. A scheduling scheme called ALG (Asynchronous Latency Guaran-
tees) [Bjerregaard and Sparsø 2005b], schedules access to the links, allowing latency
guarantees to be made, which are not inversely dependent on the bandwidth guaran-
tees, as is the case in TDM-based scheduling schemes. Network adapters provide
OCP-based standard socket interfaces, based on the primitive routing services of the
network [Bjerregaard et al. 2005]. This includes support for interrupts, based on vir-
tual wires. The adapters also synchronize the clocked OCP interfaces to the clockless
network.
vi ×PIPES: ×pipes [Osso et al. 2003] and the accompanying NetChip compiler (a com-
bination of ×pipesCompiler [Jalabert et al. 2004] and SUNMAP [Murali and Micheli
2004b]) are developed by University of Bologna and Stanford University. ×pipes con-
sists of soft macros of switches and links that can be turned into instance-specific
network components at instantiation time. It promotes the idea of pipelined links
with a flexible number of stages to increase throughput. A go-back-N retransmission
strategy is implemented as part of link-level error control, which reduces switch com-
plexity, though at considerable delay since each flit is not acknowledged until it has
been transmitted across the destination switch. The error is indicated by a CRC block
running concurrently with switch operation. Thus the ×pipes architecture lends itself
to be robust to interconnect errors. Overall, delay for a flit to traverse from across one
link and node is 2N+M cycles where N is number of pipeline stages and M is switch
stages. The ×pipesCompiler is a tool to automatically instantiate an application spe-
cific custom communication infrastructure using ×pipes components. It can tune flit
size, degree of redundancy of the CRC error-detection, address space of cores, number
of bits used for packet sequence count, maximum number of hops between any two
network nodes, number of flit size, etc.
In a top-down design methodology, once the SoC floorplan is decided, the required
network architecture is fed into the ×pipesCompiler. Examples of compiler optimiza-
tion include removing redundant buffers from missing output ports of switches, shar-
ing signals common to objects, etc. Via case studies presented in [Bertozzi et al. 2005],
the NetChip compiler has been validated for mesh, torus, hypercube, Clos and butter-
fly NoC topologies for four video processing applications. Four routing algorithms:
dimension-ordered, minimum-path, traffic splitting across minimum-path, and traffic
splitting across all paths, is also part of the case study experiments. The floorplan
of switches and links of NoC takes the IP block size into consideration. Results are
available for average hop delay, area and power for mapping of each of the video
application on the topologies. A light-weight implementation, named ×pipes-lite, pre-
sented in [Stergiou et al. 2005], is similar in to ×pipes in concept, but is however
optimized for link latency, area and power, and provides direct synthesis path from
SystemC description.
7. SUMMARY
NoC encompasses a wide spectrum of research, ranging from highly abstract software
related issues, across system topology to physical level implementation. In this survey we
have given an overview of activities in the field. We have first stated the motivation for
NoC and given an introduction of the basic concepts. In order to avoid the wide range of
topics relevant to large scale IC design in general, we have assumed a view of NoC as a
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subset of SoC.
From a system level perspective, NoC is motivated by the demand for a well struc-
tured design approach in large scale SoCs. A modularized design methodology is needed,
in order to make efficient use of the ever increasing availability of on-chip resources in
terms of number of transistors and wiring layers. Likewise, programming these systems
necessitates clear programming models and predictable behavior. NoC has the potential
to provide modularity through the use of standard sockets such as OCP, and predictability
through the implementation of guaranteed communication services. From a physical level
perspective, with scaling of technologies into the DSM region, the increasing impact of
wires on performance forces a differentiation between local and global communication.
In order for global communication structures to exhibit scalability and high performance,
segmentation, wire sharing and distributed control is required.
In structuring our work, we have adopted a layered approach similar to OSI, and divided
NoC research into four areas: System, Network Adapter, Network and Link research. In
accordance with the view of NoC as a subset of SoC, we have dealt first with the latter
three areas of research, which relate directly to the NoC implementation. Thereafter, we
have focussed on system level aspects.
The network adapter orthogonalizes communication and computation, enabling
communication-centric design. It is thus the entity which enables a modularized design
approach. Its main task is to decouple the core from the network, the purpose being to pro-
vide high-level network-agnostic communication services based on the low-level routing
primitives provided by the network hardware. In implementing standard sockets, IP reuse
becomes feasible, and the network adapter may thus hold the key to commercial success
of NoC.
At the network level, issues such as network topology, routing protocols, flow control,
and quality-of-service are dominant. With regards to topology, NoC is restricted by a
2D layout. This has made grid-type topologies a wide-spread choice. We have reviewed
the most common routing schemes, store-and-forward, wormhole and virtual cut-through
routing, and concluded that wormhole routing is by far the most common choice for NoC
designs. The use of virtual channels in avoiding deadlocks and providing guaranteed ser-
vices was illustrated and the motivation for guaranteed services was discussed. The pre-
dictability that such services incur facilitates easy system integration and analytical system
verification, particularly relevant for real-time systems.
Unlike in macro networks, in NoC network adapter and network functionality is often
implemented in hardware rather than in software. This is so, since NoC-based systems are
more tightly bound, and simple, fast, power efficient solutions are required.
Link level research is much more hardware oriented. We have covered topics like syn-
chronization, i.e. between clock domains, segmentation and pipelining of links in order
to increase bandwidth and counteract physical limitations of DSM technologies, on-chip
signaling such as low-swing drivers used to decrease the power usage in links, and future
technologies such as on-chip wave guides and optical interconnects. Also we have dis-
cussed the reliability of long links, which are susceptible to a number of noise sources:
crosstalk, ground bounce, EMI and inter-symbol interference. Segmentation helps keep
the effect of these at bay, since the shorter a wire is the less influence they will have. Error
detection and correction in on-chip interconnects was discussed, but this is not a dominat-
ing area of research. Different encoding schemes were discussed in relation to increasing
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bandwidth as well as reducing power consumption.
NoC facilitates communication-centric design, as opposed to traditional computation-
centric design. From a system level perspective, we have addressed topics relating to the
role of NoC in SoC design flows. Key issues are modeling, design methodology and traffic
characterization. The purpose of modeling is to evaluate trade-offs with regard to global
traffic, in terms of power, area, design time, etc., while adhering to application require-
ments. With regard to design methodology, we identify two important characteristics of
NoC, by which we classify a number of existing NoC solutions: (i) parametrizability of
the NoC as a system level block and (ii) granularity of the NoC components by which the
NoC is assembled. These characteristics greatly influence the nature of the design flow en-
abled by the particular NoC. As a tool towards identifying general requirements of a NoC,
we have identified a set of traffic types, latency-critical, data-streams and miscellaneous
traffic, which span the spectrum of possible traffic in a NoC-based system.
The basic performance parameters of NoC are latency, bandwidth and jitter. The ba-
sic cost factors are power consumption and area usage. At a higher level of abstraction,
terms like aggregate bandwidth, bisection bandwidth, link utilization and network load
can be used. These originate in multicomputer network theory and relate to data move-
ment in general. Stepping up yet another abstraction level, benchmarks can be used for
performance analysis. Currently no benchmarks exist specifically for NoC, but the use of
benchmarks for parallel computers, as well as embedded systems benchmarks, has been
reported.
Six case studies are conducted, explaining the design choices of the ÆTHEREAL, NOS-
TRUM, SPIN, CHAIN, MANGO and ×PIPES NoC implementations. CHAIN and ×PIPES
target a platform-based design methodology, in which a heterogeneous network can be
instantiated for a particular application. ÆTHEREAL, NOSTRUM and MANGO imple-
ment more complex features such as guaranteed services, and target a methodology which
draws closer to backbone-based design. SPIN differs from the others in that it implements
a fat-tree, rather than a grid-type topology. CHAIN and MANGO also differ in that they
are implemented entirely using clockless circuit techniques, and as such inherently support
globally asynchronous and locally synchronous (GALS) systems.
Continued technology scaling enables large scale SoC. NoCs facilitate a modular, scal-
able design approach that overcomes both system and physical level issues. The main job
of the NoC designer of the future will be to dimension and structure the network, accord-
ing to the communication needs of the SoC. At present, an interesting challenge lies in
specifying ways to define these needs.
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Abstract
Shared, segmented, on-chip interconnection networks, known as
networks-on-chip (NoC), may become the preferred way of interconnect-
ing IP cores in future giga-scale system-on-chip (SoC) designs. A NoC
can provide the required communication bandwidth while accommodat-
ing the effects of scaling microchip technologies. Equally important, a
NoC facilitates a truly modular and scalable design flow.
In this paper we present the MANGO NoC, and we explain how its key
characteristics (clockless implementation, standard socket access points
and guaranteed communication services) make MANGO suitable for a
modular SoC design flow. Among the advantages of using clockless cir-
cuit techniques are inherent global timing closure, low forward latency in
pipelines, and zero dynamic idle power consumption. Time division multi-
plexing, generally used to provide bandwidth guarantees in clocked NoCs,
however is not possible in a clockless environment. MANGO provides
an alternative, high-performance solution to providing hard, connection-
oriented service guarantees, using clockless circuit techniques. We present
in-depth circuit details and describe the 0.13 µm standard cell implemen-
tation of a 5× 5 routing node, for use in a mesh type NoC.
1 Introduction
Developers of giga-scale SoC designs encounter a range of challenges. Each new
generation of microchip fabrication technologies makes available an increased
amount of on-chip resources in terms of transistors and wiring layers, and fac-
ing reduced design cycles engineers must increase their design productivity at a
dramatic rate. Meanwhile the effects of technology scaling degrade the perfor-
mance of on-chip wires, relative to that of transistors. These effects, together
with the increased routing congestion in large complex systems, make it unavoid-
able to differentiate between local and global on-chip communication [1, 2, 3].
Current solutions for global on-chip communication – such as busses – scale
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poorly and are unsuited for the requirements set by future giga-scale SoC de-
sign. The demand for IP reuse and system level scalability is growing, and the
design methodologies in use today are inadequately geared for dealing with the
problems at hand. There is a general consensus that shared, segmented inter-
connection structures, so called networks-on-chip (NoC) [4, 5, 6] constitute a
viable solution space to emerging SoC design challenges. NoCs hold the poten-
tial to accommodate both design flow issues as well as physical level issues of
giga-scale SoC design.
There is a wide spectrum of advantages of NoCs as a replacement for
global wiring in single-chip systems. Dynamic allocation of shared data rout-
ing resources facilitates modularity and reconfigurability, better wire utiliza-
tion through sharing reduces wiring congestion and power consumption, and a
segmented architecture enables parallelism through pipelining and counteracts
physical level issues of scaling process technologies.
In this paper we introduce MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous
Network-on-chip providing Guaranteed services over OCP interfaces). Key fea-
tures of MANGO include an asynchronous, or clockless, implementation, mem-
ory mapped read/write style standard socket access points, and connection-
oriented end-to-end communication service guarantees. The basic router archi-
tecture was first presented in [7], and network adapters which implement the
access points were presented in [8]. In [9] we presented the implementation of
virtual channels (VCs) – independently buffered channels sharing a single phys-
ical link [10] – and showed how these can be used to provide bandwidth sharing
of the links. Contributions of the work presented herein are improved, high-
performance clockless circuits for the implementation of MANGO links, and a
detailed description of how MANGO uses VCs to implement hard, connection-
oriented, end-to-end bandwidth guarantees, by way of virtual circuit-switching.
The novelty of MANGO is contained particularly in its combination of a clock-
less implementation and its provision of hard service guarantees. The architec-
ture is demonstrated with a 0.13 µm CMOS standard cell implementation of a
5× 5 routing node.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide motivation for the
implementation of service guarantees in NoCs, and present some related work.
In Section 3 we give an overview of the key characteristics of MANGO. In Sec-
tion 4 we detail the circuit implementation of VC control used in the MANGO
links. Section 5 details circuits of the link access circuits (which quantify the
service guarantees provided) and the 2-phase delay insensitive link pipeline. Sec-
tion 6 describes the router design, Section 7 presents the demonstration router
implementation, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
2 Background
In order to limit the need for area costly data-buffering registers, NoCs generally
employ wormhole routing rather than e.g. store-and-forward routing. In worm-
hole routers for parallel computers [11, 12] VCs have traditionally been used to
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improve the performance of best-effort (BE) traffic [13, 14]. Much NoC research
builds on this by implementing VC routers under the constraints of single-chip
system design [15, 16]. The trade-offs differ from those of parallel computer sys-
tems. While chip pin count and inter-chip wiring have been the main limiting
factors in parallel computer networks, NoC designers face constraints on area
and power.
BE networks route packets on a shared set of VCs. Adaptive routing mech-
anisms can be employed, to always select the most optimal of the free VCs on a
given set of links on the route. Ultimately however, a BE packet may be blocked
by other packets contending for access to the shared routing resources (buffers
or VCs). Hence the performance of BE routing networks is very difficult – if not
impossible – to predict. Designers of parallel computer networks have focussed
mainly on improving average performance. While this performance aspect is
naturally also important, NoC design additionally encompasses general aspects
of SoC design, e.g. issues related to modularity, IP reuse and timing closure.
Recent NoC research [17, 18, 8] has proposed the use of standard sockets such
as OCP [19] and AXI [20] at the network access points. In doing so, the first
step towards a higher degree of modularity in the SoC design flow is taken. IP
cores can be plugged into the network, and the top-level data flow can in turn be
specified dynamically, using the shared network. However, for true modularity
a high level of predictability is also required. This is all the more true the larger
the system is, as dynamic dependencies between traffic streams, quickly become
very complex. In our view, hard performance guarantees are essential in per-
forming system-level verification of large heterogeneous systems. A subsystem
composed of communicating IP cores should behave in a predictable manner,
independently of the interaction between other IP cores in the system. A NoC
providing guaranteed services (GS) facilitates this. GS is thus not only a means
of meeting real-time constraints. It also has large implications on the design
flow by enhancing modularity and by enabling analytical rather than statistical
system verification. This view has also been argued for in [21] and [22].
It is important to distinguish between hard and soft service guarantees. Soft
guarantees, usually based on priority scheduling in connection-less routing pro-
tocols, is a variant of BE routing and may offer improved performance. This
could be low latency for interrupts, or high bandwidth for data streams. But
since the routing is connection-less and packets are routed on a shared set of
VCs, unless a global view of the traffic in the network is known, only statistical
guarantees can be provided. By hard guarantees, we refer to hard bounds on
latency and bandwidth, irrespective of other data traffic. In order to provide
such guarantees, connection-oriented routing is absolutely essential. This is so
because a data stream must be logically independent from all other traffic in the
network. This can be ensured by circuit-switching (virtual, time multiplexed
or otherwise). Instead of using VCs for adaptively routing packets, in order
to improve average performance, we propose to use VCs for establishing dedi-
cated, logically circuit-switched end-to-end connections. In [9] and [23] we have
explored the use of VCs in NoCs for providing hard per connection bandwidth
and latency guarantees.
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Figure 1: A MANGO-based SoC.
Another issue in the design of a NoC is that of clocking and synchronization.
A SoC typically includes a number of clock domains and problems related to
clock distribution and global timing closure are becoming increasingly difficult
to handle in large scale chip designs. Spanning an entire chip, a NoC design must
also address these issues. In MANGO, we adopt a Globally Asynchronous Locally
Synchronous system view (GALS) [24, 25]. A GALS-based system allows IP
cores to run asynchronously, i.e. at different clock speeds. This can be handled
by inserting clock domain crossing FIFOs between different clock regions on
the chip, an approach adapted by the commercial Arteris NoC [26]. Another
approach is to run the NoC at its own clock speed, then synchronizing with the
cores at the network access points, as done in the ÆTHEREAL NoC [27]. We
have chosen the approach of implementing the network entirely using clockless
circuits. This approach eases a modular design flow by inherently ensuring
global timing closure. Clockless circuits have a number of additional advantages
which will be detailed in Section 3.1.1.
Previously published NoCs which provide hard connection-oriented service
guarantees are all based on synchronous circuit techniques, employing vari-
ants of time division multiplexing. These include ÆTHEREAL [17, 22], NOS-
TRUM [28] and aSOC [29]. Clockless NoCs include CHAIN [30], QNoC [31] and
ANoC [32]. While QNoC and ANoC allow routing with different priority levels,
neither supports dedicated connections with hard performance guarantees.
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3 MANGO overview
Figure 1 illustrates a MANGO-based SoC. The network consists of network
adapters (NAs) implementing the network access points, routers and pipelined
links. In this section, we will first describe characterising traits of MANGO,
then explain the basic GS connection functionality.
3.1 Characterising Traits
Three characterising traits of MANGO are (i) clockless implementation of the
core of the network, i.e. the routers and links, (ii) network access points compati-
ble with standard (clocked) sockets and (iii) connection-oriented communication
services providing hard performance guarantees. These three traits are all key
features in facilitating a modular design flow.
3.1.1 Clockless Implementation
Increasingly, large SoCs are being implemented using a GALS organization.
Most published NoCs assume a synchronous or mesochronous implementation
with all routers and links clocked at the same frequency. This implies chip-wide
distribution of a common, high-speed clocking signal.
MANGO is different in that the entire NoC is implemented using clockless
circuit techniques. The very nature of a clockless NoC makes the integration
of cores with different timing characteristics an integral part of the design flow,
promoting the concept of modularity. Also, in a globally asynchronous system,
timing closure becomes less problematic since it is reduced to a local problem.
Furthermore clockless circuits have a number of characteristics which can be
exploited to advantage when implementing a NoC [33]: (1) Since they make
use of self-timed, data-driven control based on local handshaking they always
operate at the maximum speed possible, and they can be pipelined more ag-
gressively. (2) For a NoC, high speed or high performance means not only a
high throughput but also a low end-to-end latency. A clockless NoC provides
also the latter, and there are two reasons for this. First a communication trans-
action involves fewer clock domain crossings and hence fewer synchronization
events, and secondly an end-to-end connection behaves like a fall-through FIFO
whereas a clocked NoC behaves like a clocked shift register. (3) A clockless
NoC has zero dynamic power consumption in those parts of the NoC which are
idle. In real life applications where communication requirements fluctuate a lot
this leads to a lower power consumption. (4) In some contexts the handshaking
in clockless circuits constitutes an overhead. In a NoC however, it inherently
provides local flow control, a mechanism which would have to be added to a
clocked design. (5) A clockless NoC avoids the need for a (power hungry) global
clock tree and it leads to a more evenly spread power surge due to the globally
asynchronous operation. This results in less strain on power wires and reduced
switching noise [34, 35].
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Figure 2: A virtual circuit implements a path through the network by reserving
a sequence of virtual channels from source to destination. At each routing node,
the path is set up by mapping from input VC to output VC: first local 2 to east
1, then west 1 to south 2, and finally north 2 to local 4.
The routers in MANGO are implemented using the 4-phase bundled data
handshake protocol, in order to minimize the area. The links are implemented
using the 2-phase dual-rail delay insensitive protocol, in order to obtain global
timing robustness.
3.1.2 OCP Compliant Network Adapters (NAs)
In the NAs the clockless network is synchronized to the local clock regions. The
network access points are implemented as standard OCP sockets [19]. Thus any
core which is OCP compliant can be plugged into the system. This allows cum-
berless IP reuse. OCP is a family of synchronous point-to-point interfaces which
implement a memory mapped, read/write-style interface. It supports a range of
different transaction modes such as simple read/write, burst read/write, thread-
ing, etc. The MANGO NAs support all the required OCP v2.0 basic signals
and a consistent subset of burst, thread and interrupt extensions, allowing sup-
port for single reads and writes, single-request burst reads and writes, threads,
connections and interrupts [8].
The basic datagram of network-level flow control is called a flit (flow control
unit) [10]. In the NA, the OCP transactions are packetized and transmitted
across the network as a stream of flits. At the receiving end, packets are re-
assembled and unwrapped. Responses are also packetized and returned across
the network.
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Figure 3: Basic structure of a link in which several virtual channels (VCs) A to
D contend for access to a shared, pipelined link.
3.1.3 Guaranteed Services
MANGO allows the reservation of end-to-end connections, between two access
points of the network. Service guarantees, in terms of bandwidth and latency,
can be made on these connections. In addition to connection-oriented GS circuit
switching, MANGO supports connection-less BE routing. GS and BE routing
share the same physical links, thus improving the link utilization.
In order to provide hard performance guarantees, it is absolutely essential
that a connection is logically independent of other connections. In synchronous
networks, this can be ensured by temporally separating data streams, using time
division multiplexing. We have chosen to implement MANGO using clockless
circuit techniques because of a number of advantages mentioned above. Since
an absolute sense of time does not exist in clockless circuits however, we must
separate the virtual circuits in a different manner. In this work we present a
solution to this in a clockless environment.
3.2 VC Links and Connections
GS connections are provided on virtual circuits. A virtual circuit is implemented
by an exclusively reserved sequence of VCs, and is thus in effect logically sep-
arated from other traffic in the network. Figure 2 shows how a virtual circuit
is established as a path through the network, the path being determined by a
mapping between input VCs and output VCs in each routing node in the path.
The circuit is independently buffered, and thus implements a distributed FIFO
between source and destination. End-to-end flow control is thereby inherently
handled by a series of local handshakes between neighboring nodes. By ar-
bitrating between VCs contending for access to a link, it is possible to make
bandwidth and latency guarantees for the traffic on the these [9, 23]. If for in-
stance a bandwidth of B units is guaranteed on each VC in a virtual circuit, the
end-to-end guarantee is also B units, assuming that the links – not the routers
– are the bottlenecks on the circuit. In Section 6.1 we shall see how this is the
case in the MANGO architecture.
Figure 3 illustrates the basic MANGO link structure, indicating how a num-
ber of VCs – A to D – share a physical link; the goal is to save on global wiring
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resources. Also power can be saved; first, a high utilization of the large link
drivers and other active circuitry make for a lower proportion of leakage power,
and secondly a heavily used link justifies the overhead of implementing power
saving data encoding schemes. The VC control makes sure that when a VC
stalls, other VCs are not blocked. A flit is allowed to enter the pipeline only if
it can be consumed by its VC buffer at the receiving end of the link.
There are two main tasks in designing such a network: link design and switch
design. The VC link is the basic building block of GS connections in MANGO.
Implementing this conceptually simple link using clockless circuit techniques,
there are a number of interesting aspects and trade-offs to consider. The links
are the performance bottleneck, hence a considerable effort has been put into
optimizing them. For a complete picture, we also provide an overview of the
switch design, in Section 6.
4 Virtual Channel Design
In this and the next section we present circuit details of the MANGO links.
First we describe how we have implemented two types of VC control used in
MANGO. In Section 5 we then address the topic of link access and link pipeline
design.
In future technologies, global wires are projected to become more costly
relative to processing logic, both with regards to power consumption and area
usage [1]. Thus the sharing of long global wires will become increasingly advan-
tageous. In [36] it is concluded that by far the major part power usage in the
Nostrum NoC is dissipated in the links, only a few percent being dissipated in
the routers and network adapters. This can be seen as a general trend for NoC.
Hence the optimal implementation of these links is of utmost importance.
Referring to Figure 3; flits arising from the contending VCs A to D must
be merged and transmitted across the shared physical link, and finally split out
to their respective channel buffers. If a flit stalls on the link however, because
the data buffers at the receiving end are full, other channels making use of the
link could be blocked. Non-blocking behavior is an essential characteristic of
VCs, thus controlling the access of flits to the shared link is necessary. In this
section we will present two different clockless VC control methods, and their
circuit implementation.
4.1 Clockless VC Design
Requirements to the VC control circuits are that they should (i) be modular,
in order to facilitate easy integration into a variety of systems, (ii) have high
performance, in order not to be the bottleneck and (iii) have low cost, in terms
of power, circuit area and wiring.
Figure 4 illustrates how the handshakes of the individual VCs overlap, as the
flits arising from each are interleaved on the link. If each VC implements only
a single flit buffer at the receiving end, this buffer must be empty before a flit
8
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Figure 4: Overlapping VC handshakes in order to maximize link utilization.
can be transmitted. This flit must then arrive at the buffer – and leave it again
– before a new flit can be transmitted. The long VC handshake in the figure
illustrates this requirement. While the handshakes on the pipelined link are
fast, several VC handshakes may overlap, utilizing the full link bandwidth. If
deeper buffers are implemented, several flits can be in-flight from each VC. This
however has an area cost. It may improve best-case performance, as the link can
be utilized better by a single active VC. However, if we assume e.g. a fair-share
scheduling of the VCs contending for access to the link, each VC may never need
more than a single buffer, if all VCs are active and the VC handshake is faster
than the link handshake times the number of VCs. In this case, the worst-case
performance for each VC thus does not improve by increasing the buffer depth.
Hence, implementing deeper buffers does not change the performance guarantee
that can be made for a VC.
In a clocked implementation of the VC link illustrated in Figure 4 the pipeline
depth must be smaller than the number of VCs, in order to fully utilize the link.
In a clockless circuit, the timing is not this simple [37]. The forward latency
through a pipeline stage is only a fraction of the handshake cycle time. Hence
the link can be pipelined much deeper than a clocked implementation with an
equal number of VCs.
In the following we will present two methods of VC access control, which we
refer to as lock-based 1 and credit-based [9]. A lock-based VC is characterized by
a low area and power overhead. A credit-based VC allows several in-flight flits
per VC, and hence a better link utilization if only a single VC is contending for
access to the link. The methods are modular, wrapping around the shared parts
1Our earlier works [9], [23] and [7] refer to lock-based as share-based VCs
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Figure 5: Symbols for signal, handshake channels and basic elements used in
the figures of this paper.
of the link, and lock- and credit-based VCs can be used together on the same
link. In MANGO, low overhead lock-based VCs are used for GS connections,
the aim being to provide hard lower bounds on performance. Credit-based VCs
are used for connection-less BE routing, which benefits from a better average
performance.
While any asynchronous handshake scheme can be chosen, the circuits pre-
sented herein are mainly based on the 4-phase bundled-data push protocol [37]:
(1) The sender asserts a request (req) signal indicating valid data. (2) The
receiver acknowledges data reception by raising an acknowledge (ack) signal.
After this follows a return-to-zero sequence, during which (3) the req, then (4)
the ack is lowered. These handshake control signals, the data and the protocol
by which they abide, constitute an asynchronous handshake channel (not to be
confused with a network communication channel, e.g. a VC). Figure 5 shows
the symbols used in the figures throughout this paper.
Before going into details of our VC implementations, we will describe the out-
put decoupler, a simple flow control element which is used extensively throughout
MANGO. The element decouples the handshake on its input from that on its
output.
4.2 Output Decoupler
The output decoupler, shown in Figure 6, is a latch-less flow control element
which is inserted in the control path of a handshake channel. It can be useful,
in the case where a consumer has pending tasks that cannot commence until its
input channel has completed its handshake cycle. When decoupling the producer
(e.g. a VC input) from the consumer (e.g. a shared link), the consumer does
not need to wait for a potentially slow producer to finish its handshake. Rather,
it can quickly begin servicing another producer. In MANGO, the element is
used for decoupling paths in circuits implementing nested synchronization, e.g.
in the overlapping VC handshakes of Figure 4 and in the link access circuits
to be described in Section 5.1. More details will be presented in the sections
describing circuits making use of the element.
Figure 7 shows the output decoupler signal transition graph specification and
its circuit schematic, as synthesized using the Petrify asynchronous synthesis
10
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Figure 6: A latch-less output decoupler, placed in the handshake path between
a slow producer and a fast consumer, allows the consumer to complete its hand-
shake independently of the producer.
Figure 7: Output decoupler a) signal transition graph, b) circuit schematic.
tool [38, 39]. When a producer module at its input asserts req in, the output
decoupler immediately asserts req out. When the consumer acknowledges, by
asserting ack out, the remaining handshake signaling is performed independently
on the input and output channels. Hence the output can complete quickly, even
when the input is slow.
The output decoupler can be used with or without a data path. If a data path
is inserted, as shown in Figure 6, the data-validity of the handshake channel,
i.e. the time interval during which the data is valid with respect to the control
signals [37], can only be improved – never degraded – after passing the element.
4.3 Lock-based VCs
Figure 8 shows a lock-based VC link with 4 VCs, A through D. The figure also
indicates some control signal names in the link (italicized). These refer to signal
names in simulation wave diagrams to be presented in Section 4.5. At each
VC input, a lockbox controls access to the merge, and hence to the shared link.
After letting a flit through the box locks, blocking any further flits from passing
on that particular VC. The unlockbox at the link output implements a buffer,
and the flit will be able to leave the shared part of the link once it has crossed
it, being accepted into this buffer. Thus, a flit which has been granted access
to the link will never stall, blocking other flits. When the flit in turn leaves the
unlockbox, freeing its buffer, the lockbox is unlocked by the unlockbox toggling
the unlock wire.
Figure 9 shows the internals of a lock-unlockbox pair. When a transfer starts
11
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Figure 8: Virtual channel link based on the lock-unlock method.
Figure 9: Lock- and unlockbox internals. In applying the method to a VC link,
the shared media constitutes the merge, the shared physical link and the split,
as illustrated by Figure 8.
in the lockbox, its handshake control locks. The output decoupler at the output
of the lockbox decouples the locked handshake from the shared part of the link,
allowing the link to service other VCs, even when the individual VC handshakes
are locked. This also makes the aggregate link performance independent of the
speed of the VC inputs, since the flit-time, defined as the time it takes the link
to consume one flit, is independent of the handshake of the VC inputs. The
flit is transmitted across the shared media, i.e. the link, and accepted into the
handshake-latch implemented in the unlockbox. Here, a flip flop toggles the
unlock signal when the output handshake cycle completes (falling edge of the
output’s acknowledge), indicating that the latch is free to receive another flit.
The XOR gate in the lockbox in turn generates a pulse upon the unlock signal
toggling, resetting the C-element thus unlocking the input handshake.
The lock-unlock method is very simple, leading to high performance and
a very low area overhead. In terms of routing, it needs only one extra inter-
router wire per VC, and this wire is toggled only once per flit, making the
power overhead minimal. There are also some drawbacks. First, the bandwidth
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utilization of the link is poor, when only a single VC is actively contending for
link access while the remaining VCs are idle. Each active VC faces a long lock-
unlock cycle spanning the lockbox, the shared part of the link, the unlockbox,
and back through the unlock wire. Since only one flit can be transmitted per
lock-unlock cycle, this causes the bandwidth available to a single active VC to
be only part of the total bandwidth available on the physical link. Note however
that in the case that there are enough VCs to saturate the link (if all are active),
this does not affect the hard lower bound bandwidth guarantees of a VC. Hence
it is not a drawback when targeting hard service guarantees, i.e. lower bounds
on performance. As the flits of several active VCs merge unto the link, the link
utilization is increased. The lock-unlock cycle time of a VC is sensitive to the
forward latency of the flits. In this regard, clockless circuits are advantageous,
since they make possible a very short forward latency per pipeline stage. In
our implementation, which features a pipelined merge and a three stage link
pipeline (a total of seven pipeline stages), four active channels are enough to
saturate the link.
4.4 Credit-based VCs
The credit-based VC solution shown in Figure 10 overcomes the limitations of
lock-based VCs, by allowing multiple in-flight flits per VC (the italicized control
signal names here also refer to signal names in simulation wave diagrams to be
presented in Section 4.5). The creditbox controls access to the link, by pairing
incoming flits with credits from a credit FIFO. Credits are dataless tokens which
grant access to the link. A credit at the input indicates available buffer space
at the receiving end of the link. Figure 11 shows the internals of a credit-
uncreditbox pair. Note that the solid arrows symbolize a full handshake channel
(see Figure 5). the boxes are made entirely of standard clockless handshake
components: a dataless credit FIFO, a join module, a data FIFO, a fork module
[37] and an output decoupler (Section 4.2). The depth of the credit FIFO is
equal to the depth of the data FIFO, which buffers flits at the receiving end of
the link. At reset the credit FIFO is full of credits, while the data FIFO is empty.
When there are no more credits, this indicates that the data FIFO may be full,
and the receiving end cannot guarantee to accept more flits. The uncreditbox in
turn sends credits back through the credit link as flits leave through its output.
Thus, if the credit/data FIFOs are deep enough a continuous flow of flits can
be maintained, even by a single active VC, while still ensuring non-blocking
behavior between VCs.
In controlling the flow of credits back across the link, it is important to
note that there will never be sent more credits back than the credit FIFO can
accept. Each flit passing the creditbox consumes one credit, each flit leaving
the uncreditbox generates one credit. A credit can only be generated by a flit
which has consumed a credit earlier. Therefore there will always be buffer space
available for a credit arriving at a creditbox, and credits will never stall on the
credit link.
An advantage of a credit-based VC link is that the number of global wires
13
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Figure 10: Virtual channel link based on the credit-uncredit method.
Figure 11: Credit- and uncreditbox internals. As in Figure 9, the shared media
is the part of the link between merge and split.
scales well with regard to number of VCs. N being the number of VCs, the
credit link will have log2(N) wires, indicating to which VC the credit belongs,
plus handshake signal wires. The cost of the credit-based solution is in area,
mainly used by the FIFOs, and in power consumption. The credit link needs
a full handshake per credit. Even if using a 2-phase protocol a minimum of 2
global wire transitions are needed per credit, twice as much as for the lock-based
method. Large data/credit FIFOs may also use more power than smaller ones,
e.g. if implemented as ripple FIFOs, and care must be taken on this account.
4.5 Simulations
Figure 12 shows simulations of two 8-channel VC links, a lock-based and a
credit-based. Transactions are indicated by the request ticks. The positions in
the system of the signals shown are indicated in Figures 8 and 10. It is seen how
VC[0] is given a share of the total BW, when all VCs are actively contending
for link access. This share depends on the link access arbitration mechanism
implemented by the merge module (see Section 5.1). When the other VCs are
idle VC[0] speeds up, limited in the lock-based link by the lock-unlock cycle,
and in the credit-based link by the number of credits. In this case there are 4
credits, as seen by the bursts of 4 VC[0] transmissions. For full link utilization,
14
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Figure 12: Wave diagram showing simulations of the sharing of a physical link by
8 VCs in (a) lock-based and (b) credit-based links. Signal names are indicated
in Figures 8 and 10.
larger credit and data FIFOs are needed.
Clockless circuits, being ruled by local handshaking mechanisms, do not
analyze as easily as clocked ones. This can be seen by the difference in width
of pulses in the wave diagram. In Figure 12(b) for example, during the phase
when only VC[0] is active the second burst of request pulses is seen to be more
separated than those in the first burst. This is because the rate of the first
burst of flits is dictated only by the link speed, since the credit tokens are
already available in the credit FIFO of VC[0]. The rate of the second burst is
dictated by the speed at which credits return from the uncreditbox, obviously
slightly slower when credits all belonging to the same VC are grouped. A
thorough treatment of the dynamics in clockless circuits is outside the scope of
this paper.
5 Link Design
In this section, we will go into the details of the link access part of the link.
This task is handled by the merge module in Figure 3. Link access arbitration
quantifies the service guarantee that is provided on a connection. We will also
discuss the implementation of the physical link pipeline itself, with regards to
issues important for long on-chip interconnects such as power consumption and
timing robustness.
5.1 Link Access
As explained in Section 3.2, GS connections are provided on virtual circuits.
When a connection is in use, it is statically known by the router, to which output
VC a given input VC maps. The GS router in MANGO implements no input
buffers, routing arriving flits to the appropriate output VC buffers immediately.
15
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Figure 13: The link access circuit (merge) providing a fair bandwidth share for
eight virtual channels.
Placing the VC buffers at the output simplifies the link access arbitration scheme
as it is only necessary to arbitrate between VCs on that particular output. Thus
simple, fast and low area circuits can be used to implement access schemes. The
path across the link, through the GS router, to the target VC buffer is congestion
free, by way of the non-blocking switching module to be described in Section 6.3.
Hence performance on this path is fully bounded, and link access is the only
critical point on a virtual circuit, with regards to congestion. If guarantees can
be made for link access, guarantees can be made for the entire virtual circuit.
Thus link access arbitration is what facilitates GS connections in MANGO,
quantifying the service.
In the router implemented for this work – as a demonstration of the MANGO
architecture – we use a simple bandwidth sharing mechanism based on a binary
tree structure. Each node in the tree is implemented by a two-input arbitrating
merge. The arbiters are fair, in the sense that if an input is being served and
the other input is waiting, the waiting input will be served next. This way a
given input at a leaf of the tree is guaranteed a portion of the total available link
bandwidth. Its is important to note that the flit-time on the link, i.e. the time
it takes to complete one flit handshake on the link, is bounded and predictable.
This is so for two reasons: (1) because of the VC control mechanisms described
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, flits never stall on the link, and (2) the VC inputs are
decoupled from the merge (using the output decouplers), as shown in Figures 9
and 11 (also see Section 4.3). Hence, in e.g. a balanced 8-input binary-tree
16
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The bandwidth available to a given VC may be higher than indicated above, if
not all VCs are actively contending for access. However, the equation expresses
the worst-case bandwidth available, i.e. the hard bandwidth guarantee. This
guarantee holds no matter what the traffic on other VCs is.
When addressing hard lower bounds on performance on individual VCs, it
is the aggregate throughput on a link that is important. VC switching inside
the router can be slower, without impairing the aggregate link performance.
This is the crux of targeting hard guarantees rather than improved average
performance.
A pipelined tree-based merge has the drawback of a high area overhead of
implementing data buffers at each node in the tree. As shown in Figure 13 we
have separated the control and the data path, thus we can omit these area costly
data buffers. At each node in the control path tree, two inputs are served fairly
and the arbitration decision is appended as an extra bit of output data. This
way a select value is accumulated for the 8-input multiplexer. The aggregate
throughput is still high, since the control path is pipelined. Now however, a
single active channel cannot utilize the full link bandwidth, since each flit will
need to wait at its input, for the control decision to complete. This is not to be
considered a drawback when employing lock-based VCs, since each VC must in
any case complete the transmission of a flit across the link before the lockbox
admits the next flit.
In a heterogeneous SoC, different connections may require different measures
of bandwidth. To accommodate such heterogeneous service requirements, an
asymmetric tree can be instantiated instead of a balanced one. For a given
connection, an appropriate VC can then be chosen, which provides the needed
bandwidth. On a connection, the end-to-end bandwidth guarantee is dictated by
the bottleneck in the path, i.e. the VC with the smallest bandwidth guarantee.
Figure 14(a) shows the path of one VC through the merge. In order to fully
utilize the throughput of the pipelined control path, OD1 decouples it from the
input. The other output decoupler, OD2, decouples the shared link from the VC
input. This is not strictly necessary, but prevents a fast link from being stalled
by a slow VC input. Also, it makes the flit-time on the link deterministic and
independent of the individual VC inputs.
Figure 14(b) shows an expanded illustration, displaying some of the control
circuits with an indication of submodules fork, OD2 and join. Join is the part
of the output multiplexer which joins the control handshake channel with the
data handshake channel. By making some minor timing assumptions, we can
achieve major performance improvements, allowing us to utilize much better the
throughput potential of a simple pipelined link. Note that the figures display
a simplified view of the circuit. The output multiplexer naturally generates a
separate acknowledge for each VC input (explained below and in Figure 15).
The multiplexer joins a request from the control path, req ctrl, with a
req data. First we assume that req in, indicating that the flit data is valid, is
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Figure 14: Merge path circuitry: (a) path of one VC through the merge mod-
ule, (b) control circuits exposed and (c) optimized control circuits with the
timing assumption that the C-element in ”OD2” is faster than the pulse width
of ack ctrl.
high before req ctrl goes high. This is trivial, since req in leads to req ctrl. The
acknowledge from the multiplexer, ack data, which is merely a copy of ack ctrl,
is caught by the C-element in OD2. Assuming the C-element is fast enough to
capture the ack data pulse, we can ignore the remainder of the return-to-zero
phase of the data path handshake. Thus req data can be entirely omitted, re-
ducing the join submodule to simple wires. This improves the cycle time of the
output considerably. Figure 14(c) shows the optimized circuit, illustrating how
the output cycle is now entirely contained by the link and the control path tree.
OD2, now reduced to a single gate, merely snoops ack data, detecting a pulse.
The only timing assumption we have made is that the C-element in OD2 is
faster than the width of this pulse. This is quite reasonable, since the response
loop in the handshake control of the last stage of the tree is more than one
C-element.
As indicated above, the output multiplexer generates independent acknowl-
edge signals for each VC input. This is needed for the appropriate OD2 to
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Figure 15: Output multiplexer details.
catch and keep the link acknowledge event, letting the given VC input complete
its handshake independently of further handshaking occurring on the shared
link. Figure 15, illustrating the output multiplexer and output latch of the
merge, shows how we generate req link (and thus also ack ctrl) in parallel with
ack data. Here, we are making the timing assumption that the delay of the path
from req ctrl to ack ctrl matches that of the path from req ctrl to ack data. The
delay matching does not need to be precise, since the data validity at the input
of the latch, from the point at which ack data goes high, is extended first by the
delay of ack data back through the input fork and OD2, secondly by the delay of
the data through the multiplexer. Since only the pulse of ack data is used, the
circuit may be made arbitrarily timing safe, by delaying ack data, further ex-
tending the data validity. This doesn’t compromise the aggregate performance
of the link, as the return-to-zero phase of the VC input is not in any critical
loop, since it is completely decoupled from the control path.
The decoupling of control- and data-paths and the timing assumptions used
to simplify the control circuits help increase the throughput of the merge mod-
ule significantly. We were able to obtain speeds up to 1 Gflits/s using 0.13µm
CMOS standard cells in the link access circuit described above (back-annotated
with typical timing parameters). When making use of delay insensitive (DI)
link signaling, the throughput however is limited by the DI decoding (see Sec-
tion 5.2). If DI signaling is not required, the full performance potential can be
exploited.
Similarly to time division multiplexing access schemes, the tree-based link
access scheme described herein has an inverse dependency between bandwidth
allocation and worst-case link access latency. If low latency is required, a large
portion of bandwidth must also be reserved. This makes it unsuitable for im-
plementing low bandwidth connections with stringent latency requirements, e.g.
interrupts. But since the MANGO router architecture allows a modular replace-
ment of the arbitration scheme, the binary tree suffices as an example in showing
the concept of implementing GS connections on virtual circuits. Please refer to
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Figure 16: Delay insensitive links.
our work in [23] for an access scheme which is more elaborate and flexible with
regards to latency guarantees, yet still area efficient.
5.2 Inter-Router Pipelines
As projected in [1] and [2], global SoC communication will incur an increasing
part of the total power budget in future microchip technologies. Also the delay
uncertainty of globally propagated signals force circuit designers to allocate
progressively safe timing margins for these, at the expense of performance. For
these reasons we have implemented our 33-bit pipelined inter-router links using a
dual-rail encoded delay insensitive (DI) 2-phase asynchronous signaling protocol.
Figure 16 illustrates how the routers themselves are implemented using area
efficient bundled data handshaking. A bundled data handshake channel is char-
acterized by a data path and separate handshake signals (request and acknowl-
edge) in parallel with this. In implementing such handshaking, timing matching
is required, with regards to the propagation delay of the data signals and the
request signal (which indicates data validity). Within the relatively limited
physical extent of a router, wire delays can be considered small compared with
gate delays, and timing issues are thus more easily handled. Wire forks can
mostly be considered isochronic. On the long inter-router links on the other
hand, DI signaling is employed, in order to enhance timing robustness. The
figure also shows how the DI pipeline stages are implemented. In a DI hand-
shake channel data validity is encoded into the data itself. Hence DI signaling
eliminates timing problems caused by delay variations in data and handshake
control signal propagation. This is a highly desirable property on long on-chip
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links, and helps in obtaining a modularized system design flow. Timing integrity
between routers is inherently ensured. See [37] for more details on asynchronous
handshaking protocols.
In the current version of MANGO, we implement 2-phase dual-rail signaling
on the pipeline. For each flit transaction we thus need 1 data wire toggle for
each bit communicated, plus 1 toggle of the acknowledge wire. As the power
cost of toggling global wires increases in future technologies, relative to that of
processing logic, it will prove worthwhile to implement 1-of-4 encoding. This
would reduce the amount of toggling on global wires to 1 toggle for each 2
bits plus 1 toggle for the acknowledge. This encoding was also tried, but was
discarded because it impaired performance too much.
The decoding of DI signals at the router inputs has turned out to be the
performance bottleneck. Although our link access circuits operate at up to
1 Gflits/s, our DI-decoders limit the per port performance to 650 Mflits/s (back
annotated, typical timing parameters). In our simulations, the pipeline segments
are loaded with 0.12 pF corresponding to 0.7 mm in the used 0.13 µm technology.
Hence each link is just over 2 mm long. The forward latency in the pipeline
is merely 300 ps per pipeline stage, under worst-case timing conditions. This
clearly illustrates an advantage of a clockless implementation.
One way to increase the throughput of the DI decoders would be to par-
tition the links into bundles, each with an independent acknowledge. This
way, the decoding can be performed in smaller steps. Alternatively the DI en-
coders/decoders may also be omitted, in order to obtain the full operational
speed. This would then require careful delay matching of handshake control
and data signals on the links. Such matching is becoming increasingly difficult
in scaling technologies. Process variations are worsening, and signal integrity
is harder to ensure on long wires, as wire pitches decrease and signal transition
times (of neighboring aggressor wires) become faster.
6 Router Design
In the following we will detail the implementation of the router. The router
consists of two separate routers; the BE router and the GS router. The BE
router dynamically routes packets based on the information in their header. The
GS router switches data streams on GS connections. Because of the modular
architecture, a MANGO router can easily be instantiated to fit specific needs of
the system in which it is used.
6.1 The MANGO Router
Figure 17 shows a conceptual picture of the MANGO router, illustrating how
the VC links are integrated into the router architecture. The router implements
a number of uni-directional input and output ports, and a local port. The
input/output ports are network ports which, via point-to-point VC links, con-
nect the router to neighboring routers. The local port consists of a number of
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Figure 17: The MANGO router conceptually.
unidirectional physical interfaces, which connect to the local NA. The network
ports and the local port implement the same type of interface with regards to
bit width and flow control. The only difference between the two is that the
local port implements one physical interface per channel while a network port
implements VCs, merging all logical channels unto a single link. Each interface
on the local port provides access to, or from, a network service. This service
could be BE routing, or a GS connection.
Internally, the router consists of a BE router, a GS router, output buffers,
splits and arbitrating merges (link arbiters). The BE and the GS router are
implemented as separate submodules. A conceptually similar approach is seen
in the ÆTHEREAL router [40]. In MANGO, this is done in order to make for
a simple implementation and a modular instantiation. A subset of the VCs are
allocated for BE routing (in Figure 17, a single VC is allocated for BE). The
BE router dynamically source-routes connection-less data packets, according to
the routing path specified in the packet header (see Section 6.2). The GS router
uses the remaining VCs to implement virtual circuits through the network. The
GS router provides non-blocking switching between the input ports and the
output buffers, therefore GS can be quantified purely on the basis of link access
arbitration. This is the key concept of enabling end-to-end service guarantees
in MANGO. It is explained further in Section 6.3.
GS connections are established by programming input-to-output VC map-
pings into the GS router. This is done by routing BE packets to the GS pro-
gramming interface via the BE router. The GS router simply allows its internal
mapping table to be written to. The BE header flit, which contains routing
information, is discarded, the second flit contains the mapping table address
and the third flit contains the data to be written. Connection allocation and
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Figure 18: The BE router.
handling tasks need to be managed centrally, by a system programming unit
(SPU). This central programming model is adapted to keep router complexity
low. Since GS connections are set up using BE routing, the time it takes to
program these into the network is unknown. We envision a run time scenario
as a temporally separated set of relatively long-lived setups, each separated by
a network programming phase. During the programming phase, only the SPU
will access the network. Thus no congestion will occur, and the time to program
the GS connections is bounded and predictable. At the end of the programming
phase, the SPU releases its lock on the system, allowing the connections to be
used. Detailing the programming model further is outside the scope of this
paper.
6.2 The BE Router
The BE router employs credit-based VCs. This allows multiple in-flight BE flits
on the links. Investigating means of GS routing is the focus of this work, and
the BE router is mostly included for sake of completion, as a way to program
GS connections into the network. Several other papers describe BE router
implementations for NoCs [30, 15, 16, 31, 32]. The modular architecture of the
MANGO router makes it easy to plug in a different, more optimal BE router.
The simple, area efficient BE router, shown in Figure 18, implements a source
routing scheme. The first flit of a packet is the header flit. The three MSBs
of the header indicate one of five output ports. After passing the router, the
header is rotated three bits, positioning the header bits for the next hop. The
router arbitrates fairly between input ports contending for access. The packets
are variable length; a control bit is used to indicate the last flit (end-of-packet
bit). Once an input port has gained access, the routing decision will stick until
the last flit has been detected, thus keeping packet coherency. With a flit size
of 33 bits (of which one is the end-of-packet bit) it is thus possible to make
10 routing hops. As systems scale, it will also prove viable to increase the flit
size, allowing for more hops. Alternatively a BE router which allows multi-flit
headers could be designed. The interface used to program GS connections into
the GS router, is implemented as an extension on the local port. Deadlocks can
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Figure 19: The GS router implements non-blocking input to output switching.
be avoided by scheduling the paths of BE packets with an appropriate routing
strategy, according to the chosen network topology.
6.3 The GS Router
Figure 19 illustrates the GS router architecture. Here P is the number of ports
on each routing node and V is the number of VCs on each port. It is seen
how the VC split modules (see Figure 3) are integrated into the switch itself,
resulting in its area being linearly scalable with the number of VCs. It is also
seen how V VC control signals (unlock wires, as per Section 4.3) enter the router
on each output port, and exit the router on each input port.
In the previous router the flits are extended, by appending a number of
steering bits to the 33 data bits. These bits guide the flits through the pipelined
switching module to the VC buffer that has been reserved for the given connec-
tion. The reason for appending these steering bits in the previous router is that
this allows for the flits to be routed to their VC buffer directly. Alternatively,
the ID of the VC from which the flit originated would need to be appended
(uniquely identifying the source of the flit) and a lookup based on this would be
performed. This however results in a power overhead and performance degra-
dation. In the 5× 5 demonstration router presented herein, there are 4 possible
destination ports for an incoming flit. Hence, irrespective of the number of VCs,
appending the destination VC ID instead of the source VC ID merely results in
a 2-bit overhead in the data path.
The switching module is non-blocking, meaning that the latency of a flit
across the link, through the router, to its designated VC buffer, is predictably
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bounded. Accessing the link is the only uncertainty involved in transmitting
data from a VC buffer to a VC buffer in the next router. In order to provide
hard GS - of any type - there is only call for appropriate link access arbitration.
The link arbiter (Section 5.1) is thus the key element in providing GS on vir-
tual circuits. It arbitrates between the VCs contending for access to the link,
determining the type and quantity of GS that is provided.
It is thus seen how the GS quantification is decoupled from the switching
functionality in the router. This makes it an easy and modular task to instan-
tiate new types of GS. Accordingly, GS schemes such as the one presented in
this paper, the one presented in [23], or other schemes, can easily be applied
directly to the link and router architectures presented herein.
The GS router employs area efficient lock-based VC control, its aim being
to deliver hard lower bounds on performance (see Section 4.3). According to
Figure 9, the link as well as the switching module constitute the shared media
around which the VC control is wrapped. The VC control module in Figure 19
establishes a VC control channel from an unlockbox back to a lockbox in the
previous router; a step back on a given connection. Thus a given VC will only
transmit a flit across the shared media, if the buffer in the forward path of the
virtual circuit of which it is part, has free buffer space.
The lock-based VC control scheme uses a single wire per VC. Establishing a
VC control channel is simply a matter of multiplexing an unlock output signal
wire from an unlockbox onto the unlock input signal wire of the appropriate
lockbox in a neighboring router, one step back on the connection. As explained
in Section 4.3, the lock-unlock cycle determines the highest throughput on a VC.
The full link bandwidth however is exploited by interleaving flits from different
VCs, i.e. the overlapping of lock-unlock cycles of these. A single VC cannot
utilize the full link bandwidth, but with an appropriate link access scheme, our
goal to provide hard lower bounds on performance – performance guarantees
– can be met, while benefitting from the low area overhead of lock-based VC
control. Note that a GS connection needs only a single-flit buffer in each router.
Flow control is maintained on the virtual circuit, from buffer to buffer, as a
distributed FIFO through the network. The BE router described in Section 6.2
on the other hand targets an improved average performance. Here it is clearly
an advantage to use credit-based VC control instead.
For each virtual circuit, the router stores the steering bits needed to guide
flits to the VC buffer reserved for the circuit in the next router, as well as control
bits used to establish a VC control channel back to the lockbox in the previous
router. As seen, the setup information for each hop on a connection is thus
stored in two places: one for the flit forward path, and one for the VC control
reverse path. This overhead is accepted because it facilitates some very simple
circuits. In any case, it constitutes a small fraction of the total router area. For
further details concerning the GS router, please refer to [7].
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Table 1: Area usage in the MANGO router.
Module Area
Connection table 0.005 mm2 1.8%
Switching module 0.096 mm2 34.7%
VC buffers 0.054 mm2 19.5%
GS link access 0.025 mm2 9.0%
VC control 0.018 mm2 6.5%
BE router 0.028 mm2 10.1%
DI encode/decode 0.051 mm2 18.4%
Total 0.277 mm2 100%
7 Implementation
As a demonstration of the MANGO architecture we have implemented a 5× 5
33-bit MANGO router using 0.13 µm CMOS standard cells from STMicroelec-
tronics. The router supports 7 independently buffered GS connections on each
of the four network ports in addition to connection-less BE source-routing, with
4-flit deep BE buffers on each input port. The local port implements 4 GS
ports and 1 BE port. When routing data using the BE router, one bit is re-
served to indicate end-of-packet. The network ports implement 2-phase dual-rail
DI encoding/decoding. The performance in netlist simulations using worst-case
timing conditions (125 C/1.08 V/slow process corner) was 420 Mflits/s per port
(650 Mflits/s under typical timing conditions). The performance was limited
by the DI decoding stage. Without DI signaling, the per port performance was
646 Mflits/s (1 Gflits/s under typical timing conditions).
The pre-layout area was 0.277 mm2. The area usage, detailed in Table 1,
may seem a bit high. One must keep in mind however, that this demonstration
router is to be considered a deluxe version, targeted for coarse-grained SoC with
complex communication requirements, i.e. multiple connections per core and a
need for per connection GS. For an average core size of 5 mm2, and one router
per core, a NoC with such routers would constitute approximately 5.5% of the
total chip area. For a SoC with less complex routing needs, a router with a
smaller number of VCs can easily be instantiated, with the same high per port
speed but with a reduced area.
The switching module and the VC buffers together account for more than
half of the total area. Much area could be saved by using custom-designed
buffers. As a quick comparison, a 0.13 µm instantiation of an ÆTHEREAL
router, which also provides per connection bandwidth guarantees, had a data
path speed of 500 MHz (worst case timing parameters) and a laid out area of
0.175 mm2 [17], using custom hardware FIFOs. The router supports any number
of connections, as the data path can be time sliced at an arbitrary granularity.
The connections are however not independently buffered – a key feature of the
MANGO router. Thus end-to-end flow control is needed, e.g. using credits.
This makes for more complex and area consuming network adapters. In the
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Table 2: Latency on GS connections (worst-case timing).
Module Latency
VC buffers + share/unshareboxes 1.2 ns
GS link access 2.3 ns
DI encoding 0.7 ns
Link pipeline 0.9 ns
DI decoding 1.5 ns
GS switching module 1.6 ns
Total 8.2 ns
MANGO architecture end-to-end flow control is inherent. Moreover, the type
of GS in ÆTHEREAL is an integral part of the router design (bandwidth sharing
by time division multiplexing). The MANGO router adapts a more modular
GS approach, supporting a range of potential GS types with the same router
architecture.
Pipelining of the switching module is necessary in order to keep performance
up. However this also takes a considerable part of the total router area. Since
the VCs used for GS connections employ lock-based VC control, only a single flit
can be transmitted on each VC at one time. The lock-unlock cycle time, which
constitutes the forward latency of the pipelined link and the GS router plus the
reverse latency of the unlock signal, is 9.0 ns. The forward latency is detailed in
Table 2. The lock-unlock cycle determines the maximum throughput of a single
VC, which accordingly is 111 Mflits/s. In this respect, clockless circuits are at
a major advantage over synchronous ones, in that the forward latency is much
less than the number of pipeline stages times the cycle time of one stage. Note
that too much pipelining degrades the best-case performance of a connection,
increasing the length of the lock-unlock cycle time. A balance is needed, on
one hand to maximize the aggregate throughput of the router, and on the other
hand to minimize the amount of pipelining in order to keep the area down and
the per VC best-case performance up.
8 Conclusion
During recent years, research into on-chip communication structures has shown
NoC-based SoC design to be a promising concept for SoC communication. The
greatest advantage of NoCs is that they facilitate modularity in the SoC design
flow. By the use of standard sockets and guaranteed communication services,
building and verifying a SoC could well be a matter of piecing together off-the-
shelf IP cores.
In this paper we have detailed the implementation of guaranteed services in
MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous Network-on-Chip providing Guaran-
teed services over OCP interfaces). Three key features of MANGO which help
enable a modular SoC design flow are (i) clockless implementation, (ii) stan-
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dard OCP socket access points and (iii) guaranteed communication services. In
addition to this, the router architecture is highly modular itself. This will assist
in automatic generation of application specific networks. As a demonstration,
a 5 × 5 router has been designed using commercially available 0.13 µm CMOS
standard cells. The design shows that it is feasible to implement the concepts
introduced, and the use of clockless circuit techniques proves to be a viable so-
lution, to the challenge of implementing global communication infrastructures
in large SoCs.
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Abstract
The demand for IP reuse and system level scalability
in System-on-Chip (SoC) designs is growing. Network-on-
chip (NoC) constitutes a viable solution space to emerging
SoC design challenges. In this paper we describe an
OCP compliant network adapter (NA) architecture for
the MANGO NoC. The NA decouples communication and
computation, providing memory-mapped OCP transactions
based on primitive message-passing services of the net-
work. Also, it facilitates GALS-type systems, by adapting to
the clockless network. This helps leverage a modular SoC
design flow. We evaluate performance and cost of 0.13 µm
CMOS standard cell instantiations of the architecture.
I. Introduction
Recent research has demonstrated the advantages of
using shared, segmented interconnection networks – so
called networks-on-chip (NoC) [1][2] – to implement
global communication in system-on-chip (SoC) designs.
By pipelining, NoC enables parallelism and counteracts
the physical effects of long wires. NoC thus facilitates
a scalable design approach, while accomodating the ad-
vert effects technology scaling has on wire performance.
Managing the design flow of large complex chips how-
ever presents a non-trivial challenge in its own right. In
order to effectively exploit the growing amount of on-chip
resources a move from ad hoc SoC design to modular
design is necessary. Orthogonalization of computation and
communication is essential in order to enable fast design
space exploration and IP reuse [3][4].
There are two basic paradigms of communication
in computer systems: message-passing and memory-
mapping. While much published NoC research focusses
mainly on the implementation of message-passing net-
works, IP blocks for SoC designs, such as microprocessors
and memories, are generally characterized by memory-
mapped interfaces. There exist a number of socket specifi-
cations to this end, such as OCP (Open Core Protocol) [5]
and AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface) [6]. Since most
NoCs are message-passing by nature, an adapter is needed.
There are a number of works published on the design
of novel network architectures, but few publications have
addressed issues particular to the design of an adapter
module. In [7] an adapter implementing standard sockets
was presented for the Æthereal NoC. The adapter however
has quite a high forward latency. In [8] an OCP compliant
adapter for the ×pipes NoC was touched upon. The adapter
has a low area but it supports only a single outstanding read
transaction. Also, both Æthereal and Xpipes are purely
clocked designs, and as such do not address issues related
to global synchronization in large-scale SoC designs.
In this paper we present an OCP compliant network
adapter (NA) for the MANGO NoC (Message-passing
Asynchronous Network-on-chip providing Guaranteed Ser-
vices over OCP interfaces) [9]. The NA is a key component
of a modular SoC design approach. Our contributions
include identifying key issues of NA design and developing
an efficient NA architecture. On the basis of several
0.13 µm CMOS standard cell instantiations, we evaluate
the area and performance overheads of implementing NA
tasks. The presented architecture enables GALS-type SoCs
(Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous) [10], in that
the NA implements synchronization between the clocked
OCP sockets and the asynchronous or clockless MANGO
NoC. Its design is a balanced mix of clocked and clockless
parts, appropriately leveraging the advantages particular to
either design style. It has a very low forward latency, is
highly flexible with regards to the choice of transaction
protocol and network packet format, and handles any
number of outstanding transactions on the network.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we give
an overview of MANGO. In Section III we describe the
basic functionality of an NA, and in Section IV we detail
the implementation of the MANGO NA. In Section V we
present results, and Section VI provides a conclusion.
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Fig. 1. A MANGO-based SoC.
II. MANGO Overview
Figure 1 illustrates a MANGO-based SoC. IP cores
reside in locally clocked regions, connected by a hetero-
geneous network through NAs. The NAs use the prim-
itive message-passing functionality implemented by the
network, to transparently provide the cores with read/write
transactions. Key features of MANGO are (i) clockless
implementation, (ii) guaranteed communication services
and (iii) standard socket access points. These are briefly
presented below. For more details, please refer to [9][11].
A clockless implementation of the network routers and
links enables a GALS-type system, in which the integration
of cores with different timing characteristics is inherently
supported. An advantage of clockless circuits is that they
use zero dynamic power when idle. Also, their forward
latency can be made much lower than that of comparable
clocked circuits, helping to minimize the performance
overhead of using a network for e.g. memory accesses.
MANGO provides connection-less best-effort (BE)
routing, as well as connection-oriented guaranteed services
(GS), in terms of hard latency and bandwidth bounds. The
predictability of GS makes system analysis much easier,
leading to advantages at all levels of SoC design.
This paper addresses the third key feature: standard
socket access points. While the choice is arbitrary, we
implement these as OCP sockets. OCP is a family of
synchronous point-to-point interfaces for memory-mapped
read/write transactions. Support for other similar interfaces
such as AXI is a trivial extension.
III. NA Functionality
Though much simplified, the layered communication
approach enabled by NoC is similar to the OSI model
used in macro networks. The transport of messages in the
Fig. 2. The Network Adapter provides high-
level transactions to an IP core, based on the
message-passing primitives of the network.
network is decoupled from higher level transactions. The
basic datagram of network-level flow control is called a flit
(flow control unit). In the NA, OCP transactions are pack-
etized and transmitted across the network as a stream of
flits. A layered approach enables a mix of different sockets
in the system, enhancing system-level composability. The
overhead – of packetizing and depacketizing – is tolerated,
as the approach enhances design-productivity: it becomes
possible to design and verify SoCs hierarchically, and to
plug together off-the-shelf IP cores from different vendors.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the NA implements a Core
Interface (CI) at the core side and a Network Interface (NI)
at the network side. The functions implemented in the NA
are transaction handshaking according to the CI protocol
(in this case OCP), encapsulation of the transactions for the
underlying packet-switched network, and synchronization
between the IP core and the network.
IV. NA Implementation
Read/write transactions require two types of NAs: an
initiator connecting to a master core such as a micropro-
cessor, and a target connecting to a slave core such as a
memory. Figure 3 shows the structural design of the NAs,
illustrating how the functions mentioned in Section III
are implemented in separate modules. It is also seen how
each NA consists of a request and a response path, and
– orthogonally to this – of a clocked and a clockless part.
The presented version of the MANGO NA supports all the
required OCP v2.0 basic signals and a consistent subset
of burst, thread and interrupt extensions, allowing support
for single reads and writes, single-request burst reads and
writes, threads, connections and interrupts. The initiator is
configured through its CI, the target through its NI.
The NAs provide a number of input and output network
ports, each corresponding to a GS connection or BE
service. Output ports are pointed to using the OCP signal
MConnID, and several threads may use each port without
restrictions. Transmitting on a BE port, packets need a
header flit for routing information. On GS connections no
routing information is needed, as these implement a virtual
circuit to another NA in the network [9].
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Fig. 3. The initiator NA connects to a master core, the target NA connects to a slave core.
An OCP transaction originates at a master core. In the
initiator NA, the OCP Initiator Request Handshaking mod-
ule implements part of the OCP slave socket with which
the master transacts. The Request Encap module maps the
OCP signals to packet signals. During BE transmissions it
also uses the 8 MSBs of the OCP address field (Maddr)
to look up a routing path, appending this to the payload
(the routing path lookup table can be programmed through
the OCP interface). This all takes 1 OCP clock cycle.
In order to retain the flexibility of synthesized design,
clocked circuits are used here. In any case, there is little
performance to be gained by using clockless circuits in the
handshaking and encapsulation modules, since the OCP
interface is clocked itself. Serialization of packet flits is
done by the Request Transmit module, in the clockless
domain. This makes the flit serialization independent of
the OCP clock speed. Also, the synchronization overhead
is minimized by synchronizing an entire packet to the
clockless domain in one go, instead of one flit at a time.
In the target NA packets are reassembled in the clock-
less Request Receive and decapsulated in the clocked
Request Decap modules. The OCP Target Request and
Reponse Handshaking modules then conduct an OCP
transaction accordingly. Packet reassembly and buffering
is done independently per port, such that a packet is
forwarded to the clocked part of the NA only when the
entire packet has arrived. During bursts however the packet
is forwarded as soon as the control information and the first
data word has arrived. If the transaction requires a response
(e.g. a read), the response is encapsulated by the target NA,
serialized in the clockless Response Transmit module and
transmitted across the network. While a request is being
processed by the slave core, the Response path FIFO stores
the return path. Response packets are reassembled in the
Response Receive module, decapsulated in the Reponse
Decap module, and the transaction is completed by the
OCP Initiator Response Handshaking module.
The OCP signal MThreadID is stored in request packets
and returned in the corresponding response. The NAs thus
Fig. 4. Synchronizing between the clocked
and the clockless domains.
handle any number of outstanding transactions, as they do
not need to keep track of these themselves. If ordering
is guaranteed by the network, e.g. on GS connections,
multiple transactions can even be initiated on each thread.
Interrupts are implemented as virtual wires: an interrupt
triggers the target NA to transmit an interrupt packet. Its
destination is defined by configuring the target NA with a
routing path or connection ID. Upon receiving this packet,
the initiator NA asserts the local interrupt signal pin.
In order to minimize the synchronization overhead, we
implement a 2-phase handshake channel, employing a two-
flop synchronizer [12]. As illustrated in Figure 4 this is
converted, in the clockless domain, to a 4-phase protocol
compliant with the handshaking of MANGO. A complete
clock cycle is available for resolving metastability in the
flip-flop. Using flip-flop settling time and susceptibility
window values of τ = 60 ps and TW = 120 ps (conser-
vative values for a 0.13 µm standard cell technology), the
mean time between failure (MTBF) at a 400 MHz OCP




= 259× 109 s(> 8000yrs)
T, fC , fD are the settling window (one clock cycle), and
the clock and data frequencies, fD set to one fourth fC .
The presented architecture is very flexible and modular.
Changing the Handshaking modules a different CI protocol
can be implemented, and customizing the packet format is
merely an exercise of mapping CI signals to packet signals
in the Encap/Decap modules. Adapting to a different net-
work is done by modifying the Transmit/Receive modules.
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TABLE I. Results for 0.13 µm CMOS standard cell implementations (worst-case process corner) .
Area Port Transmit Speed OCP Read OCP Write OCP Interrupt
NA Type OCP Speed initiator target initiator target BE GS BE GS BE GS
BE only 400 MHz 0.058 mm2 0.020 mm2 725 MHz 1.08 GHz 6 clks - 4 clks - 3 clks -
BE + 3GS 400 MHz 0.064 mm2 0.039 mm2 483 MHz 633 MHz 8 clks 6 clks 5 clks 4 clks 4 clks 3 clks
BE + 3GS 200 MHz 0.060 mm2 0.037 mm2 483 MHz 633 MHz 6 clks 6 clks 3 clks 3 clks 3 clks 3 clks
V. Results
NAs with 32-bit OCP data and address fields and 32-
bit network ports have been implemented using 0.13 µm
standard cells. Netlist testing was done using the OCP
tool CoreCreator[14], which provides OCP compliancy
detectors. In the test setup an initiator NA was connected
head-to-head with a target NA. Table I shows three classes
of results for a number of NA instantiations: area, port
transmit speed and transaction latency overhead.
The area values are purely cell area (pre-layout). Due to
the GS input buffers, the area of the target NA supporting
GS ports is twice that supporting only a BE port. The
area of the initiator NA however is not very different in
the two configurations, its main part being the BE routing
path lookup table. A pure GS initiator would be smaller.
The port transmit speed indicates the flit speed on the
clockless output ports. Since these are independent of the
OCP clock, flits can be transmitted fast, even from a slow
core. The NAs with only a BE port are simpler than those
with multiple GS ports, hence their port speed is higher.
Finally, the table shows the latency overhead of con-
ducting transactions through the NAs, relative to transac-
tions of a master and slave core connected directly. The
latency is displayed in OCP cycles. The overhead in the
clockless circuits is independent of the OCP clock, hence
the overhead in terms of cycles is less for slower cores.
BE transactions necessitate transmitting the routing path
in a header flit, thus the total latency is increased. For a
slow core however, an entire packet can be transmitted
in less than one OCP clock cycle, even when needing a
routing header, hence the overhead of BE transactions is
not greater than for GS transactions.
In comparison with that of the Æthereal [7], the
MANGO NA has a shorter total forward latency – only
a single cycle for packetization. The area is also smaller,
but this is not directly comparable; the Æthereal and the
MANGO networks both implement support for BE and GS
routing, but since this functionality is realized differently,
the tasks required in the NAs are different. Compared with
×pipes [8], the MANGO NA implements more complex
functionality in terms of GS connections, interrupts and
support for multiple outstanding transactions. In the clock-
less MANGO NoC, there is no synchronization overhead
in the forward path of entering the network, hence the total
synchronization overhead is at least one clock cycle faster
than both these purely synchronously clocked counterparts.
VI. Conclusion
We have presented an OCP compliant NA architecture
for the MANGO NoC. The NA enables modular, GALS-
type SoC design by providing synchronous, memory-
mapped interfaces, based on the clockless message-passing
services of the network. The flexible architecture, which
mixes clocked and clockless circuits, can easily be config-
ured for different sockets and/or networks. Several 0.13 µm
standard cell designs were implemented. Simulation results
indicate that the performance and area overheads, of a lay-
ered approach to on-chip communication, are reasonable.
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The scaling of CMOS technology causes a widening
gap between the performance of on-chip communication
and computation. This calls for communication-centric de-
sign. The MANGO network-on-chip architecture enables
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) system-
on-chip design, while facilitating IP reuse by standard
socket access points. Two types of services are available:
connection-less best-effort routing and connection-oriented
guaranteed service (GS) routing. This paper presents the
core-centric programming model for establishing and using
GS connections in MANGO. High predictability of commu-
nication is demonstrated in a MANGO-based GALS system.
1 Introduction
While transistor speeds increase with each new CMOS
fabrication technology, wire speeds worsen. Scaling wires,
the resistance per mm increases. The capacitance stays
roughly constant, being mostly due to edge effects [12].
Hence, as shown in Figure 1, the RC delay for a constant
length wire increases [2]. With a projected processor speed
of 40 GHz in 2016, the latency cost of driving data 1 mm
across a chip, on broad, top-level, global wires, will be
32 clock cycles. While wire segmentation and pipelining
can help, ultimately the result is a widening gap between
communication and computation. Thus it has been evident
for some time now, that data trafficking – not processing –
will be the performance bottleneck in future single-chip sys-
tems. This calls for a communication-centric design flow.
In addition to physically oriented design challenges, chip
designers are under increasing pressure to exploit the expo-
nential availability of design resources, in terms of transis-
tors and wiring layers. Between 1997 and 2002 the mar-
ket demand reduced the typical design cycle by 50%. As
a result of increased chip sizes, shrinking geometries and
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Figure 1. Wire delay increases with technol-
ogy scaling [2].
ity increased 50 times in the same period [1]. To keep up
with productivity requirements, a scalable design approach
which allows a greater degree of modularity is pertinent.
It is generally accepted that segmented interconnec-
tion networks, so called networks-on-chip (NoC), consti-
tute a realistic solution space to communication challenges
of future system-on-chip (SoC) designs [10][4][13]. In
previous works, we have presented novel solutions to a
number of issues relevant to the development of such a
NoC, MANGO (Message-passing Asynchronous Network-
on-chip providing Guaranteed services over OCP inter-
faces) [6][8][7][5]. Key features of MANGO, which en-
able scalable, modular SoC-design are: (i) clockless imple-
mentation, (ii) guaranteed services (GS) and (iii) standard
socket access points. A clockless implementation facilitates
globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) design
[9][14][15], GS routing incurs predictability, accelerating
design and verification (as also argued in [11]), and OCP
(Open Core Protocol) [3] sockets promote IP reuse.
As drafted in [13] Chapter 12, it is clear that a major
challenge lies not only in the implementation of on-chip
networks, but also in the optimal programmability and use
of them. Efficient and intuitive programming models are re-
quired, in order for software designers to take full advantage
of the available hardware features. System design encom-
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Figure 2. A guaranteed service connection is
established by reserving a sequence of vir-
tual channels through the network.
passes a range of software layers, from application, across
middleware, to operating system (OS).
In this paper, I present the core-centric program-
ming model for establishing and using GS connections
in MANGO. This constitutes the boundary between hard-
ware and software, defining the programmability on which
OS system calls are based. I demonstrate with a 0.13µm
MANGO-based system showing end-to-end performance
results. In Section 2 I describe encapsulation of OCP trans-
actions in packets, and two types of routing services avail-
able in MANGO. In Section 3 I explain the programming
model for establishing GS connections, and in Section 4 I
present experimental results from the demonstrator system.
Section 5 provides a conclusion.
2 Packet Routing in MANGO
In a MANGO-based SoC, OCP compliant IP cores are
attached to network adapters (NAs) as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. The NAs encapsulate OCP requests and responses
in packets, routing these as sequences of flits (flow con-
trol units) on the network. Packets may be either streamed
on GS connections (see Section 2.1) or source-routed as
connection-less best-effort (BE) traffic (see Section 2.2).
Figure 3 details different types of packets generated by the
NAs.The first bit in a flit is the end-of-packet bit, which is
high only in the last flit of a packet. The first flit of BE
packets is the header which holds the routing path. Trans-
mitting on GS connections, this header flit is not needed as
a connection uniquely defines a complete path, from source
to destination.

Figure 3. Packet formats for encapsulating
OCP transactions for network transmission.
2.1 Guaranteed Service Connections
The routers in MANGO are output buffered, and the
links implement a number of separately buffered virtual
channels (VCs). Each VC on a link is associated with a cer-
tain hop-guarantee. This is the service guarantee – in terms
of latency and bandwidth – in moving flits from the given
VC buffer, to a VC buffer on an output in the next router.
A GS connection is established by reserving a sequence of
VCs through the network, as shown in Figure 2 (further de-
tailed in Figure 4, which will be explained in Section 3). In
each router, a mapping from an input VC to an output VC
is made, hence an independently buffered multi-hop virtual
circuit is established from source to destination. The end-
to-end guarantee, Lend2end being latency and BWend2end
being bandwidth, is determined as:
Lend2end = Lhop1 + Lhop2 + . . . LhopX
BWend2end = min(BWhop1, BWhop2, . . . , BWhopX )
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Figure 4. A GS connection constitutes a sequence of reserved VC buffers through the network (a
virtual circuit), and a mapping to it from the OCP socket.
The latency is the sum of the per-hop latencies, while the
bandwidth is the bottleneck of the path. A connection is ac-
cessed through the OCP interface of the NA, by addressing
it with the OCP signal MconnID.
The switching of GS flits, inside the MANGO routers,
is congestion-free, hence the hop-guarantees of the con-
nection are determined by the link access scheduling
scheme [7]. Herein we use so called ALG (Asynchronous
Latency Guarantee) scheduling [8]. Each link implements
8 VCs, denoted Q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 7}. Of these, 0 through
6 can be used for GS connections, while the last is used
for connection-less BE routing, as will be explained in Sec-
tion 2.2. Since the network is clockless, we specify latency
and bandwidth guarantees in terms of the time unit flit-time
(tflit), which is the time it takes to transmit one flit on a link.
This corresponds to a clock cycle in a synchronous network.
In MANGO, tflit depends on the actual link implementa-
tion: the link encoding and pipelining, the flit width, etc.
We use delay insensitive dual rail encoding [16] in order to
improve timing robustness in the system, pipeline the links,
and the flits are 32-bit wide. This configuration results in
tflit = 3.6 ns, in the worst-case process corner.
The hop-guarantees for VC Q are [8]:




Here, N is the total number of VCs on a link and tlink is
the forwarding latency of a flit from one VC buffer, across
the link, through the next router, to the next VC buffer on
the connection. VC control [6] ensures that a flit can only
gain access to a link, if the target VC buffer is free, hence
once access is granted, the flit will experience no conges-
tion. Therefore tlink is constant [7]. The latency guarantee
is given on a flit by flit basis. The bandwidth guarantee
marks the timing between two consecutive flits. If there are
a large number of VCs on a link, this time may become
large, since it is dependent on N . Looking at the packet
formats in Figure 3, it is seen how non-burst reads, on GS
connections, require only a single flit, likewise for non-burst
responses and interrupts. This makes them particularly suit-
able for exploiting the ALG latency guarantees.
In the MANGO instantiation presented in this work, the
links are pipelined. In clocked networks, pipelining has the
side effect of increasing the forward latency by one clock
cycle per pipeline stage. In clockless pipelines however, the
forward latency is only part of the cycle time. Even though
we have placed two pipeline stages between each router, the
increase in forward latency is only 240 ps.
2.2 Best-Effort Routing
Packets in MANGO may also be routed in a connection-
less fashion, as source-routed BE traffic. Hard performance
guarantees can be made on GS connections because each
stream is transmitted on a logically separate virtual circuit.
No guarantees apart from completion and correctness are
given for BE traffic, since all BE packets are transmitted on
a shared subset of VCs.
OCP commands are issued as BE transactions by ad-
dressing connection 0 (setting MconnID = 0 on the OCP
interface). Write transactions on the BE connection are
used to program the routers and NAs, setting up connec-
tions. The upper 8 bits of the 32-bit OCP address field
are used as a global address space. Upon issuing an OCP
transaction on connection 0, these bits are used as a lookup
key in the route lookup table [5]. This table, which can
be programmed through the OCP interface, maps the 8-bit
global address to a routing path. The coarse geography of
the system-level memory map is thus completely user de-
finable. A BE routing path is a hop-by-hop specification of
the path through the network.
3 Programming Model
As illustrated in Figure 4, a GS connection consists of a
virtual circuit, a sequence of VCs forming a path through
the network, and a mapping from an OCP connection ID
to its start point. In order to establish a virtual circuit two
pointers must be programmed into each router on the path.
At the VC output buffer, a pointer forward on the path, to a
VC buffer in the next router defines the data flow channel.
This is the steer pointer, which uniquely defines an output
port in this next router, and a VC on that port. Since flow
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Table 1. Memory map of a router.
Adr description
x100 - x106 outport 1, steer0 - steer6
x200 - x206 outport 2, steer0 - steer6
x300 - x306 outport 3, steer0 - steer6
x400 - x406 outport 4, steer0 - steer6
x501 - x503 inport 0, select1 - select3
x508 - x50E inport 1, select0 - select6
x510 - x516 inport 2, select0 - select6
x518 - x51E inport 3, select0 - select6
x520 - x526 inport 4, select0 - select6
control is handled on a hop-by-hop basis [7], a flow control
channel backwards on the path, to the previous VC buffer,
must also be established. This is the select pointer, which
for each VC at each input port selects an output port and a
VC on that port.
Having both steer and select pointers really incurs stor-
ing the same information twice in the network, but since
it results in some very simple circuits, the overhead is ac-
cepted. In any case, the pointer storage elements are a very
limited part of the total router area [7]. The pointers can be
written to the routers by any OCP master in the system, us-
ing OCP write commands on connection 0 (the BE connec-
tion). Table 1 illustrates the memory map of a router. The
presented system is constructed of 5x5 routers with 8 VCs
on each bidirectional network port. Hence 5 bits are needed
by each pointer. Hereof, 2 bits are used for identifying a
port. A value of 0 maps to port 4. Routing back on a link is
not allowed, and pointing to the same port number as the in-
put, indicates pointing to the local port (port 0, to which the
NA – and hence an IP core – is connected). The remaining
3 bits point to one of 8 VCs on each port. Note that pointing
to VC 7 is illegal, as this VC is used for BE routing. When
programming connections into the routers, a global view of
existing connections is needed, in order not to allocate VC
buffers which are already in use.
The NAs implement four physical channels on the NA-
to-router interface (port 0), addressed by the OCP signal
MConnID. As explained earlier, channel 0 (connection 0) is
used to access the BE routing network. Channels 1-3 are
used to access virtual circuits. To form a GS connection,
a channel must be steered to the start point of the virtual
circuit which forms the connection path. This is done by
the select pointer of the channel’s input in the router. The
reuse of this pointer for steering purposes is feasible, since
only one connection makes use of any one of the physical
channels on port 0 (no VCs share the physical channel).
A connection to be used for read operations must also
map to a return connection, at the slave core. A virtual
circuit is setup for the response, and the target NA maps
between its input channel and an output channel. Any com-
bination of BE and GS routing may be used by a request
and its response, as explained in [5].
The programmability described above is what the OS can
use to establish GS connections in the network. Its use, to-
gether with route calculation algorithms, form the building
blocks of OS system calls, used by the middleware of the IP
cores. Examples of such system calls could be:
int open( destination, service ) : Opens a connection to
the destination core, with the service guarantee. Returns a
connection ID, or 0 for failure.
int close( connection ID ) : Closes the connection ID
connection. Returns a meassure of success.
4 Demonstrator and Results
As depicted in Figure 2, our test system is composed of
three routers, the bidirectional links between them pipelined
in two stages. Results are based on simulations of a 0.13 µm
standard cell implementation, using worst-case process cor-
ner timing parameters. First GS connections are established
between the master and slave cores. Then a number of
connections are setup between the other network ports, and
these are loaded with random traffic. This provides a vari-
able background traffic load, simulating the master/slave
subsystem being part of a bigger system. In order to il-
lustrate the GALS capabilities of MANGO, the master and
slave cores are run at different frequencies, 250 MHz and
333 MHz. The master could be a microprocessor, while the
slave could be a shared memory. While there are many so-
lutions to gaining throughput in communication networks
(e.g. pipelining), the fundamental drawback of scaling
technologies, leading to the necessity for communication-
centric design, concerns the latency of communication.
Therefore latency will be the focus in the following.
The end-to-end latency Lconn of using a GS connection
for OCP transactions, can be broken down into components:
Lconn = LinitiatorNA + Lfwd + Lcongestion
+Lserialization + LtargetNA
In the following each component is explained.
LinitiatorNA is the latency in the initiator NA (the master
core’s NA). It is one OCP clock cycle plus some forward
latency in the clockless part of the NA [5].
Lfwd is the forward latency, in the network, of a flit
which does not encounter any congestion. It is tlink for
each link traversed, plus a latency for engaging the virtual
circuit from the initiator NA, tengage.
Lcongestion is latency due to stalling in the network. It is
the time that a flit is waiting in a VC buffer, for access to a
link. Its value depends on the link access arbitration.
Lserialization is the latency penalty due to serialization
of the packetized transactions into flits. This is dictated by
the bandwidth guarantee of the connection: as explained

























Figure 5. Latency distribution of OCP write
transactions on a) connection 1 and b) con-
nection 2.
in [8], the latency guarantee of ALG is given at the require-
ment of a separation, in time, between flits on the VC. This
is the inverse of the bandwidth guarantee. Hence, in a fully
loaded network, the separation between flits will be close to
maximum (one over the bandwidth guarantee), while in an
uncongested network it will be much lower, as more band-
width than guaranteed is given.
LtargetNA is the forward latency in the target NA (the
slave’s NA). Resynchronization takes one OCP clock cycle,
while there is also half a cycle latency in the clocked part
of the NA. In addition, there is some latency in the clock-
less part, plus an unknown latency of up to one OCP cycle,
due to the uncertainty of the arrival time of the last flit. If
this occurs immediately after the clock tick, the packet will
need to wait a complete cycle before resynchronization can
begin.
By simulating a transaction in an unloaded network,
we can measure LinitiatorNA, Lfwd and LtargetNA.
Lserialization is the difference between the arrival time of
the first flit and the last (zero for single-flit packets, such as
a GS read request). In an unloaded network, Lcongestion is
zero.
Two connections between the master and the slave are
tested: conn1 and conn2. For conn1, low latency VCs have
been reserved, while conn2 has reserved VCs which pro-
vide worse latency guarantees. The connections consist of
three hops: one from the initiator NA to the first VC in the
virtual circuit, and one across each of the two links in the
path. The hop from the initiator NA does not require ac-
cess to a shared link, hence its latency (tengage) is constant.
From simulations, we obtain the values: tengage = 3.2 ns,
tflit = 3.6 ns and tlink = 10.5 ns. Having reserved VCs
0 and 0 for conn1, and VCs 3 and 6 for conn2, on the two
links between master and slave, the theoretical latency guar-
antees, of transmitting a flit on the virtual circuits, are:
Lcircuit1 = tengage + (1 + 1) ∗ tflit + 2 ∗ tlink
= 31.4 ns
Lcircuit2 = tengage + (4 + 7) ∗ tflit + 2 ∗ tlink
= 63.8 ns
Note that Lcircuit = Lfwd + Lcongestion,max.
Now we get the total end-to-end latency guarantee by
adding to this the latency of the NAs and the serialization
penalty:
Lconn1,max = LinitiatorNA + Lcircuit1
+ Lserialization + LtargetNA
= 4.9ns + 31.4ns + 25.2ns + 7.5ns
= 69ns
Lconn2,max = 4.9ns + 63.8ns + 43.2ns + 7.5ns
= 119.4ns
The worst case NA latency occurs when the synchroniza-
tion clock is just missed in the target NA. The serialization
penalty for a write (2 flits) is one over the bandwidth guar-
antee of the connection.
Figure 5 shows end-to-end latencies of issuing OCP
write transactions across the connections. Test results are
sampled over 1000 transactions at different background
loads. Read transactions simply result in a double up, plus
the response time of the slave. Hence write commands are
sufficient for illustration purposes.
The results illustrate how the latency does not exceed
the guaranteed maximum, even under 100% link load. This
shows how a high degree of predictability can be obtained
in using the shared network, despite a shift in the use of
the network by other entities in the system, and despite its
asynchronous nature.
Table 2 shows typical examples (i.e. not worst-case) of
the breakdown of the latency of write transactions on the
two connections in an unloaded and fully loaded network
scenario. It is seen that the forward latency is not exactly
the same on the two connections, as one might expect. This
is because the clockless implementation of the link access
circuits is not symmetrical, since some VCs must be priori-
tized over others [7]. We see how the effect of Lcongestion
is much smaller on connection 1 which has reserved low
latency VCs. We also see that the serialization penalty is
quite high (GS writes consist of two flits). Note that since
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Table 2. Examples of end-to-end latency of a write, on two connections at varying background loads.
conn1 / 0% load conn1 / 100% load conn2 / 0% load conn2 / 100% load
LinitiatorNA 4.9 ns 4.9 ns 4.9 ns 4.9 ns
Lfwd 17.8 ns 17.8 ns 18.6 ns 18.6 ns
Lcongestion 0 ns 12.3 ns 0 ns 35.0 ns
Lserialization 12.0 ns 21.3 ns 12.3 ns 25.0 ns
LtargetNA 7.0 ns 7.0 ns 7.0 ns 7.0 ns
Total 41.7 ns 63.3 ns 42.8 ns 90.5 ns
the tested connections only traverse two links, the serial-
ization penalty contributes a relatively large portion of the
total. This value is independent of the number of hops on
a connection, and will dwindle relatively on longer connec-
tions. The latency due to congestion is per-link on the other
hand, hence it will grow on longer connections. The benefit
of scheduling for hard latency guarantees in the link access
thus increases as the connections get longer.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, I have demonstrated the programmability
and end-to-end performance of guaranteed service connec-
tions in the MANGO NoC. I have described a program-
ming model for setting up connections in the network, and
shown how a high degree of latency predictability can be
obtained in issuing OCP commands, despite different levels
of background traffic. Such predictability is important in
a modular system-on-chip design flow, as it facilitates ana-
lytical verification, and a decoupling of sub-systems. Also,
globally asynchronous locally synchronous system compo-
sition is facillitated, by the network adapters synchronizing
the clocked OCP interfaces with the clockless network. I
have also shown how the performance penalty of inserting
pipeline stages on the network links is minimal in a clock-
less network, as the forward latency of clockless pipelines is
only a fraction of the total cycle time. The work illustrates
the advantages of the architecture, both from a performance
and programmability point-of-view.
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